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"lt is not what we read, but what we understand that makes us wise"

THIS VOLUME was written because such a book is

needed. In these days of specialism a. printer must get

his knowledge in other ways than by actual experience.

The business of printing has grown to such proportions

that those who have to do with it must have information

on the subject that heretofore has not been available in

book form.

This Handbook is a short-cut to a printing education;

it is a reference book. Being in close touch with the

practical side of the printing business, I know what infor

mation is needed and have tried to give it without waste

of words.

I claim that there is more information about printing

in this volume than has ever before been given in a book

of its size. I have not tried to tell all there is to tell

about every subject discussed, but just enough to give

an understanding of the principles of each. In the

matter of machines, for instance, the modern inventor

is so prolific of ideas that it would be impossible to

follow him in detail.

Believing that knowledge of the history of the several

subjects will give a more intelligent understanding of

the practical side, I have divided each chapter into "His

torical" and "Practical" parts. Those who prefer so



Foreword

to do, may turn directly to the practical information, of

course, but the historical portions will be found inter

esting.

This work has been made possible by many months

of hard work and some sacrifice of pleasure, supple

mented by encouragement given the author by John

Clyde Oswald, editor of The American Printer.

All the leading authorities have been consulted, but

my own personal judgment has decided every detail in

the make-up of the book.

Edmund G. Gress.

New York, March 29, 1907.
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CHAPTER ONE

Snttotiuctton

[^igtottcal]

BEFORE the invention of separate printing types the

methods of communication were the spoken word, the

carved word, and the written word.

The first of these methods, the spoken word, used from

the beginning of time, has transmitted to posterity

many interesting traditions.

Carving on stone was, logically, the first material

method adopted to perpetuate thought. The Ten Com

mandments were cut on two tables of stone. Lead was

also used as a material upon which to engrave.

Subsequently writing-tables (or tablets) were used;

made of wood, whitened, and written upon with a black

fluid ; or covered with wax and written upon with a metal

pencil.

The Egyptians wrote upon papyrus, using a reed,

sharpened and split at the end like the modern pen.

Papyrus, a plant common in Egypt at the time, was cut

into strips, soaked in water, pressed, dried, and polished,

giving a smooth, hard surface.

The Babylonians and Assyrians scratched characters

upon soft clay with instruments of metal or bone. It was

also their custom to stamp characters and pictures upon

[ 1 1



Introduction [Historical]

tablets and cylinders made of soft clay, which was after

ward hardened by baking. This was the first resemblance

to printing, in the methods of the ancients.

Pictures, as means of conveying thought, were valued

by the people of old, much as modern illustrations are

relied upon to assist the reader to a quicker understand

ing.
 

Brick of clay stamped by the Babylonians

The first resemblance to printing

The hieroglyphics (or picture writings) of the

Egyptians, carved upon stone walls and monuments, are

interesting in this regard.

The American Indian sent picture-messages, painted

upon the bark of trees or burned upon skins of animals.

Parchment (the skin of the sheep or the calf) as a

material upon which to inscribe important records, was

used extensively by the Hebrews and other nations. It

[ 2 ]



[Historical] Introduction

was sometimes dyed a rich color and written upon with

gold.

Scrolls, as a form for preserving manuscripts, were

much used. Papyrus or parchment was fastened together

into a long strip and rolled around a wooden rod at each

end. While being read, the roll was unwound at one end

and rewound at the other.

Paper was first made of papyrus, bamboo, or grass,

beaten to a pulp, pressed into a sheet, and dried.

The artists of the monasteries, who were depended

upon to write the books before printing was invented,

used a fine quality of handmade paper. Some of the

books are still preserved and are really wonderful be

cause of the perfect lettering, the magnificent decora

tions, and the superb bindings.

Printing from raised surfaces, the forerunner of

present methods, was known to the Chinese in the year

900. Playing cards and crude illustrations were made by

them. Wooden blocks were engraved upon; all portions

not to be printed being cut away from the surface.

Stenciling (painting through cut-out portions of a thin

piece of metal) was an important method of coloring

block prints. A Roman emperor of the Sixth Century,

who was unable to write, used a stencil in affixing his

signature.

Invention of Movable Types

With every crisis or need history records the "Man of

the Hour." When the condition of society demanded a

quicker method of making books, John Gutenberg of

[ 3 ]



Introduction [Historical]

Mainz, Germany, was the man to show the way. Paper

and ink were to be had, and all that was needed was a

process whereby many words could be composed from an

alphabet of separate letters.

Gutenberg, about 1450, discovered that separate

letters, called type, could be cast in a mold from

 

A printing office of the Fifteenth Century

lead. It has been claimed that the first separate types

were cut from wood, but this claim is seemingly disproved

by the regularity and evenness of the letters of the first

printed books.

Gutenberg was financially assisted in getting the

necessary equipment by John Fust (or Faust). In 1455,

Fust won a lawsuit brought by him against Gutenberg

[ * ]



[Historical] Introduction

and came into sole possession of the printing material.

During his few years of active work Gutenberg is

supposed to have printed the first great book of the new

process, the famous Latin Bible of Forty-two Lines, so-

called because of the number of lines to the page; and

also called the Mazarin Bible because a copy was once

 

Franklin in a London printing office

discovered in the library of Cardinal Mazarin in Paris.

Peter Schoeffer, son-in-law of John Fust, after

Gutenberg's retirement took practical charge of the print

shop and did excellent work. Fust and Schoeffer pro

duced a book of Psalms, commonly known as the Psalter,

which is said to be the finest of early printed books.

It was rubricated and decorated by hand.

*

[ 5 ]



Introduction [Historical]

In the year 1500 interest in the new invention of

typography had so spread that presses were set up in

more than a hundred towns and cities. Early books were

on theology, law, and medicine.

Italy became the home of many printers who were

destined to become famous in printing history, and

Venetian typography of those days is now considered

classic. Nicholas Jenson, who perfected the Roman face

of type, and Aldus Manutius, who introduced the italic

face, are two famous Fifteenth Century printers of

Venice.

Anthony Koberger about this time went into the print

ing business on a large scale in Nuremberg, Germany.

He is said to have had twenty-five presses in operation.

The house of Elzevir in Holland was famous in two

centuries as printers and publishers.

Christopher Flantin, a printer and publisher of Ant

werp, Belgium, is well known as the printer of the

Polyglot Bible of 1570, and is also noted because of his

custom of employing artists and scholars to assist in the

production of books which were in many languages.

The first English printer was William Caxton, who

in 1480 had a press in Westminster Abbey. On his death

he was succeeded by Wynkyn de Worde, an associate.

Printing in America

The first printing press in what is now the United

States was established under the charge of Stephen Daye

in 1639 at Cambridge, Mass.

[ 6 ]
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Introduction [Historical]

A famous early American printer was William Brad

ford, who established a press near Philadelphia about

1685. He was made public printer of New York in

1693 and removed to that city.

The first American publication was "Publick Occur

rences" issued in Boston in 1690.

Among the Americans who have done much in the last

two centuries in advancing the cause of printing, may

be mentioned:

Benjamin Franklin, who in 1732 issued "Poor Rich

ard's Almanack."

David Bruce, who in 1813 introduced stereotyping

into America.

Richard M. Hoe, who about 1846 invented the first

really rapid cylinder press.

Samuel Rust, who in 1829 invented the present style

of hand press: the "Washington."

Isaac Adams, who in 1830 invented a platen press of

large capacity.

David Bruce, Jr., who in 1888 invented the first type

casting machine.

George P. Gordon, who about 1858 invented the Gor

don style of platen press.

William Bullock, who in 1861 constructed the first

web perfecting press for newspapers.

Merritt Gaily, who in 1869 invented the "Universal"

style of platen press, and John Thomson, who in recent

years improved it.

Otto Mergenthaler, who (1876-1886) invented the

Linotype machine.

[ 8 ]



[Practical] Introduction

Talbert Lanston, who about 1888 invented the Mono

type machine.

C. G. Harris, who in 1892 invented the "Automatic"

job press.

Leander K. Bingham, who first made composition roll

ers on a large scale by the "gatling" process—a group

of molds.

Henry Barth, who invented the first successful

automatic type-casting machine.

Theodore L. DeVinne, who wrote several valuable

books on printing.

Will Bradley, who since 1896 has done much to in

crease interest in good commercial typography.

[practical]

There are three methods of printing : ( 1 ) From raised

letters, (2) from sunken letters, and (3) from surface

letters.

9

Copperplate

9

Typography

 

Lithography

(1) Printing from raised letters, known as letter-press

printing, and typography, is more familiar to the average

person than are the other two methods.

[ 9 ]



Introduction [Practical]

The letters are cast upon the ends of pieces of lead,

and are then known as types.

These types arranged and secured in a chase (an iron

frame) are known as a form, which is placed on a press.

Ink is automatically placed on the letter ends of the

types by rolling with soft composition rollers, and the

paper is printed by being pressed against the face of

the form.

(2) Printing from sunken letters (intaglio) is known as

steel-die and copperplate printing. The letters or design

are cut into the smooth surface of steel or copper, the

incisions filled with ink, and the surface wiped clean.

The paper is then pressed against the steel or copper

plate, which causes the ink from the cut-out portions

to adhere to the paper.

(3) Printing from surface letters is known as lithog

raphy. The letters or design are sketched or transferred

with a greasy ink on a special stone that absorbs moisture.

After the design is dry the surface is dampened and inked

with rollers. The dampened stone repels the ink, which

adheres only to the greasy portions containing the letters

or design. The paper is pressed against the stone and

the design is printed on it.

The first method of printing (with raised letters) is

the one to which the several chapters of this book are

chiefly devoted. It is today recognized as one of the

chief arts and industries.

There are printing offices equipped to do a general

line of commercial printing; there are some devoted only

to book publishing, some to newspaper publishing, some

I 10 1



[Practical] Introduction

chiefly to magazine publishing, and some almost ex

clusively to catalogs and booklets.

The offices for general commercial work are the most

numerous. The smaller ones, doing their own display

composition and small presswork, find it profitable to

have undisplayed copy, known as straight matter, set

on linotype machines in neighboring newspaper offices

or book offices. Extensive forms of press work are also

done outside, in the larger offices.

These larger offices are equipped with either Linotype

machines, which cast solid lines of type, or Monotype

machines, which cast single types. Automatic type-casting

machines for making hand-set type are sometimes a part

of the equipment of such offices. The metal display

types, or jobbing letters, are in series of sizes, generally

from six point body (one-twelfth of an inch) to seventy-

two points (one inch).

Wood types are made in sizes from forty-eight point

to a foot, and are used for display card and poster work.

The furnishings of printers' composing rooms are

much neater than formerly. Hardwood cases, holding

the types, are fitted in dust-proof cabinets of oak or

mahogany finish.

Type is cast in sizes based on a series of points (about

seventy-two to an inch) and the faces are made to align

with each other.

Wood and metal furniture and quoins, used in placing

and securing type forms in "chases" ready for the press

are made more accurate and time-saving than ever before.

In pressrooms will be found platen presses for small

[ 11 ]



Introduction [Practical]

work such as business cards, bill heads, programs and

circulars ; and cylinder presses for large forms and half

tone printing. In some offices a machine automatically

feeds the large sheets of paper into the press.

Special presses for various purposes (color printing,

embossing, numbering, steel-die printing, etc.) are found

in many offices.

The printer has choice of a large variety of papers.

Coated paper for halftone printing is made in finishes

from the dull to the glossy superfines. Cover stocks

come in many hues, shades and finishes; writing, stocks

in bond, linen and plain finishes.

The very large offices have within their walls depart

ments equipped to produce in every detail the finest book

lets and catalogs. A staff of artists to design, and photo-

engravers to make, the halftone and line plates;

electrotypers to duplicate the pages; men to layout the

work in detail, bookbinders to complete and ornament

the finished product.

Proprietors and managers dictate business correspond

ence by means of the phonograph or graphophone; a

system of time-tickets and job-records enables the

manager to know at any time the status of an order in

process of manufacture, and time-clocks record the

coming and going of employees.

Years ago the printer "in business" was proud that

his was the "art preservative of all arts" ; now the printer

cares chiefly to be a business man, to make a profit. If

at the same time he may do something for art, well and

good, but he must have the profit.

[ 12 ]



CHAPTER TWO

[historical]

A TYPE is usually a small piece of metal upon the end

of which is cast a letter of the alphabet.

When the idea of movable types occurred to Gutenberg

it is probable that his first experiments were with

characters carved on wood. Finding wood impracticable

for small faces, he thought out the process of making

types by casting melted lead and tin in a mold, in a

manner similar to the way bullets were made.

It is likely that 'Gutenberg and other early printers

hired goldsmiths to cut the punches from which were

made the molds for type casting.

It was with metal-cast types (in size equivalent to

twenty points) that the first great work of printing,

the Forty-Two Line Bible, was produced. Only large

sizes of type were used during the first fifty years of

the new process, the smaller sizes beginning to appear

about the year 1500.

From the time of Gutenberg, (beginning about 1450)

until the year 1625, printers cast their own types.

Type, which is now made at a uniform hight of .918

of an inch, in the early days varied from three-quarters

of an inch to an inch and a half in hight.

[ 13 ]



Type Making [Historical]

In the year 1637 in England was enforced a decree

limiting the number of typefounders to four.

William Caslon (1720) was the first successful type

founder in England.

The first foundry in the United States was established

near Philadelphia about 1735 by Christopher Sauer.

 

Making type in X564

In 1775 Benjamin Franklin brought material for a

foundry from Europe to Philadelphia, but made little

use of it.

A Dutch founder, Adam Mappa, did business in New

York about 1787.

In 1796 Archibald Binny and James Ronaldson com

menced casting type in Philadelphia, having acquired

I 14 .1



[Historical] Type Making

the tools of several existing foundries. Their success was

such that the foundry is in existence to-day, as the Phila

delphia branch of the American Type Founders Com

pany, and recently known as MacKellar, Smiths & Jor

dan.

Types were cast exclusively by hand until 1828,

 

Bruce type-casting machine

when an idea for a casting machine was patented by

William M. Johnson; but the first successful type-casting

machine was invented by David Bruce, Jr., of New York

in 1838.

Henry Barth, lately of the Cincinnati Branch of the

American Type Founders Company, in 1888 invented an

• [ 15 ]



Type Making [Historical]

automatic type-casting machine which cast and finished

the types at a rapid rate.

The old method of typemaking was to first design the

letter on paper, and then sketch and cut it on soft steel.

The steel model was then hardened and became the

punch.

The face of the punch was then forced into a strip of

copper, which when finished became the matrix. From

 

this matrix, types were cast singly by hand or by

machine.

Punches were exclusively used until about 1865 when

an American invented the method of cutting an original

in type metal and making a copper electrotype matrix

therefrom.

Until recent years type was cast on bodies known

as Nonpareil, Long Primer, etc., each foundry having

a slightly different standard of size.

In 1878, Marder, Luse & Co., typefounders of Chicago,

introduced the point system now used in America. Their

f 16 1-



[Historical] Type Making

foundry was previously destroyed by fire and this

condition enabled them to adopt a point system without

loss. The system was based upon the pica body made

by MacKellar, Smiths & Jordan, which as a basis was

considered equivalent to twelve points.

In 1886 the United States Typefounders' Association

investigated the system, and in 1887 adopted it.

As far back as 1737 Fournier, a Frenchman, suggested

a system of points for type bodies, which called for

twelve points to a pica, six picas to an inch.

In 1894, when the Inland Type Foundry was started,

William Schraubstadter introduced a system of align

ment for all type-faces called the Standard Line. This

system is now used under various names by all Ameri

can foundries.

Before 1880 but one or two sizes of each style of

letter was made. Now all type is made in series from

6 to 72 point.

Type is now cast, in connection with the process of

composition, on the machine known as the Monotype.

The Linotype, another "typesetting" machine, casts

all the words of a line at one time. An attachment is

sold in England by which the Linotype can be made to

cast single types.

Some large printshops have type-casting machines in

their composing rooms to supply sorts as needed.

Most of the large type foundries, and a number of

the smaller ones, about twenty in all, were in 1892

merged into what is now the American Type Founders'

Company.

1

[ 17 ]



Type Making [Practical]

Other type foundries in America to-day are :

The Inland Type Foundry, St. Louis, started in 1894

by William, Carl, and Oswald Schraubstadter, three sons

of Carl Schraubstadter who had been one of the owners

of the Central Type Foundry.

The Keystone Type Foundry, Philadelphia, started

about 1885 by N. W. Ayer & Co. for the purpose of

making type to exchange for advertising space.

Barnhart Bros. & Spindler, Chicago, started in 1868

as the Great Western Type Foundry, the Barnhart

Brothers being newspaper publishers, and Mr. Spindler,

a practical typefounder.

A. D. Farmer & Son, New York, which firm is the

successor of the one time well-known Farmer, Little &

Co. (1861). This foundry originated with Elihu White,

who cast type in New York in 1810.

H. C. Hansen, Boston, started in 1872 by Mr. Hansen,

who came from Norway.

Bruce Type Foundry, New York, started in 1813

by David and George Bruce, two Scottish printers.

[Practical]

Type, from which most printing is done, is composed

chiefly of lead. Antimony, a brittle and more valuable

metal, is added to harden the type metal, and tin, copper

or nickel is also added in small quantities. The exact

proportion used of these different metals is kept secret

by the typefounders.

Less antimony is used in the metal from which are

[ 18 ]



[Practical] Type Making

made spaces, quads, leads, slugs and metal furniture.

The metal used for the Linotype and Monotype machines

need not be as hard as type metal, although really soft

metal is never satisfactory for printing purposes.

A letter is cut on the end of a piece of steel with the

aid of a special engraving machine. This is known

as the punch, which is forced into a piece of brass,

making the matrix. From this matrix the face of the type

is cast.

There is also the method of directly making the

matrix by drilling the letter into a piece of copper or

German silver.

The process in use at the Inland Foundry is more

intricate, but superior results are claimed by its users.

A drawing about six inches high is first made of each

character, from which by the aid of a pantagraph a

one-fourth reduction is traced in electrotyper's wax,

with the result like that of an impression of a type.

As is done in electrotyping, this wax mold is placed

in a depositing bath until a shell of copper is formed,

and is then backed with lead. This electrotype serves

as a pattern letter.

How Type Is Made
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Type Making [Practical]

The letter is next cut on the polished end of a piece of

lead, resembling a space or quad, by a finely adjusted

routing machine with pantagraph attachment for tracing

from the pattern letter. This gives a type which Is called

an original.

The original is then inserted in a mortised piece of

brass and immersed in a nickel bath. A nickel coating

 

Barth automatic type-casting machine

forms and becomes the matrix from which the actual type

is cast. It takes about nine days to form a coating for a

six-point matrix, and about five weeks for seventy-two

point.

The matrix thus made is only for the face of the type,

a finely adjusted mold forming the body as the hot metal

is forced in.

Type is now cast automatically upon machines. Hand

[ 20 |



[Practical] Type Making

molds have been discarded except for large sizes for

which more time is required for metal to set. and even the

Bruce casting machines are superseded by those of more

rapid and thorough mechanism.

Small types, as six and eight point, are made more

rapidly than large ones, such as eighteen and thirty-six

point, and harder metal is used for the smaller types.

In casting, one or more grooves, known as nicks, are

made in the side of the body toward the foot of the type

face. These nicks act as guides in placing the types

in the composing stick, and also in distinguishing one

font from another of the same size body.

A type is mostly solid metal, the letter on the type

reaching to a depth of only one-sixteenth of an inch to

the shoulder.

The Point System

Types are cast on a series of body sizes, which were

but recently designated by names, but now by the number

of points, and known as the "point system."

This system as used in America, is twelve points to

a pica, six picas equaling approximately .996 of an inch.

This is so near an inch that the printer is none the wiser.

The MacKellar pica was used as a standard and nearly

every type body, excepting the nonpareil and pica of

that foundry and such foundries as had used its stand

ard, was changed.

Leads (filling the small spaces between lines) are

either one point or two points in thickness.

"Quotation" metal furniture is cast to picas (12

[ 21 ]



Type Making [Practical]

Six Point

Showing the

sizes of type

in the lower-case

from six-point

to seventy-two point

Eight Point

Ten Point

Twelve Point

Fourteen Point

Eighteen Point

Twenty Point

Twenty-four Point

Thirty Point

Thirty six Point

Forty-two Pt.

-fourFifty

Seven

ty-two

Point
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[Practical] Type Making

points) and the sizes are 2x4, 2x5, 2x6, 3x4, 8x5, 3x6,

4x4, 4x5, 4x6, 5x5, 5x6, 6x6. Metal and wood furniture

for filling blank space can be had in larger sizes.

New Names Old Names

Four-Point Brilliant

Four-and-a-half-Point. . ..Diamond

Five-Point ..Pearl

Five-and-a-half-Point . . . . Agate

. . Nonpareil

. .Minion

. .Brevier

. . Bourgeois

Ten-Point . . Long Primer

. Small Pica

Pica

Fourteen-Point . . English

. .Columbian

Eighteen-Point . Great Primer

Twenty-Point . . Paragon

Twenty-four-Point .Double Pica

Thirty-Point ( Double English (28)
( Double Columbian (32)

Thirty-six-Point . .Double Great Primer

( Double Paragon (40)
t Double Meridian (41)

..Canon

The point system and the old titles

Agate (5!/2 point) is a standard of measurement for

advertisements in magazines and newspapers. Type on

eight-point body is used by many newspapers, and eleven

[ 23 ]



Type Making [Practical]

point body is required by law in some States on briefs

and law books.

In job offices type on six, eight, ten, or twelve point

bodies is useful in large fonts for setting the masses of

reading matter. Since the extended use of the Linotype

and Monotype, typefounders have devoted more attention

than formerly to making job faces.

Fonts of Type

A font of type includes the letters of the alphabet,

and points and figures, in proportion to the amount of

each ordinarily used.

Job fonts are designated as 5A, 8a, etc., being the

number of capital A's and lower-case a's to the font.

In such fonts other letters are in this proportion:

Capitals: (5A)

Six E's.

Five each of I, N, O, R, S, T, period, comma.

Four each of C, L, 0 (cypher).

Three each of D, F, G, H, M, P, U, 1, apostrophe.

Two each of B, J, K,V,W, Y, &, $, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, T, 8, 9, hyphen.

One Q, X, Z, semi-colon, colon, exclamation and interroga

tion point.

Lower case : (8a)

Ten e's.

Eight each of i, n, o, r, s, t.

Five c, d, f, h, 1, m, u, period, comma. .

Three b, g, j, k, p, v, w. y.

Two q, x, z, hyphen, apostrophe.

One semi-colon, colon, exclamation point, and interrogation

point.
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[Practical] Type Making

Spaces and quads do not come with job fonts.

Body type, such as is used for the reading portions of

newspapers, books, and magazines, comes in weight-

fonts, of 25, 50, or 100 pounds.

Quads and spaces are included in and compose one-

fifth of such fonts. If quads and spaces are not wanted

the fonts will then consist of 20, 40, or 80 pounds, re

spectively.

A fifty-pound body-type font is made up in this

proportion :

Capitals 5 pounds

Small Capitals 1% "

Punctuation marks 2V£ "

Figures 2 "

Lower-case 29 "

Spaces 5 "

Quads 5 "

50 pounds

Of course, a 100-pound font would be double these

amounts, and a 25-pound font one-half in each case.

When sorts are needed they can be quickly furnished

by the type-founder if ordered in these proportions. For

example, if figures are needed an order for two pounds

\*ill bring them without delay. A miscellaneous quantity

of sorts must be made to order.

Sometimes a few letters in a job font are required at

once, and if requested the type-seller may take these

sorts from fonts on his shelves, replacing them later from

the foundry.

[ «« 1



Type Making [Practical]

Some job faces can be had at body prices and it is wise

to purchase eight, ten, twelve and fourteen point in that

way.

Type made of hard maplewood, the letters being cut

out by machinery, is used for sizes larger than seventy-

two point.

Brass is used for making rules which contain on their

faces lines of various widths, some of which are shown

below. When one-point face is wanted on two-point

body, it is well to have it flush to one side of the two-

point rule. This allows of panels being easily made.

Another time-saving scheme is to have rule mitered on

both ends, by which method panels of any size are pos

sible, with close joints at the corners.

Hairline rule

One -point rule

Two-point rule

Three-point rule

Four-point rule

Six-point rule
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CHAPTER THREE

Cppe 5Face#

[l?iOtotiral]

THE face of the type is the really important element

in the production of printing. The type-maker, com

positor, pressman, ink-maker, and paper-maker, all give

their share of attention to the details of the product,' but

what the reader actually sees is the print of the type

face.

An artistic type-face counts heavily in the designing

of an artistic page, while a face without character will

give commonplace results.

The best type-faces in use to-day are those dating back

one hundred and fifty to four hundred and fifty years,

and the best printing is done with a combination of not

more than two such harmonizing faces.

When Gutenberg began to print with movable types

(1450-1455) he used a type-face known as Black Letter,

based upon the style of lettering then in vogue with

copyists.

The essential qualities of this face are found in the

type-face used in Old English printing by Wynken de

Worde, and are present in the type-faces known to-day

as Cloister Black and Caslon Text.

This letter is Gothic in character, its pointed strokes

[ 27 1
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[Historical] Type Faces

suggesting the prominent features of Gothic architecture

and is claimed to be an imperfect shaping of the old

Roman letter from the fact that copyists wrote with a

reed and rounded lines were naturally made with that

tooL This is a ROMAN LETTER

Roman letters had been employed in manuscript books

from the Fifth to about the close of the Twelfth Century,

after which Black Letter came gradually into use.

Roman capitals, excepting J, U, and W, are imitations

of letters carved in stone by the early Romans. J, U, and

W, were added as their use became necessary. The

small or "lower case" letters are after characters made

by Italian and French copyists.

About 1470, fifteen years after the invention of print

ing, Roman letters again came to be used principally

through the influence of Jenson, a printer of Venice,

Italy. In 1580 there were more Roman type-faces used

than any other.

The Roman type-face used by English printers in the

Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries (see page 60) had

some of the characteristics of the present-day Chelten

ham and French Old Style.

Italic, a slanting style of letter, the companion face to

Roman, fashioned after the handwriting of Petrarch,

an Italian poet, was first cast about 1500, and named

italic in honor of Italy. Only lower-case letters were

made, Roman capitals being used with it. When italic

capitals were made flourishes were added to some of the

letters, which became known as "Swash capitals."

[ 29 ]



Type Faces [Historical]

Italic types were used by Aldus and others for text

pages of books.

The type-face used in the first book printed in Eng

lish, by Caxton about 1474, was of Flemish origin. It

was not as black a letter as that used by Gutenberg,

yet possessed character and was legible. Caxton Black

was made a few years ago but for some reason is not

now in use. It is a worthy face and should be again

revived.

William Caslon, an English type-founder, about 1734

made himself famous by cutting a Roman letter which

is to-day the most popular type-face in existence. It is

now made by all type foundries and in several strengths

of line.

This is CASLON OLD STYLE

The Caslon face fell into disuse about 1810, when the

modern Romans were introduced. It was revived in 1843,

and continued in use only by the best printers until

1894, when the revival of colonial typography popular

ized it.

The beginning of the Nineteenth Century saw the

introduction of the type-face known as the modern Ro

man. Its peculiarities are the contrasting hair-lines and

heavy down strokes, designed after a letter used by an

early Italian printer, Bodoni.

This is MODERN ROMAN

This style of type-face has been used continually for

a hundred years on books and newspapers.

During the last century a taste for ornamental type
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[Historical] Type Faces

GUTfiNBSHG, W3BIN, 18SS.

 

ans

 

cxn $

 

ancro

 

MtMLkTiM LIBRARY

1 Memoir on the trip of Printing? Iddressed to

DBF.OME, BOCK-EINDER, PARIS, 1550

JJebER^ DIE jaESCHlCHTE DER j^RFlNDUNG DER

Quousque tandem abutere, Catili-

GUIDE PRATIQUE HE CDHPOSITEUB

Fancy type-faces found in the specimen books of 1880
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Type Faces [Practical]

faces developed, and in a type foundry specimen book

of 1880 is found hundreds of fancy faces such as are

shown on the page facing this one. No types of this

kind are now found in specimen books.

The trend of present-day type-faces has been toward

simplicity and legibility. In 1892, seven hundred and

fifty distinct type-faces were contained in the specimen

books of the foundries that were merged into the Ameri

can Type Founders Company. In 1906 this company's

specimen book contained but two hundred and twenty-

five distinct faces.

William Morris, at the Kelmscott Press, in 1890,

used but two faces of type, and Will Bradley, at the

Wayside Press, in 1896, had but Caslon, Caslon italic

and Old English, showing that many faces are not

needed to do good printing.

When type-faces were made in series of fifteen sizes,

it was a decided innovation. Now type-faces are made in

families: Cheltenham, for instance, is cast in eight dif

ferent series: Cheltenham, Cheltenham Italic, Chelten

ham wide, Cheltenham bold, Cheltenham bold italic,

Cheltenham bold condensed, Cheltenham bold condensed

italic, and Cheltenham outline.

[Practical]

Type-faces, as used in America, are of four kinds:

Text, Roman, Block (called Gothic), and Italic.

About a hundred standard faces, from the various

type foundries, are here displayed, set in twelve point.
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[Practical] Type Faces

Each line contains all but six letters of the alphabet,

and also shows the style of punctuation marks and fig

ures. Beneath each line of type on the left is the trade

name of the face; the two letters on the right indicate

the foundry which makes it.

Text Faces

Text letters are so called because, first, such letters

were used by early printers for the text (or solid read

ing) portions of the printed page, and, second, because

they are at present used for such purpose in Germany.

Cloister Black: Patterned after the type-face used

by Gutenberg. It 'was called "Black Letter" to distin

guish it from the Roman letter, which was of lighter

tone; and called "Old English" because it was much

used by early English printers. Used on books of devo

tion by copyists and printers. Is of the pointed Gothic

style.

Flemish Black: Lower-case letters are same as

Cloister; capitals are of Flemish origin.

Tudor Black: A round form of Black Letter, used

in early days on printing less formal in character than

the books of devotion.

Church Text: A less conventional design of the

early Black Letter. Perhaps based upon some old manu

script book, as each copyist had his own style of letter

ing to more or less extent.

Schwabacher: A style of text-letter much used in

German printing for the display.

Fractur: Commonly used for the reading portions of
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Type Faces [Practical]

0Lixtb (Kpposrafit glpftabet 1907

Cloister Black am

H&txeb ^ppografu: ailppabet 1907

Flemish Black am

fHMieb G^pooraftc alphabet .... 1907

Tudor Black ke

Jttixed Cypografic alphabet 1907

Church Text am

miyet) Cvpografic alphabet 190?

Schwabacher ke

3J{i£cb Sgpografic 2llp^abet 1907

Fractur ke

ytllxib Z3?pograflc'2Vlj>l)ab<it 1907

Washington Text ke

]Mfred Cypograftc Hlpbabet .... 1907

Tell Text ba

IKixcd Cppografic fllpbabet 1907

Abbey Text fa

IDixed Cypognafic Alphabet .... 1906

Becker in

i&ixttf Jro^ioflvaftc tHjnf).nt»rt * . 1007

Cathedral Text am

EP»i> Ccpogrfifif Wfbtbtt 1907

Chaucer Text am

ffflMied ^TOfiraftc HIpIbafeeit . . . . 1907

Tudor Black Outline ke
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[Practical] Type Faces

books and newspapers by the Germans. Originated in

the Fifteenth Century.

Washington Text: A graceful modification of Old

English. The round letters are smaller in proportion

to the capitals, than are those of Cloister Black.

Tell Text: Also called Satanic. Introduced by

William Morris; copied from a round Gothic letter used

by German printers of the Fifteenth Century. Called by

Morris "Troy" type.

Abbey Text: Originally designed by Will Bradley.

A distinctive, densely black text type, now little used.

Becker: A round modification of Bradley's text.

Cathedral Text: A fat-face black letter, of con

trasting heavy and light strokes. Looks well with the

chap-book style of typography. Originally cut by Bruce.

Chaucer Text: A condensed text letter with the

easy lines familiar in hand-lettering.

Tudor Black Outline: Used with Tudor, for two-

color printing, or alone when a light gray tone is

desired.

Roman Faces

The Roman letter is used in America for books, news

papers, and for all kinds of commercial printing.

Caslon: The best and most popular jobbing and

book letter ever made. Cut by William Caslon about

1734 and much used during Colonial days. It harmon

izes well with Old English and with old-style ornaments

and decoration.

Old Style: Based on the Caslon, but more delicate,
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Type Faces [Practical]

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

Caslon O. S. with modern figures in

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

Old Style No. 59 ba

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

Lining Ronaldson O. S. No. 551 am

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

Lining Caxton O. S. No. 2 am

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

French O. S. ke

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1 907

Cheltenham O. S. am

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

Kenilworth in

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

AtU in

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

Wayside Roman am

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

Scotch Roman fa

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

Modern Roman No. 510 am

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

Condensed No. 2 in

Mixed Typografic Alphabet .... 1907

Aldine ba

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

Boldface ba
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and of lighter tone. A modernized Old Style such as

this was first made in 1851 in Scotland. The figures

are of the kind that once accompanied all old style faces,

but are not now made, because of their irregularity.

Ronaldson: A slightly modified Old Style. Note the

added angles at top of the "T."

Caxton Old Style: A recently cut type face, hand

some in appearance, and slightly decorative, containing

some of the characteristics of both the old style and

modern Romans.

French Old Style: Fashioned after a face used

by Dutch printers, the Elzevirs, in 1634, one hundred

years before the Caslon face was cut. Its capitals are

said to be closely copied from the carved letters of the

Romans. This type-face was becoming popular in

America, about 1880-1890, when Caslon was revived, and

supplanted it.

Cheltenham : Drawn by Bertram Goodhue, an artist,

for Ingalls Kimball of the Cheltenham Press. It is a

monotone face; the round letters are small and the

ascenders long. Cheltenham much resembles the Roman

lettering in the music portion of Schoeffer's Psalter of

1459, and the Roman type-face used by English printers

before the advent of Caslon.

Kenilworth : A letter similar to Cheltenham, but

not as strong in tone.

Avil: A graceful old style Roman letter similar to

Pabst.

Wayside Roman.

Scotch Roman: Modern Roman letters, of Black
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Type Faces [Practical]

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

Century Expanded am

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

Extra Condensed No. % fa

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

French Clarendon ba

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

Lining Jenson O. S. No. 2 am

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

Antique O. S. ke

Mixed Typografic Alphabet . . . 1907

Dorsey in

Mixed Typografic Alphabet . . 1907

Caledonian ba

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

Clarendon ba

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

Cheltenham Bold am

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

Lining Cushing O. S. No. 2 am

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

Richelieu ke

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

Laureate ke

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

Caslon Old Roman ba

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

John Aldcn ke
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[Practical] Type Faces

tone, originated in Edinburgh. They have some of the

characteristics of the Caslon, and are the most popular

of modern Romans. D. B. Updike, of the Merrymount

Press, Boston, imported the first font of Scotch Roman

face into America, and says it is the "best example of a

face cut upon modern lines."

Modern Roman : A Roman of modern design, light in

tone with thin hair lines and heavy down strokes. This

face is representative of the class of modern Romans, as

distinguished from Old Style Romans. Modern Romans

are used on newspapers, and to a certain extent on books

and catalogues.

Condensed: A modern Roman letter used on title

pages by DeVinne and other conservative printers.

Aldine: A prominent representative of the modern

family of Roman title letters. Note the contrast in thick

ness of the strokes.

Bold Face: A fat-face of the Aldine style.

Century Expanded: Originally designed in more

condensed form by Theo. L. DeVinne for the Century

Magazine. A monotone letter, supposed to be more

easily read than the conventional modern or old Ro

mans.

Extra Condensed: Showing the old-time method of

"squeezing" many words in a line.

French Clarendon: A face popular twenty years

ago. DeVinne says it is of Italian origin, and calls it

Italian Antique. "Clarendon" as a name was also applied

to various Antique letters, and goes to prove that names

are often misleading.
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Mixed Typografie Alphabet 1907

Runic Condensed fa

Mixed Typografie Alphabet 1907

McFarland in

Mixed Typografie Alphabet .... 1907

Caslon Bold ke

Mixed Typografie Alphabet 1907

Delia Robbia am

Mixed Typografie Alphabet 1 907

Grasset am

Mixed Typografie Alphabet . . . 1907

DeVinne ha

Mixed Typografie Alphabet . . 1907

Post O. S. No. 1 am

Mixed Typografie Alphabet . . 1907

Hearst in

Mixed Typografie Alphabet 1907

Pabst O. S. am

Mixed Typografie Alphabet. . . . 1907

Powell ke

Mixed Typografie Alphabet . . 1907

Talisman ba

Mixed Typografie Alphabet 190?

Roycroft am

Mixed Typografie Alpha 1907

Plymouth Bold ba

Mixed Typografie Alpha 1907

Doric ba
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[Practical] Type Faces

Jenbon Old Style: Adapted from the "Golden"

type of William Morris (1&91), which in turn was

copied from the type-face used by Jenson in 1470; one

of the first Roman type-faces.

Old Style Antique: An Old-Style modification of a

Roman face called "Antique." A standard letter for

artistic printing; also called Bookman, Stratford, etc.

Dorsey : Similar to Old Style Antique.

Caledonian: An old member of the family of An

tiques.

Clarendon: So called because made for the Claren

don Press, Oxford.

Cheltenham Bold: Cheltenham strengthened in

tone.

Cushing: A recent design of a condensed Antique.

Richelieu: The same.

Laureate,

Caslon Old Roman,

John Alden: Jobbing letters of designs just a trifle

different from other Romans.

Runic: A face much used twenty-five years ago.

McFarland: French Old Style with strengthened

lines.

Caslon Bold: A heavy cut of the Caslon face, re

cently introduced by all founders. Supposed to give the

effect obtained in olden days when printing was done

with well-inked type on dampened paper by means of

the hand press. The great popularity of this face

proves the merit of the Caslon letter.

Della Robbia; Suggested by letters cut in stone by
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Luca Delia Robbia, an Italian sculptor of the Fifteenth

Century. The. capitals look well when used alone for

display.

Grasset: A decorative letter of French design.

DeVinne : A graceful, strong Roman, based upon the

Caslon, but with characteristics of its own. Notice the

resemblance to Caslon Bold. Also made in condensed

and extended faces.

Post Old Style: Originated by an artist of the

Saturday Evening Post, and used for headings. A free

hand lettered effect, neither an Antique nor a Gothic,

but Old Style in effect.

Hearst: Suggested by Post Old Style.

Pabst: Designed by F. W. Goudy. A handsome dec

orative letter in the lower-case. This letter was the

first type-face of recent years to contain the idea of long

ascenders, the small round letters being but half the

hight of the capitals.

Powell,

Talisman : Similar to the Hearst, and also based on

Post.

RoYCROFT,

Plymouth Bold: Heavy faced modifications of the

Post.

Doric: A heavy-faced Antique. Notice the precision

of lines and serifs, as compared with the modern pre

ference for free-hand lettered effects.

Foster: A recent cut of the Antique family. Com

panion to the Webb for color printing.

Winchell: In design, half Antique and half Bold
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[Practical] Type Faces

Modern Roman. The double-dotted lower-case "i"

originally made with this letter did not prove popular,

and is no longer furnished.

John Hancock: Similar to the Winchell, with

heavier strokes and larger round letters.

Bewick Roman: Similar to the condensed Winchell,

but with peculiarities of its own. Note the direction of

the cross stroke, or serif, at top of the "h" and "b."

Celtic: A rather neat member of the Antique family,

of pleasing gray tone, much used by the New York

Herald, but little used elsewhere.

Gothic Faces

Gothic, really misnamed, is a type-face of even strokes

without serifs (or crossed stems), also called "Block

letter." It is a rude imitation of early Roman letters,

but is a neat jobbing letter when used in capitals only.

Skeleton Gothic: A light-face Gothic.

Standard Gothic: A heavy-face Gothic.

Matthews,

Corbitt,

Francis,

Globe Gothic,

Studley: These faces have the characteristics of the

Gothic, but also have the heavy down strokes of the

Roman letter.

Bold Pastel: A slightly decorative Gothic.

Comstock: A rimmed Gothic, suggesting the imi

tation lithographer's letters in vogue about 1875, but

better and more simple.
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Type Faces [Practical]

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

Foster in

Mixed Typografic Alphabet . . . 1907

Winchell in

Mixed Typografic Alphabet . . . 1907

John Hancock ke

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

Bewick Roman am

Mixed Typografic Alphabet .1907

Light-face Celtic fa

Mixed Typografic Alphabet . 1907

Skeleton Gothic 'No. 19 ke

Mixed Typografic Alphabet . . 1907

Standard Gothic ke

Mixed Typografic Alphabet • . 1 907

Matthews in
«

Mixed Typografic Alphabet . . . 1907

Corbitt in

Nixed Typografic Alphabet ... 1 907

Francis in

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1 907

Globe Gothic am

Mixed Typografic Alphabet . . . 1907

Bold Pastel ba

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

Studley in

Hx@d Typegfaffo Alphabet ® ® « 1901

Comstock in
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[Practical] Type Faces

Latin Antique: An Antique very close in style to

the Gothic; popular twenty-five years ago.

Miscellaneous Faces

15th Century: An imitation of the crude Roman

lettering of five hundred years ago. Suitable for "old

style" printing.

Tabard: A modification of a type-face known as

Schoeffer; contains the new feature of long ascenders,

and is a legible face, with pleasing individuality.

Bulletin: A face derived from modern brush letter

ing.

Camelot: A delicate and pretty Roman letter, of

even strokes, suitable for printing in which daintiness

is required. Capitals are similar to the face known a

few years ago as Mural.

Webb : The outline and companion letter to the Fos

ter. Used for color printing.

De Vinne Outline: The outline and companion let

ter to DeVinne. Much used by city newspapers because

of its gray tone.

Six-Point Typewriter: For use in printing minia

ture facsimile typewriter letters.

Remington Typewriter: Used in imitation type

writer printing. By using a piece of China silk stretched

from grippers, the effect of the machine typewriter is

obtained.

Ribbon-Face Typewriter: By ordinary printing

methods an impression direct from this type resembles

the work of a poor typewriter.
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Type Faces [Practical]

Mixed Typografic Alphabet . 1907

Latin Antique fa

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

Fifteenth Century ba

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1 907

Tabard am

"Itimd, "fyjactj/u^c QlfikaUt 1<j07

Bulletin ke

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 190?

Camelot am

Mssdl TyjpofcraiBc iypUBdk .„.,.,. t&©7

Webb in

Mixed Typografic Alphabet .... 1907

DeVinne Outline ke

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

Six Point Typewriter No. 1 in

Mixed Typografic Alphabet .... 1907

Remington Typewriter in

Mixed Typografic Alphabet . 1907

Ribbon-face Typewriter am

Missal lnitials am

HEIHffllHIHIfflltlliaiBlHlBBinH

Hearst lnitials in

00000000®®®(|Xd)0O

Ad-Style Border ba
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[Practical] Type Faces

Missal Initials: Based upon the initials which copy

ists used preceding important words in the old written

books. Are very effective, used in place of the regular

initials of either Old English or Antique Old Style.

Similar initials known as Caxton and Sylph are even

better because of their darker tone.

Hearst Initials: Representing the many excellent

initials, which are now available to the printer. Based on

the Hearst type-face.

Italic Faces

Italic, a slanting Roman, is called script by the lay

man. It differs from script as the printer knows it, in

that its letters are not joined. It is copied after hand

writing, however—the handwriting of Petrarch, an

Italian poet of the Fourteenth Century.

Italic is not as legible as Roman, but because of its

decorative character is an artistic letter for certain

work. DeVinne and other book printers use it for the

preface of a book.

Italic was used by the colonial printer for side notes,

and to give variety to the typography of his Caslon

pages.

Until the introduction of the Linotype, Italic was

generally used for emphasis, for foreign words, and

names of publications.

All Roman body letters are provided with their Italics,

and many of the jobbing faces also have companion

Italics.

In these days, when the compositor is taught to use
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Type Faces [Practical]

Mixed Typografic Alphabet IQOJ

Caalon O. S. ltalic in

Mixed Typografic Alphabet I9°7

O. S. ltalic No. 39 ba

Mixed Typograhc Alphabet 1907

Lining Ronaldson ltalic No. 2 am

Mixed, Typografic Atyhabet 1907

Modern Roman ltalic No. 510 am

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

French O. S. ltalic ke

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

Lining Cushing ltalic No. 2 am

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

Wayside ltalic am

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

Century Expanded ltalic am

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

Lining Law ltalic No. 522 am

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

Lining Law ltalic No. 520 am

Mixed Typografic Alphabet .... 1907

Lining Caxton O. S. ltalic No. 2 am

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

Cheltenham ltalic am

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

Kenilworth ltalic in

Mixed Typografic Alphabet 1907

Pabst O. S. ltalic am
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[Practical] Type Faces

one series of type faces, Italics afford a happy medium

for introducing variety into the composition.

The Italic faces shown have the characteristics of their

Roman mates, with a touch of decorative effect due to

the slanting of the letters.

The two Law Italics are familiar to printers of law

blanks and such work. Law Italic No. 522 is really the

Italic mate of the old Runic, and is similar to the Italic

of the Century Expanded.

Engravers' Faces

These type-faces are imitations of lettering used by

steel and copperplate engravers. They are useful in

stationery printing in approximating the results of

engraved stationery, but should not be used in general

job printing.

English Script: Used for cards and invitations.

The cheapest style of lettering of the copperplate en

graver, and because of its delicate lines the most expen

sive for the printer to use.

French Script: Introduced into America by Tiffany.

A handsome letter for invitations. Made also in slanting

design.

Inland Copperplate: Also called Tiffany Text. An

imitation of a text letter introduced by copperplate

engravers; for use on calling cards and wedding invita

tions, and not appropriate for commercial printing.

Plate Text: Another imitation of copperplate en

graving. Somewhat like the text faces used shortly after

' modern Roman was first introduced.

4
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Type Faces [ Practical]

Mixed Typografic Alphabet . . . 1907

Caslon Bold ltalic ke

Mided Typografic Alphabet . . 1907

Talisman ltalic ba

*y$ia>eet' ^^^ic^yKce^c/ <_J<$j/iAa.£e£' ....

English Script in

... 1907

French Script in

0tixeit autograft; |Ujitynbet 100?

lnland Copperplate in

<Mxxtit Cgjwgzafk JllpJmfcei 100?

Plate Text ba

Mxxtb SgjMigrafir Alphabet 130?

Engravers' Old English am

MIXED TYPOGRAFIC A L P H A B ET. . 1 09 7

Blair in

MIXED TYPOGRAFIG ALPH . 1907

Copperplate Roman am

MIXED TYPOGRAFIC . . . 1907

Tiffany Gothic am

Mixed Typografic Alpha 1907

Brandon in

MIXED TYPOGRAFIC 190T

Engravers Bold am

MIXED TYPOGRAFIC 1907

Plate Gothic ba
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[Practical] Type Faces

 

Cloister Text Post Old Style, etc.

Type-faces most appropriate for certain kinds of ornamentation
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Type Faces [Practical]

Engravers' Old English: A handsome face for

stationery printing, but often misused on commercial

printing.

Blair: A neat, light Gothic, for cards and dainty

stationery work.

Copperplate Roman: A close imitation of the

lettering of the copperplate engraver, with frail hair

lines.

Tiffany Gothic: An engravers' Gothic, with slight

suggestions of the Roman character.

Brandon,

Engravers' Bold: Copied after the Roman of the

engravers.

Plate Gothic: A strong, pleasing engravers' Gothic,

that will wear well.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Cppe Compo0ftton

imttotital]

•Book Composition

THE first type composition was done in imitation of

the arrangement and style of the manuscript books.

The copyists' style of lettering was closely imitated also,

as will be seen by comparison of the Gutenberg and

manuscript pages reproduced in the chapter on Type

Faces.

Manuscript books were usually written in two col

umns, the pages being previously marked off in faint

lines that served as guides to the copyist. These lines

were afterward imitated in printed books, and even to

day are to be found on book pages which are designed

in imitation of early typography.

Gutenberg, in the first Bible printed by him, left

blank spaces for initials and other decoration. The

printed sheets were then illuminated and bound accord

ing to the taste and purse of the purchaser.

Other printers sometimes printed a small Roman

letter in the space left blank for the initial, to prevent

the wrong initial being placed there by the illuminator.

This custom probably originated the square wood-cut

initial with the small letter in the center.

[ S3 ]



Type Composition [Historical]

The dark-gray tone of the parallel columns of Black

Letter, in contrast with surrounding liberal white mar

gins, produces a pleasing effect, as is demonstrated by

the reproduction of the page printed at Haarlem, in

Holland (1484).

Instead of separating the different thoughts into

paragraphs as is done to-day, a dab of red was put on

the letter beginning such new thought, a custom copied

from the rubricators of manuscript books.

 

Type case with position of letters, and composing

stick, of the year 1683
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[Historical] Type Composition

 

liccftonwincDcBc

lemnngbtrcl'.r bi

fcQcnouW geleert

Borrrm boe g'uiua

buten leuenteltoo

(benrnffcbentot

enen goeoen ereiflpel te geuen icb

tench fnirnDc oii&ctml o miimfnOe

Betleten bte conQ trie o imnenbicb cfl

tottoe'Dttb nut eft noottuftitb t0 baet

gbimtbegbeBoert morcbtiociben

bat » leuen bengutben tbrcen raaclj

iDicnrn beo eroigben Ic-ttcno Kant

nd te matl oc cl 50 r :o en oeel quaert

omfpjingbetenbegegeuenmeeto3

quaben gbebacbteneflmoerben.eii

bat baet toe boiet bat feet net 1 io foe

frminnenDeBeKett nootmftitbbj

BbigbeettelAe butg? baet tti toelbe

Oet baet ombatgbitoctomcnbe fra*

oebes tebet ontlopenenbeontuuS

tnogbet latteptibjapjiinws totter"

tonrfromoenbemetiiaOee guomat

ebtotcamette EegsS bat CeUriooetb

fcaraen te bentfcentneen febet efl el

oolcotnen gbemoentbeit boube bat

umemoetountbBefltoabenbeeilb*

boebicb boegbiwelbefcennenmo,

Bbetalfultfcegbebatbten.ajelcmen

bebouben Crl .of melds mennetoet-

pentelfofecbterbatgbi quabegbe

DatbtenofttntnrtrBgoebegebatb'

tennaBebebout team btnclseni»e?

mtCpioc enbebegbmfel aire baben

enbe oet bofetfonben.tn mat goetf

ofquabetmeicben&mmermretgbe

baen roerbenbatmm ooeromfaiu,

Bbenintibeto!ingbenbetgbebatb«;

ten.tfaeromraetonfl tefatiujnia^

tingbe efl tpieect 90i tellen aenuaen

goebe gebacbten te bebben efltemi

nenfoe tOTbenmioedrbttbtoanoi

bofen gbebatbtenbieoneaenmoet

ben enbe aenroercfeenarn Bel efl aen

It]tC gbeftabenmogben mamnotice

gbebacbten Gm eenoerfpjondi enbe

ten faecfe nan oele goeto efi quarts,

efl boet npcmStm befet tpt tan notb

enmacblebitbOaen |>oe leer tc (cue

beoubeominrabeflelboegbiinal'

len gbebatbten boubi felt efl melt0

goctm'nof ftabelttftjn matte" tegbe

nebincfsegoetgb'ienmoerbtbart

quaettotbentaeneli ConbeliUegbf

Dacbtrnbaermttrerteefl matenen

be trie toife comen oa" bea metcben s«

<1

Page in Dutch, printed at Haarlem, in 1484
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[Historical] Type Composition

Later, paragraph marks were used for the purpose by

Jenson and others.

Venice, Italy, is renowned for the excellent books

printed during the hundred years following the inven

tion of movable types. The page printed by Aldus

(1495) is a good example of Venetian printing, and

shows the Roman type-face of that time.

The Renaissance period of wood-engraving effected

book pages to the extent shown by the Tory speci

men (1521). Like the special "uncut" editions of to

day, these books were valued for their appearance more

than for their contents.

Although many books were printed by the early prin

ters, it was almost a hundred years after Gutenberg's in

vention before the mass of the people was benefited by

them. It is said that Martin Luther was twenty-one

years old, and an ordained priest, before he saw a copy

of the Bible, and then it was chained to the walls of a

monastery.

Luther translated the Bible into German and it was

printed at Wittenberg (1541). The reproduction is a

page describing the death of Saul, and shows the style

of indented paragraphs.

William Morris (England, 1891) was the first of the

modern printers to print in the style of the early typog

raphers. He adopted a text face known as "Troy,"

and a roman face known as "Golden," the former having

been used by German printers of the Fifteenth Century,

and the latter having been cut by Jenson (1470).
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Type Composition [Historical]
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[Historical] Type Composition

Morris affected a bold, masculine style, with black print

and heavy wood-cut borders.

Bruce Rogers, at the Riverside Press, Cambridge,

Mass., and D. B. Updike, at the Merrymount Press,

Boston, Mass., are two American printers doing special

editions after the manner of the old masters of typog

raphy. Some of the finest book specimens published

come from the presses of these two printers.

Display Composition

Probably the first small job of printing done with

movable types is a Letter of Indulgence printed by

Gutenberg in Mainz, Germany (1454). These letters,

which were supposed to absolve the holder from punish

ment for sin, were sold by Church authorities to

raise money, and are one of the causes that brought on

the Reformation.

Modern display composition is evolved from the ar

rangement of title-pages, which, in turn are an out

growth of the colophon as found in the rear of early

printed books. The colophon told of the book, its prin

ter and illuminator. The colophon of Schoeffer's famous

Psalter will be found at the beginning of this book,

as a frontispiece.

The first step toward displayed title-pages was made

by Jenson, who in 1471 set a colophon all in Roman

capitals and spread the lines apart.

Another advance toward display is found in the title-

page of Sigismund Brith (1520), which is remarkable
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Breviarium Chronologicum :

OR, A OhS qs%

TRE ATI SE

Defcribing the

Terms and moft celebrated Char act e r s,

Periods, and Epocha's ufed in

CHRONOLOGY.

Originally written by Giles Straucbius, D. D. and

publick Profeffor in the Univerfity of Wittebergb.

Firft done into Englijh from the Third Edition

in Latin,

By RICHARD SAU LT, F.R.S.

And by him enlarg'd with all the moft ufeful Things

(omitted by the Author) taken from Bifhop Beveridge

his Injlitutiones Chronologic^, and from Dr Holder his

Account of Time : As alfo with the Epocha's of the Prin

cipal Kingdoms, and States of Europe, with TABLES

calculated to the Author's Method.

The fame publifhed afterward in a Second

Edition corrected.

Now again publifhed in a Third Edition: Wherein the

tranflatim hath been faithfully compar'd with the Original, by

another Hand ; and every thing material in the Original, but

omitted in the two former Editions of the Tranjlation, is fup-

plied in this. And many ufeful Notes and References, and

the Years before, and after Chrift corresponding to the Julian

Years' made ufe of by the Author, are inferted. Alfo the

refpe&ive Chronologies in the Appendix brought down in the

fecond Editio&Xa the Publication thereof, are in this continued.

And laftly, an ufeful Index is added to the whole.

London, Printed for J. and P.Ks jptoh, at the Crown, in

Ltidgatc-JIreet ; and W.P*»ker, at the King's-Head in

5* Paul's Churcb-Yard. 1 7 45 .

Display page of the Colonial period (1745)



[Historical] Type Composition

for the consistent black tone maintained by border, type

and ornament.

The displayed title, fully born, is found in the Eng

lish specimen of 1593, which also shows a page of gray

tone, produced by combining a border of twining

branches with the Roman type-face which preceded the

Caslon in English printing.

A distinctive style of typography is found in the

Colonial title-page, the one here reproduced having been

printed in England in 1745. A peculiarity about Col

onial title-pages is their verbosity, the table of contents

being seemingly incorporated with the title.

 

Job Composing Room of the year 1865
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HISTORYOFORANGECOUNTY. ENUMERATIONOFTHENAMES

HFrr»

TOWNS,VILLAGES,RIVERS,CREEKS,

 SH.PHNDS,MHUNTAINS.HI  SAND
OTSSS     AA,

andram

KTTMOL001ESORHISTORICALSEASONSTHBUFOBi

THHETHI*WITH

LOCALTRADITIONS

AMD(MHST

BIOGRAPHISALSKETSHEH

•r

EASLYSETTLESS.ETC.
BVSAM'LW.EAGER,ESQ.,

wthinsnormNft
S.t.CASAHAN.

1846,7.

Adisplaypageof1846

ANOUTLINEHISTORY

HF

ORANGECOUNTY

WHH

SNENUMESATIHNHFTHENAMESCAITS
TOW , S  S,   S,   S,   ,   ,H MORM A  ,SS  M 

KSH S OCA HIASAS THEIAETYM    IAS OBTHEHIST  C   ASONSTH EFHS

TH THERWHH

LOCALTRADITION8AND

SHORTBI GRAPHICALSKETCHES

OPEARLYSETTLERS,ETC.

BT

SAM'LW.EAGER,ESQ.

 

NEWBUBGH

S.T.CALLAHAN

S8.-7

AsresetbyDeVinne(1903)



[Historical] Type Composition

From the interesting Colonial style, typography

drifted to over-display ; printers attempting to emphasize

almost every line (see the Callahan specimen, of the

year 1846). With such results, display composition was

at its worst. DeVinne in 1902 had this page reset in

his conservative style, with results vastly superior to

the original.

The use by lithographers and copperplate engravers

of fancy shaded lettering influenced typography during

the last half of the Nineteenth Century. The billhead

of James Smith is a representative Boston stationery

specimen of 1868.

 

He. 88 FftBTOBT STftlET.

How a billhead was set in 1868

Another period of distinctive style in display com

position was that which saw the printer twisting rule

into pleasing curves and combining them with tints of

various hues. The West billhead is a remarkable speci

men of the skill shown by printers while practising

this style of typography.

5
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ABRIEFAND IMPORTANT ARGVMENT

 

3©rintiljopconnectedwiththe
.SWwofWiSH..---A.Designing, PrintingSiEngravingforfineBooks(i thehigherclassesofcommercialwoik. SPRINGFIELD,MASS.

Bradley'sColonialstyleof1896

CHK1STMAS

#1#9#0£4!

A#L*#I#S®T #O#F#<f#Ii F#T%S#r#N

$H#AHNHD#

w#R#o#u#c

#H#T0g"#O1

L#D,#S"#1#L

#V§E#K#(r#

cf#ofpfp|H pT#O@B#I#N

:@s#&"#c#o#

Bradley's"newer"typographyof1905



[Practical] Type Composition

 

A good specimen of curved-rule and tint-block printing (1883)

To Will Bradley (1896), the printer-artist, is due

great credit for converting printers of the United States

to a style which is at once sane, pleasing and artistic.

Bradley based his new typography upon the work of

the colonial printers, and designed ornaments and bor

ders to be used with the Caslon type-face.

In 1905 Bradley introduced radical innovations in the

construction of type composition, based to an extent,

upon the slovenly chapbook printing practised in Eng

land during the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries.

While many excellent suggestions were obtained by

printers from the "newer typography," as a whole it

was impracticable for commercial use.

[Practical]

Types are composed by hand, and by machine.

Machine composition is explained in another chapter.

For hand composition the types are contained, accord

ing to the characters, in two cases, known respectively

as upper case and lower case.

I «1 )



Type Composition [Practical]

In the upper case the capitals and small capitals are

arranged in alphabetical order excepting the letters J

and U, which were the last added to the alphabet. The

 

Upper case

top part of the case is devoted to special characters,

the arrangement differing in each office. The compart

ments or "boxes" are all of one size.

In the lower case the small characters, commonly

known as "lower-case letters," are arranged so that the

types most frequently used are directly in front of the

 

Lower case

compositor. The boxes are large or small, according to

the proportion generally needed of each type. The box

containing the character "e" is the largest, this letter

being the one most frequently used.

The compositor takes the types from the case, one at
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a time, and puts them into a metal tool known as a

"composing stick."

 

Composing stick

The types, when in the stick, are "upside down" to

the novice, but the printer easily learns to read them

in such position. When a line of type is completed, it is

justified with various thicknesses of spaces put between

words. The lines of type are gene 'ally set against each

other, which is the process known as "setting solid."

When space is wanted between lines a flat .piece of

metal (sometimes brass, usually lead) is used. This pro

cess is known as "setting leaded."

When- the composing stick is filled it is emptied on a

large flat sheet of brass with raised sides, called a

galley.

 

Type locked on a galley

A proof is taken of the type-matter on the galley by

means of a machine known as a proof press, after

which it is read, any errors corrected, and made into

pages.

There are different practises in regard to the spacing

of a page of type. Followers of Morris prefer the page
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UROPEhasawonderfulattractionfor everypersonofcultureandrefinementby reasonofallitoffersinart,music,sce nery,historicalassociations,interestingpeople,
theircustomsandlanguages;butinordertovisit Europeforthefirsttimewithcomfortandwith reasonableregardforeconomy,theguidanceis neededofonewhoisthoroughlyfamiliarwith thecountriestobevisited.Mrs.EllenGilman Vadas.nowseniorintheUniversityatRochester, NewYork,astheresultofseveralyearsofres

idenceandstudyaswellastravelinvarious
countriesofEurope,hasacquiredsuchfamiliar ity,andinthefollowingvacationtouroffersto thosewhoareunfamiliarwithforeigntravel,the

guidancewhichtheyneed.Butnotmereguid
ancealoneistobethoughtof.Togetthebest resultsofEuropeantravel,thepartyshouldnot betoo1arge,andMrs.Vadasproposestolimitthenumbertonine,takingtheutmostpainstosecure thoseofkindredspiritswhohavethesameobjectsinviewingoingabroad.Thepleasureoftouringisgreatlyenhancedifthechaperonisfamiliar

withpointsofinterestandcandescribethesce
neryenroutetohercompany.ThisMrs.Vadas candowithamarkeddegreesofintelligence.She

iswellinformedoncontinentalsubjectsanden-

 

Pageofblacktone
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UROPEhasawonderfulattraction foreverypersonofcultureandrefine mentbyreasonofallitoffersinart,music, scenery,historicalassociations,interesting
people,theircustomsandtheirlanguages;

butinordertovisitEuropeforthefirsttime withcomfortandwithreasonableregardfor economy,theguidanceisneededofone whoisthoroughlyfamiliarwiththecountries
tobevisited.Mrs.EllenGilmanVadas, nowseniorintheUniversityatRochester,

NewYork,astheresultofseveralyearsof
residenceandstudyaswellastravelinva riouscountriesofEurope,hasacquiredsuch familiarity,andinthefollowingvacation tourofferstothosewhoareunfamiliarwith foreigntravel,theguidancewhichtheyneed.

Butnotguidancealoneistobethought of.TogetthebestresultsofEuropean travelthepartyshouldnotbetoolarge,and
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[Practical] Type Composition

of black tone, which is obtained by using a type-face

such as the Jenson, or old style Antique, and setting the

page solid, with little spacing between words and

sentences. The page of gray tone is in more general

use. DeVinne uses it in his books, as do most of the

large publishing houses. The gray page is obtained by

using type-faces such as old style Roman and modern

Roman, and setting the page leaded, with ample spacing

between words and an extra amount of space between

sentences.  

Upper and lower cases in position on cabinet

The proportion of the type-page, and its position on

the paper, are two important points in bookbuilding.

In many booklets the pages are out of proportion and

poorly placed.

The position on the page that meets with most ap

proval by those who know is one allowing about equal

space at top and at the side toward the binding; half

again as much at the other side, and twice as much at
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The best printers place the pages in this position on the sheet

the bottom. This is true when margin is plentiful, but

when there is a limited amount of margin the page

should have only about an eighth of an inch more at

the outer side than at the inner side, and about a quarter

of an inch more at the bottom than at the top, which

top margin should be about the same as that of the

inner binding side.

Display Composition

Display composition is more difficult than "straight"

or plain composition. Business stationery, circulars,

announcements, folders, booklets, etc., are of a variety

of shapes and sizes and demand such different treat

ment that the printer who would succeed in this branch

must study and practise many months and many years.

[ T2 1
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[Practical] Type Composition

The principles that govern this work—those of bal

ance, proportion, harmony of tone and color, appro

priateness and attractiveness—are the same as govern

painting or designing with pen and pencil. The dis

play compositor is a designer with type and rule.

The tools are about the same as for plain composition.

Display types are kept in many cases or drawers, which

slide in and out of a cabinet.

For display composition the capitals and lower-case

letters are all in one case, instead of two, the capitals

being in a division at the right.

 

A "California" job case

The display compositor sets his type in a stick that

can be easily adjusted to the various measures to which

he has to set his lines during the course of a day's work.

 

A graduated composing stick

Before setting a job of display composition, it should

first be laid out with pencil or crayon, and a definite

idea of what he intends doing should be possessed by

the compositor before a line of type is set.
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It will be seen how closely the effect and tone of the

finished page is indicated by the rough sketch at the

left.

 

The preliminary sketch The job as set in type

Preliminary sketches such as these are invaluable when

the man who plans the job does not do the typesetting,

and also save the cost of resetting, in that they make

resetting unlikely.
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Balance is most easily secured by centering all lines in

the width of the page. The balance-point is in the upper

part of the page about the position of the oval picture

in the Fulton specimen.

LIFE OF

ROBERT FULTON

 

pulton ran company op

PROGRESSIVE

DANVILLE

* ■Bur Hl
KtK GRHWl
MM HALF
 

Ba J THHMAJTHWKM

Showing centered lines and point

of balance

Showing linea out of center

Arrangements out of center (see Danville specimen)

are not easily made without effecting the balance, but

when well done they are interesting. The principle of

such arrangement is to have the type-lines close to the

border, thus connecting and unifying the design.

The two principal arrangements now in vogue in

display pages are (1) to emphasize the chief line, dis

[ « 1
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[Practical] Type Composition

playing the remainder of the copy somewhat in the man

ner shown by the Founders' Day specimen; and (2)

to set the lines square, after the colonial style, the

groups divided by cross rules, as in the Year Book

specimen.

But one type-face, and that all capitals or all lower

case, makes neat typography, and is recommended

where the job consists of only a few lines, but the com

bination of Caslon, Italic and Old English when prop

erly composed gives more satisfactory results.

[the keystone press
*- —- - H *J li ■ - = 

SHOE BOX LABELS M^ShI S1LK T0V PAClNGS

PRlCE CARDS ^P^TF SHANK STRAPS

(7 SHOE TAGS AsSsE a SPEClALTY

PORTSMOUTH, OHIO

One face and all capitals

l&tmp fll. balers

HAMlLTON j4/]v\prfpr1-%AXlir1HZ
BUlLDlNG Jill Utsf 101/1/ MlSSHURl

Pnttmitd tT JAMES R. MlDDLETON

Combination of three harmonizing faces
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[Practical] Type Composition

Type-face and decoration should be similar in tone,

causing a blend of design that adds value to the result.

A pamphlet title or cover page should have the type

lines well selected and grouped; with white space liber

ally distributed properly over the page. Care should be

taken that the story is told as simply as possible.

Illustration and decoration when properly selected

and used are valuable features of typography. They

should be necessary parts of the design, and not used

merely to fill space.

Punctuation is unnecessary at the ends of display lines,

if the sense is clearly conveyed by the arrangement.

Punctuation is used to make the meaning plain and for

no other reason.

The necessary thing in job printing is to please the

customer. Please him with artistic work, if possible;

he may not like the compositor's way of getting up the

job, but that need not imply that he does not want

artistic work. A customer often gives valuable sugges

tions.

"Fancy" job printing is not necessarily artistic print

ing. Neither is elaborate panel designing artistic

printing.

Art may sometimes be expressed by the use of a

single line of the right type-face, printed in the right

color, on the right stock.

Simplicity is art; but plainness is not necessarily art.

Contrast should be obtained, not by using inharmoni

ous faces of type, but by using harmonious faces.

A straight reading announcement set in two contrast
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ing sizes of Caslon, is sometimes more effective than

displayed lines.

An antique, or laid, book stock is better for use on a

program than flat writing stock.

An ink blended in color with the stock, is more pleas

ing than strong contrasting colors.

The design of the cover and the design of the title-

page of a booklet should be in keeping with the typog

raphy of the inside pages.

The style of typography of a billhead should be like

that of the letterhead, envelope and business card used

by the same business house.

Typography should be naturally, not artificially, con

structed. Letter-spacing and arranging words without

regard to their sense is artificial, and not good typog

raphy.

The entire surface should not be filled with printing,

but should contain plenty of white space, well distri

buted.

It is not good typography to set important words

small, and then place heavy rides under them to get

prominence. Do not use many rules at any time.

Intricate panel composition, and labored ornamental

designs, are in the same class with twisted-rule effects.

Simple arrangements are the best, but, strange to say,

are more difficult to the average printer.
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,'fry normal human being that ever

lived has felt the mystic and delight

ful appeal of Music, The desire for

it, the need of it, is universal. Music

inspires, consoles, rests, stimulates, edu

cates and refines. lt is the universal

language that needs no interpreter. lt

echoes every human emotion—love, hatred, joy, sor

row, victory, defeat, want, discouragement, sympathy

—in words that are known to every soul that lives,

whatever his native tongue may be. And, as Addison

has said, " Music is the only sensual gratification in

which mankind may indulge to excess without injury

to their moral or religious feelings."

Music ennobles those who study it, as well as those

who hear. It entertains and fascinates both young and

old. Mankind craves it, needs it, admires, even

worships those who produce it. Food, raiment,

vhelter—then music. Who can contest Muvic's right

to fourth place as a human necessity'

Handsome page from a music catalog
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m

THEATRICAL

MECHANICAL

ASSOCIATION

Seconb Hnnual JBall

^ <m> ^

Rutherfords Hall

1646 California St

^Vednesday Evening

Novemter 22i

A Souvenir Program to every lady stteaJiatf

Curtain rues at 9 tkarp

Finale at 2 a.m.

Ticket* 50c

mm

Attractitve arrangement for a poster
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QF INTEREST to

PROFESSION

 

A cover design

JSr fdal favors

Ww\ B hold the position "Caterers ln Ord-
VI/ miry" in their Encellencies, the Btua
and Groom.
Wa carry, pantcalarlr- at thla stuon, a

wide »anety- j/ the daintily conceived kind
e/ brooches, pma and lockeii, a bride moil
natorally' desires to present to her maid if
honor and her bridcamaidt, and the aort jf
cravat pina and link botlona it is cottomary
for tha bridegroom 10 have placed at tha
bachelor-dinner platca tf his beat man and

c/t l together, wi make a specialty af wed
ding!, aa weddings shoold be epecialiied.

r_/4nd we ventore the opinion that as gift
giver, or parent, or as one tf" the lnterested
piroci, we can serve yoo most latiafactorily.

 

IT shoold be enplained, perhaps, that
thi . is the only page yoo can afford to

pat* by if engagement* don'l intercat yoo—
and the only one yoo can ill afford to miaa it

lf yoo read on, it is natoral to assume yoq
are interested, and if yoo are, we fed aora
yoo will be also lnterested in oor wide show
ing if engagement rings.

cTHosily, they are solitaires—pore, white,
perfect stonea ln Tiffany moontings—and we
carry, as well, many onmoonted gems which
can be set in any desired style.

ln short, we arc in position to sobmit for
/oor inspection, an assortment jf engage
ment diamonda qoite oot |f the common,
both in qoality and price.

Pages of a jeweler's booklet
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Illustrated Tirade Catalogue

of Silverware, 'Jcwelry

and fine Metal 6ood9,

including a Special Selcction

of Bronzes and Library JVoveltie*

in Inh Stands and Dcah

for the Season of 1 905 1

Brown & 7enkin9,\

480 Pennsylvania Ex

Washington, D. C.

BAR DOCKET

ofthe Common Pie

as Court ofOttawa

County Ohio Germ

beginning JVo-Vemb

er \6th ^/l" 2>! 1903

at Port Clinton Ohio
 

 

o

Four unusual
arrangements

 

Ox pleasure of your
prcetwf< and the pres-
cncc of your friends
ie requested at an
8nd of the Old \t*r

Q^fqiterate (gaff

to be given at the

ROCK^Rioee

COCnfJ DHLL

on Chursday evening
December tbirty=firet
nintecn hundred three

Music by ^^^L
Italian
Darpioto
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RED WING

SEMINARY

CATALOGUE AND

ANNOUNCEM ENTS

8@
JQ

oo

Typography of gray tone and square
arrangement

2kR.L.Bryan Co.

Printing :: Engraving :: Embossing

~TW Km W O Ml. •

BHHKS Hf ALL UNM

 

Columbia, S. C.

A letterhead set in Pabst
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THOMSON

PRINTING

COMPANY

ll« CHERRY STREET

PHlLADELPHlA

 

MANUFACTURERS OF

HlGH-CLASS COM.

MERClAL JOB AND

COLOR PRlNTlNG

AND EMBOSSlNG

Humor adapted to a letterhead

Annual Commencement 

Grouped at top of page
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STATUARY, PlCTURES W PlCTURE FRAMES

DlVBLHPlnH, PllHTlHH AN* EnLAKHInH POK AXATIDP. PHHTHHH A P H I Kl

Stamps pot Collictom ,ga BOYLSTON STREET

IVashburn & Co.
Boston, Mass*- 190

SoM to .

Clever arrangement for a billhead

 

At the office is a writing and
reception room for the ex
clusive use of ladies, and
special attention is given to
their accounts. The branch
was established a short time
ago, and baa proved a wise
investment. lt fills a long-
felt need in that section of
the city, and we trust that
those who have not yet
availed themselves of the
opportunity of banking there
will realize its convenience
and open an account.

Don't forget that you can
open an account, make de
posits, and get your checks
cashed at either office, 68
Summer or 105 Causeway
Street. Office hours are from
9 a.m. to 3 p.m., and small
accounts receive the same
attention as large ones.

 

A decorative booklet page
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ou arc tnbiteU to at

<j) tr no a otrif o of ^tr

Danrco, to be lit I'D at

tlir ii'ol (acton Da tljt

muummuum

^aturtap, ©tt. 21

gumbcntr Dancr$

%%i balance of series

Uull be belt) ebcrp

, other g>aturt>aj fol

j lorotng ft Wt tooulD

I like all tbt members

to attcnb ano recctbe

a soubem'r

I deferts, 25 cents

eacb jTor sale at

boor 'Chtlbrrn not

, abrnttttbid****

entcrtainment

Coraraittft

An artistic invitation

 
Hcnc Cigar Compang

A neat billhead arrangement
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Adaptation of the Chap-book style
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35orti)eagtern ©ental gtesoctatton

THHMAS I. BARKITT, HVA

EDGAR H. KlNSMAN, H.M.H
■l Biiiita Sq, ftnwiMn Km
Enhibrt Commlttw

Twelfth Annual Meeting

BOSTON, October 17, 18, 19. 1906

 

 

Oriental Series |

JAPAN J" :fnftpama ©nnon ~j CHINA

|3BQ

0t5. s.oH ^
Kto EHltb CtfTuj

CbapM 1 PnMr, Na iJ
vataT&i,

Mr. H. ftnw Url

1HE Fujiyama Edition of theMM Seriea ||j
comprites twelve Crown Hctavo Volomas byCnpt LJ
F, Brinkley of Tokyo, Japan. These volomes ere

be boond in three^oarter croshed French levant
morocco hind-tooled. They will contain over One
Hondred and Seventy-five illostrations, among which
will be water-color* on silk, jcylographi, collotypet, color
print* and many attractive decorative featore* prepared
ln Japan and China etpeclally for thi* work.

 

Semi-Colonial style of typography
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;SDAY EVENINGS

SjARV 3, 10, 17. 24, MARCM 2, }90i

SEASON TlCKETS ONE DOLLAR EACH
Hay m otaM)or iamlkl r imuu. ■ rAjSvrTSN rrurr. mtixm

Several stylet of typography
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An odd arrangement for a catalog cover
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A good way to set a cover-page
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BUDGE of

BROOKFlELD

An Humblt CommcmomivcTribuw

WHMAN's CHEERFUL NtHMlll

 

 

^Pinters

RS. ULYSSES C. 8lGELHW,
LYRlC SHPRANH. PUPlL
HF MADAME FR1DA Di
CEBELE ASHFHRTH HF

NEW YHRK, THE LATE NHRMAN
McCLHUD HF BHSTHN. AND THE
5CHARWENKA CHNSERVATHRY HF
NEW YHRK, WlLL RECElVE PUPlLS
lN VHlCE BUlLDlNG. THNE PRH-'
DLCTlHN AND ARTlSTlC SlNGlNG
AT HER STUDlH, No. ji4 TALBHT
AVENUE, DHRCHESTER. MASS
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A group of jobs with a Colonial motive
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CHAPTER FIVE

[l?i0tortcal]

WITH the introduction of fast presses in the early part

of the Nineteenth Century came a demand for rapid

composition. Suggestions and devices of various kinds

were tried without increasing speed to the extent desired.

The compartments of type-cases were arranged to

expedite composition; the posture of the compositor and

his grasp of the type, the position of the composing-

stick, all were studied with the object of increasing

speed.

Logotypes (several letters cast together in combina

tions frequently used) were also tried without success.

Dr. William Church in 1822 had ideas for a type

setting machine which advanced no further than the

construction of a model.

From 1840 until 1870 type-setting machines of various

kinds were made, but none ever achieved success be

cause distribution had to be done by hand.

James W. Paige perfected a type-setting machine

that is the most wonderful ever built. But two of these

machines were ever completed and are now in the

possession of Cornell and Columbia Universities. Each

machine has fifteen thousand parts, and is entirely auto-

t
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Typesetting Machines [Historical]

matic. With the exception of operating the keyboard,

every motion of setting, justifying and distributing the

type is purely mechanical. The extreme delicacy of the

mechanism and the immense cost of construction were

 

The wonderful Paige typesetting machine

against its success commercially, and the patents were

sold to the Mergenthaler Company by Mr. Paige for

almost nothing.

The Thorne typesetting machine was invented about

1880. This machine, improved by the addition of dis

tributing apparatus, and known as the Simplex, is now

successfully used by many country newspapers.

In 1886 Otto Mergenthaler introduced a machine

invented by him which caused a complete revolution

in the methods of type composition. It did not set

type, but it did set matrices, and from these matrices

the type was cast. The new machine was named the
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Linotype, because at each complete operation it cast a

line of type. The machine has been perfected mainly

through the efforts of Philip T. Dodge, and to-day twelve

thousand are in use throughout the world in newspaper

and book offices.

 

Mergenthaler's Linotype of 1886

The machine invented by Talbert Lanston, commerci

ally known as the Monotype, was introduced about 1899-

lake the Linotype, it is a type-casting machine, but

casts single letters instead of lines. It caters to a dif

ferent field than does the Linotype, and is used in

many book and job offices.

96577?A
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The casting portion of the Monotype is also used by

large printing offices for casting display types for use in

their composing rooms.

The Linotype machine, as first invented by Mergen-

thaler, was what is known as a "one-letter" machine

and cast but a single face of type, usually a modern

Roman used by newspapers. Headings had to be set

by hand, and italic was omitted altogether. "Two-

letter" machines were later introduced, and recently a

double-magazine Linotype was put on the market, which

makes it possible to compose copy which calls for four

faces of type without changing the machine.

[Practical]

The Linotype

The Linotype is operated in this manner: The opera

tor plays on the keyboard very much as a stenographer

does on a typewriter. As he touches the keys, matrices

 

Linotype slugs and two-letter matrix
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are released from the magazine above, and fall one after

the other in line on a bar between two jaws. After a

line is completed, and justified with wedge spaces, the

matrices are carried to a mold where hot metal is pressed

into them, forming the letters.

 

The Linotype

The matrices are then lifted by an arm to the maga

zine and automatically distributed.

The hot metal is now formed into a slug, resembling

a solid line of type; it is shaved smooth at the bottom

and assembled with other finished slugs at the left of

the operator.
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By casting a smaller face on a larger body the effect

of space between lines, known as leading, is produced.

Two-and three-line initials can be used by blanking the

slugs where the initial is to go, and afterward cutting

off the blank portion. When Linotype composition is

used, running of text-matter around illustrations should

be avoided. When runarounds are necessary they can

be arranged for in this manner:

Pencil the size of the type-page on paper and paste

proofs of the illustrations in position thereon. Draw lines

around each illustration to determine how near to it the

text matter is to go. Then with a type-gage find how

many lines of the different widths are required.

 

Running around illustrations

Here there are 4 lines 16 picas wide; 17 lines 9 picas

wide, etc., which instructions should be attached to the
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copy. After being set the slugs are cut and placed in

position around the illustrations.

si To correct errors in Linotype composition an entirely

new line must be set.

* Thirty picas (live inches) is the maximum width that

a Linotype slug can be made.

V Wider measures may be accommodated by using two

slugs for each line.

\^ The output of a Linotype machine approximates the

product of four hand compositors.

^ The slugs after being used, are melted and used

again.

Fourteen-point is the largest face that can be cast on

a Linotype.

To facilitate ejection from the mold, Linotype slugs

are made a trifle thicker at the top than at the bottom.

Ordinarily this difference is not enough to cause trouble,

but slugs should be examined in the form, and if they

tilt, narrow strips of cardboard should be inserted be

tween every dozen slugs at their base.

Linotype composition can be purchased at from

twenty cents a thousand ems in the small cities to thirty-

five to fifty cents in the large cities.

The printing quality of the slugs will vary with

the quality and temperature of the metal and the con

dition of the matrices.

Unless a machine be equipped with sufficient extra

magazines, when a change of face is wanted it is nec

essary to run one set of matrices out of the magazine

and run another set in.
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Large lots of composition are charged at the rate per

thousand ems, small lots (less than ten thousand ems) at

time rates, $1.00 to $1.50 per hour.

Where a large number of Linotypes are used a machin

ist js necessary whose entire time is devoted to the care

of the machines.

Where but one or two machines are used a machinist-

operator (one who can operate and who also has a

mechanical knowledge of the machine) devotes his time

to operating the keyboard and is available if anything

goes wrong with the machine.

The Monotype

The Monotype is two separate machines, one the key

board and the other the castor.

These machines may be placed in separate parts of a

building, as the operation of the keyboard and the cast

ing of the types is not continuous. Generally more key

boards than castors are in operation.

The keyboard is very much like a typewriter, and

has more than two hundred keys. As the operator de

presses the keys, each one punches a tiny hole at intervals

in a strip of paper which unwinds and winds again

automatically.

This perforated roll of paper is much like that used

on self-playing pianos and organs.

The perforated roll of paper is transferred to the

castor, and compressed air is forced through the perfora

tions in the paper, which causes the proper matrices to

assemble at the mold and individual types to be cast.
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The rear end of- the perforated paper is fed first into

the castor. Thus the type matter is set backward.

When the copy is set on the keyboard the amount of

space required between words is indicated at the end

 

The Monotype keyboard

of each line, and being fed backward into the castor,

the proper space is inserted as the type is cast.

After the alignment, body and width of measure

have been adjusted by the operator, the casting-machine

works automatically. One operator can take care of

several casting machines.
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The Monotype both sets and casts type, up to fourteen

point, but it can cast, for hand composition, type up to

thirty-six point.

Forty-eight picas (eight inches) is the maximum

 

The Monotype caster

width that a line of type can be set on this machine.

Corrections are made as in hand composition, from

sorts provided in type-cases.

Matrices on the casting-machine are arranged in a

square matrix case. In making a change of face one
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matrix case is slid out and another inserted, an operation

taking but a few minutes.

The Monotype is fitted more to the needs of the job

 

The Simplex type-setting machine

office than the newspaper office. Like the Linotype, it

does the work of about four hand compositors.

Runarounds, if they are few, can be rearranged by

hand after the type is on the galley, or if many they

can be made as the copy is first composed on the key

board.
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The Simplex

The Simplex is the only type-setting machine in ex

tended use. It is operated by a keyboard, and sets and

distributes foundry type.

The Simplex consists of two vertical cylinders, one

above the other. The top cylinder revolves and distri

butes the types. The bottom cylinder is stationary, and

contains the types in vertical grooves. Beneath the

bottom cylinder is a small disc, or plate, which

revolves and carries the types as they are released in

setting, to an endless belt, which assembles them in

line in front of the operator. From this line the types

are moved to a gage and justified by hand.

The operator and the justifier together can on an

average equal the product of four hand compositors.

The type required for this machine must be specially

nicked and made harder with more than the usual

amount of antimony in the metal.

The Simplex is adapted to the needs of the small

newspaper office. The mechanism is simple, and does

not need the care of a machinist.
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CHAPTER SIX

i&toofreafctng

[t}t0toriral]

IN the days of the early printers, (and also in England

at the present time) proofreaders were known as "cor

rectors of the press." These correctors not only corrected

errors made in composition but also rectified mistakes

made by careless copyists.

Copyists made many errors, for in manuscript books

often more attention was paid to appearances than to

accuracy, and words were abbreviated to such an ex

tent that meaning was often destroyed.

A dispute over errors occurring in a book published

in the Sixteenth Century, was settled, as such disputes

are settled in these times, by Erasmus blaming it all od

the compositors, who, he said, were in league with the

devil.

The hyphen (-) period (.) and colon (:) were the

first three punctuation marks used after the invention

of printing. A small stroke (/), afterwards converted

into the comma, (,) was next added.

It is probable that the seven Roman numerals (I,

V, X, L, C, D, M) originated in this manner:

The Romans made a single stroke I for one. Ad

ditional strokes were added to express two, 1 1 ; three,
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III; and four, I I II. Two strokes were joined at the

bottom to indicate five ; V ; to which other strokes were

added to express six, VI; seven, VII; eight, VIII; and

nine Villi. To indicate ten the jive numeral was

doubled : X. The ten numeral was duplicated to make

twenty, XX, until fifty was reached which was expressed

by two strokes at angles L. This angle was doubled for

one hundred, C ; and for five hundred the hundred numeral

was reversed and a stroke added, O. One thousand

was expressed by adding the hundred numeral to the five

hundred, CO.

II, VV, XX, LL, EC, I3 D, COM.

The system of Roman numerals is now modified by

using IV instead of II II, IX instead of Villi, etc.

In the old Roman alphabet the letter I also answered

for J, as this letter is now used; there was no letter U,

the V being used therefor. The letter W is also an ad

dition and is so called because it is a double V.

The long f" was used in printing until the early

part of the nineteenth century, when an Englishman

named Bell innovated the custom of using only the

small "s".

The origin of the dollar mark ($) is explained in three

ways : First, it may be the combination of the letters

U-S ; Second, it may be a figure 8 over two down strokes,

denoting the unit of a Spanish dollar, or peso; Third, it

may be a combination of decimal signs as contained in a

Federal arithmetic of 1797.
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[Practical]

To avoid writing out instructions, a series of marks

is used by proofreaders to indicate changes or cor

rections :

X Defective letter
0

Colon No paragraph

X Push down space

v

Semi-colon Wrong font letter

5 Turn over
/

Apostrophe Let it stand

9. Takeout Quotation Transpose

A Insert at thii point ■/ Hyphen Capitals

V Space erenly
///

Straighten lines Small capitals

%
Insert space C Move over A* Lower-case letter

Less space a Em quad spare tat Italic

Close up entirely i-i One-em dash R<~ Roman letter

© Period Two-em dash I?) Verify

7
Comma 55s Make paragraph O Spell out

/ fe-A TPfef i**u£.of "The American Printer" appeared

/*/ 4 ST the year 1885, onder the name of "The American -v / .

Bookmaker." When* John Clyde Oswald Uncharge of */ HI

the publication in 1897, the name was changed to "The '

/ Printemnd Bookmaker." la 1900 the name was again^.

/ j2 chaiQred, this time to "The American Printer*." ancL »l

/ under this title it has attained to its present high po*fc-

tkIn. ln 1900 "The Wetter* Printer." a handsome P**^""
odica] poblished on the Pacific Coast, was absorbed, aD

" in 1900 "The lnternational Printer," a strong competitor

/ located m(jjhUa^ was purchased and consolidated with

"The American Printer."

Proofreaders' marks and how they are used

After copy is set in type a rough proot is taken and

read for typographical errors. After the corrections are

made, a new proof is taken and compared with the
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markings on the first proof and anything missed is

again marked.

A proof is then sent to the customer or author, as

the case may be, and changes in style or phraseology

are marked by them. Such changes, known as "author's

corrections," are charged for extra if an estimate has

been given on the work.

After a page has been locked up for press or foundry,

another reading is given, to catch any errors which

might have been made since the last previous reading.

The proofreader is assisted by a person known as the

copy-holder. It was the practice some years ago for the

proofreader to read aloud from the proof to the copy

holder. This system is not as accurate as the one in which

the copy-holder reads from the copy to the proofreader.

Names should be spelled and figures called one at a time.

Proofreaders must not make changes from copy, but

suggest such changes on the proof that goes to the

customer or author. Before being sent to the customer,

proofs of jobwork or title pages should be passed upon

for style by some one in the office qualified to judge

typography, and who is also familiar with the tastes of

customers.

Punctuation

Punctuation marks were introduced into printing to

make meaning clear, and when this is done the purpose

of punctuation is fulfilled.

Strict rules governing punctuation have been formu

lated and slavishly followed, but it is well to use as few
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[Practical] Proofreading

punctuation points as is possible. A deliberate essay on

a technical subject needs more punctuation points than

a book of fiction or a newspaper article on familiar sub

jects.

Lengthy sentences should be avoided. It is better to

use a period than a semicolon.

Points at the ends of display lines are unnecessary

if the meaning is clear, and a word is not divided.

Frequent divisions, and divisions of words into

syllables of less than three letters, should be avoided.

In degrees such as D.D., LL.D., and A.B., space

should be omitted between the letters.

Periods should be used after abbreviations, but an

abbreviation as common as per cent (per centum) need

have no period.

Words should be divided by syllables according to

sound, as enthu-si-ast, prac-tical. Where doubt exists,

leave decision to a dictionary.

Capitalization should be avoided as much as possible

in plain, text matter, but in display composition it is

well to capitalize frequently.

Figures should be spelled out excepting where it is

awkward to do so: "Five hundred," "643%."

Roman numerals other than the few familiar numbers,

should not be used, as the majority of readers are

unable to understand them at a glance. Arabic figures

are more familiar:

Roman I V X L C D M

Arabic 1 5 10 50 100 500 1000
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Italic letters were much used at one time for emphasis,

names of ships, foreign words, etc., but are now com

paratively little used in plain composition. In display

composition it is used to get variety, acting as a con

trast to Roman types.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

£>tonetootft

[historical]

WHEN hand presses were exclusively used, and but

two or four pages printed at one time, imposition of

forms was one of the least of the printer's troubles.

With the introduction of cylinder presses schemes of

imposition with the first page at the left end of the

form toward the stoneman were introduced, which were

used exclusively until folding machines were invented,

when the imposition was made with the first page in

the center instead of at the left end.

The outside imposition, however, is still used for hand-

folding.

Folding machines are now made with special and un

usual folds, and before a form is imposed, it is necessary

to ascertain the imposition required by the folding

machine which is to be used.

It is necessary when register is wanted, to use points

in forms to be folded by machine.

The young printer taking up stonework for the first

time is confused by the old names, such as duodecimos

and sextodecimos, which the old stonemen delight to use.

It is simpler and more sensible to call the forms sixteens,

twenty-fours, etc.
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[Practical]

In the study of imposition a comprehension of the

principles governing the placing of four or eight pages

will make easier the task of imposing sixteen or thirty-

two pages.

All forms as they are laid on the stone consist of an

outside and an inside section. Sometimes both sections

are put on the press at one time; the form is backed up

immediately after printing one side, and the stock cut

in half before folding. On work of a good quality it

is inadvisable to attempt to print this kind of a form

unless one side can be finished in the evening and

backed up the following morning. Printing the outside

and inside sections each as a separate form is a safer

way, especially if the job is to be slipsheeted.

The line dividing the pages of each form in the dia

grams here shown defines the point of separation of out

side and inside sections and also shows, when all the

pages of the form are printed at one time, where the

form is to be cut after being backed up.

Technical terms for the forms above mentioned are

sheet and half-sheet imposition. The sheet is the scheme

where the form is divided for printing into two sections,

the section containing page 1 being the outside section,

and that containing page 2 the inside section. The half-

sheet is the scheme where all pages of the form are

printed at one time, the sheet turned and backed up,

and then cut in half.

Preliminary to the imposition of the forms is the plac
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[Practical] Stonework

ing and making up of the pages. Very often the galleys

of matter are furnished to the make-up man and he

places folios on the pages in consecutive order and

passes them to the stone-man for imposition. As no man

is infallible this method is accompanied with a large

percentage of risk. The pages should be pasted up from

galley proofs and a schedule made therefrom.

A simple method used by stone-men in determining

the outside and inside sections of a form is by cancelling

every alternating pair of pages, beginning with the

second page of the form. The pages composing the

inside and outside sections are thus determined.

/ x ? + *- X * i i# jf

The dimensions of a page of type should be in pro

portion to that of the trimmed page, slightly shorter

in length, if there is any variation. Except in special

cases . the printed page should not be placed in the

center. A common method is to center the solid reading

portion and allow the running head and folio to strike

in the margin. This is not in accord with good taste in

bookmaking. The type-page should set toward the upper

corner of the leaf and toward the fold. A pleasing

effect can be secured by making the top and back mar

gins the same, the outer side margin half again as wide,

and the foot margins twice as wide as the top or back

margins.
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The common scheme of imposition is that of starting

with page 1 at the lower left corner. In these diagrams

the position of the pages is just as they lie on the

 

An imposing stone

stone—the reverse of the printed sheet. A four-page

form is first. This is known as the "folio," a form of

two leaves.

It will be noticed that the first and last pages arc

together as a pair. These pages are found in this posi

tion no matter how many pages there are to the form.

Another interesting point is that the page folios of

each pair when added together make a total of one more

than the number of pages to the form, viz: l-(-4=5;

2-|-3=5. This rule is invariable.

Diagrams are shown for the imposition of an eight-

page form, known as a "quarto," a sixteen-page form,

known as "octavo," and a thirty-two page form, known

as a "sextodecimo."

Forms imposed with the first-page at the lower left

corner are to be folded by hand. For machine folding,

the form is imposed with the first page near the center
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[Practical] Stonework

instead of at the lower left corner. The difference is

merely a transposition of sets of four pages in the

eight and sixteen-page forms and of sets of eight pages

in thirty-two page forms. The center scheme is also used

to get "light" pages in the center of the form.

By the illustrations of the folded sheets it will be

noticed that in the case of a form imposed from the

center the first four leaves are closed at the side by the

fold, while in the case of the form imposed from the

left corner the first four leaves are open at the side.

 

Fold of a sheet imposed Fold of a sheet imposed

from outside from inside

The printer should not impose a form as large as

thirty-two pages unless the stock is of very light weight

and the binding does not need to be of the best. It is

not fair to send a form of this kind to the binder and

expect him to do a first-class job. The many folds re

quired will cause "buckling" or wrinkling of the sheet

and make it impossible for the pages to lie straight and
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A four-page form

» 8 7 ! i

An eight-page form, imposed from the outside

• • » «

» » II I i I •

An eight-page from, imposed form the inside
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[Practical] Stonework

in register. The binder sometimes prevents this wrink

ling by cutting the sheet with a hand folder while in

the process of folding, but this is expensive and unnec

essary. The better way is to avoid the trouble by run

ning smaller forms or by imposing the pages so that

the sheets when completed will be made into two or

more separate forms by cutting apart. Very small

forms may be necessary when extra heavy stock is used.

There are folders which perforate the paper at the

fold, and thus prevent buckling.

A diagram is shown of two eights imposed as a six

teen. After printing, the form is cut as indicated by

the lines, then folded and the inside eight inserted in

the outside eight. This is for a saddle-stitched booklet

or pamphlet. For a book composed of a number of

separate sections the sixteen may be imposed by dupli

cating the schemes already suggested for the single

eight, placing the eights side by side and having page

1 or its equivalent in each case to come at the end, as

will be seen by consulting the diagram of this form.

There is indicated by italic figures on this diagram

another style of imposition for this form. It will be

noticed that the italic figures are a duplicate of the long

eight to the left. This last scheme of imposition is pre

ferred by some because it allows of page 1 being fed

to the guide at each printing. It is not a changing

about of single pages, but is merely a transposition or

turning about of eight pages in the bulk.

A diagram is given of two sixteens worked as a thirty-

two, one section insetting the other after being folded.
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[Practical] Stonework

The italic figures in the upper portion of this diagram

denote another scheme of imposition that is to be com

mended because of the fact that atmospheric conditions

sometimes cause paper to shrink so that it varies almost

an inch in size and by this last imposition the first page

of each form (1 and 9) is toward the guide end of the

press and also toward the guide during the operation of

cutting, thus guaranteeing more accurate work, whether

folded by hand or by machine. This last scheme of

imposition is but a transposition in bulk of the upper

sixteen pages.

The flat or oblong page should be imposed as shown,

for eight pages. Larger forms can be worked out from

this.

Sometimes it is necessary to depart from set schemes

of imposition in order that ends of stock may be used or

because an economical cutting of the stock demands it.

A scheme for a form of this kind is exhibited.
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There is less likelihood of confusion if forms are made

up in eights or multiples of eight, yet it is necessary for

various reasons that twelve, twenty-four and other odd

numbers of pages be imposed. It is possible sometimes

to fold in the odd four pages, but for good work it is

better to cut off the end and inset after folding. A

diagram of a twelve-page form that can be treated by

either method is shown.

s 8 7 ■

t « 01 «

1 11 11 •

Twelve pages

Four to be cut off after printing and inserted

When imposing a form in two sections the stone-man

should acquire the habit of having the lowest folio to

ward him. Thus, in case of the sixteen-page (outside

imposition) form, the outside section would have page

1 or its equivalent in the left corner of the side nearer

him, and the inside section page 2 or its equivalent. The

pressman should put the forms on the press so that the

lowest folio is toward the gripper end. By working to
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[Practical] Stonework

gether in this manner better register will result than

would be had were each workman to follow his own

inclinations.

The tumble sheet (a sheet imposed so that after the

printing of one side the sheet is reversed by turning over

from bottom to top) should be avoided. When a sheet is

reversed by turning from side to side, the same edge

is again fed to the guides, insuring register. Especially

is register secured if in each case the same end of sheet

is fed to the side guide. This is easily done on a cylinder

press and is possible on a platen press.

There is shown a schedule of forms that is excellent

because of its adaptability to almost any circumstance

and condition. The column of figures on the left denotes

the outside pages of a form, while the figures on the

right are the inside pages. The schedule is divided into

forms by drawing a line across after the last folio of each

form. Thus if the forms are sixteens to be bound in

Pace
Proof

Stonel Press I I /«• IPagelStonc

Proof | Proof | | ttdt Prool Proof
li I I
iU

2

3

6

7

10

11

14

15

IS

19

22

23

A schedule for checking forms

Press I
Proof

s
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sections the line is drawn under 16, 32, 48, etc.; or if

they are sixteens inset and saddle stitched of say forty-

eight pages, lines are drawn under 8, 16, 32, 40, and

48. In the last instance the first and second forms will

each contain eight pages of the front and eight pages

of the rear portions, and the third form will contain the

sixteen pages of the center portion.

There are various other schemes of imposition than

those shown in this chapter, and the printer should con

sult with his binder as to the imposition of any work

that he may have. There are many makes of folding

machines and all do not fold sheets in the same man

ner. For instance there is a machine that makes the

"accordion" fold, by which the form is so folded that

four sections are together ready for stitching, saving

the cost of gathering the sections. In these days of

printing factories the imposition and folding of forms

present a bewildering study.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

#aper

[historical]

Ancient Writing Materials

THERE were four important writing materials used in

ancient times.

Papyrus, made by the Egyptians from the pith, or

marrow, of the papyrus plant. The pith was split into

thin strips, which were then pasted together at the edges,

and the ends trimmed. Over these strips at right angles

another layer was placed, and the whole soaked in water,

heavily pressed, dried, and smoothed by rubbing with

shells. The sheets thus made were pasted together end

to end, about twenty sheets to a roll, and wound around a

wooden rod.

Paper (derived from the word "papyrus") is the

invention of a Chinese, Marquis Tsai, who several hun

dred years before the Christian era taught how to make

paper from bamboo, hemp, rags, etc. The Chinese

method is this: Bamboo stalks are soaked in water for

about three months, after which they are beaten to

separate the fibres from the bark. The fibres are then

cooked, washed, and beaten to a pulp, which pulp is

placed in a vat containing water. A sieve made of

bamboo splints is dipped into the vat and a layer of the
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pulp taken up. The fibres of the pulp are interlaced

by a few shakes of the sieve. After slightly drying,

 

Japanese paper makers

the sheets of paper are placed in a pile and pressed,

after which they are hung up to dry thoroughly.

Vellum, the dressed skins of very young kids and

lambs, is thin and highly polished.

Parchment was made from the skins of sheep and

goats. It is thicker and coarser in finish than vellum.

Two sheets of parchment were obtained by splitting

• sheep skins.

Other Methods and Materials

The Hebrews wrote on tables of stone with a hard

metal tool known as a stylus. Wood, earthenware, and

animal skins, were also used.
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[Historical] Paper

The Babylonians and Assyrians wrote .with a stylus

on tablets of soft clay, which were afterward hard

ened by baking.

The Greeks and Romans used flat pieces of ivory and

wood, covered with wax. Scribbling and drawing with

chalk or charcoal on walls was common to these nations.

The Egyptians wrote with the reed (the end of which

was split like the present-day pen) on wooden tablets.

 

The papyrus plant, from which the Egyptians

prepared a writing material

In common with the Babylonians and Assyrians, they

also engraved hieroglyphics on the stones of their walls,

palaces, temples, monuments, and tombs.
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The Indians and other primitive peoples wrote on

skins of animals and on barks of trees.

Thin sheets of lead were used by some of the early

nations as writing material.

Greek writings of the Second to Ninth centuries and

papal documents of the Eighth to Eleventh centuries

 

Paper-Mill of the Sixteenth Century

were on papyrus. During the Middle Ages, vellum was

stained purple, written upon with gold and silver, and

in other ways beautifully decorated.

Cotton paper, made from the wool of the cotton plant,

was used by the Arabs in the Eighth Century ; and for

Greek manuscripts in the Thirteenth Century.
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Rag paper came into general use in Europe in the

Fourteenth Century, gradually displacing vellum.

The paper used in the early printed books of Guten

berg and others was the ordinary writing paper of the

period, made from linen rags and sized by dipping each

sheet in a tub containing a thin solution of glue. Books

were later printed on paper that was sized but little

or not at all.

Modern Methods

The first great improvement in the manufacture of

paper was the discovery in 1774 of chlorine as a bleach

ing agent, making possible the manufacture of white

paper from rags not white.

Baskerville, an English printer, introduced the plan

of giving gloss to paper by hot pressing.

The greatest advance in paper-making occurred about

1804 with the first operation of the Fourdinier paper-

making machine. This machine was invented in 1798

by Louis Robert, a clerk, of France.

The first paper-mill in America was established in

1690 at Germantown near Philadelphia by William Rit-

tinghuysen (now called Rittenhouse) .

The first paper-making machine in America was set

up in 1827 at Saratoga, N. Y.

About 1850 the introduction of wood-pulp and wood-

fiber for making news, book, and the cheaper writing

papers, decreased by one-half the cost of such papers.

By boiling the wood in chemicals it is softened and the

fibers are separated. The pulp is then put through
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the machine in much the same manner as rag pulp, de

scribed on a following page.

Coated papers came into use with the introduction of

the halftone plate, the latter part of the last century.

Before this time, and especially when the hand press

was the principal printing machine, paper was wet or

dampened before printing. This practise has been abol

ished in letterpress printing.

With dry paper a new annoyance, "static electricity"

(which causes the sheets to stick together and ink to set

off), has appeared.

There are now almost a thousand paper mills in the

United States—more than in any other country.

A great variety of writing, book, and cover papers

is now made, in colors more artistic than the old pinks,

yellows, blues and greens of fifty years ago.

[Practical]

Book Papers

Book papers, the kinds used for books, catalogs,

pamphlets, etc., are in the better grades made from

fibers of wood separated by a chemical process, and

cotton rags, and in the cheaper grades from plain wood-

pulp, ground from the ends of logs.

Wove finish is practically an unfinished paper, not

being put through calendering rolls. It has an antique

surface.

Laid finish is the same as wove except that wires have
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[Practical] Paper

 

Dandy roll used for laid finish

 

Dandy roll used for wove finish

been pressed against it as it passed under the dandy

roll, making depressed lines.

Machine finish (M. F.) is smoother than wove, the

paper having gone once through the calendering rolls.

Sized and super-calendered (S. & S. C.) is a smooth,

hard finish, obtained by mixing a sizing composed of

glue and other ingredients with the pulp to fill up the

pores of the paper, and then putting' it through a series

of rollers of various kinds to get a glossy surface.

Coated finish is a paper which has been surface-coated

by means of brushes, and afterward calendered by

being run through steel rollers. The coating material is

clay or sulphate of lime mixed with casein (the product

of skimmed milk) or glue.

Enameled finish is a highly polished surface made

with a metallic coating of white lead, whiting, etc.,

brushed on and hot rolled.

Dull finish coated is the same as coated, excepting that

the calendering is omitted.

Hand made is a paper made with rag stock by hand
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Paper [Practical]

in the old way. A strong rough finish, with deckel

edges on four sides. Drawing papers in the best quali

ties are made by hand.

Deckel Edges.—A frayed edge, originally caused by

the frame of the mold in which the paper was formed.

Now made on two edges of the paper by attaching

bands of rubber to the sides of the wire cloth carrying

 

Hand machine for cutting paper

the pulp. Also made after printing by a deckling

machine, and in a crude way in small lots by scraping

with a knife the edges of a pile of paper.

Pebbling—The rough finish given to coated stock

after printing by feeding it between two rollers one

of which has a surface like sand paper.

Weights and Sizes: The most common size of book

paper is 25x38 inches. All of the weights from 30 to

120 pounds to the ream (500 sheets) can be had in this

size, the lighter weights being in machine finish and

the heavier weights in coated stock.
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[Practical] Paper

Other common sizes are 26x42, 28x44, 33x46. Any

size can be had if made to order in large quantities,

especially in the widths : 25", 26", 28", etc.

News-paper is a grade cheaper than book paper and

is made from straw or grass (esparto) and from wood-

pulp. It usually comes in rolls, of various widths.

Wrapping-paper is a strong, cheap paper made from

old ropes, straw, and jute (a fibrous plant similar to

hemp from which rope is made).

Writing Papers

Writing papers are those kinds, known as bonds,

linens and "flats," used for stationery and for printed

blanks upon which writing is to be done. The materials

used vary from wood in the cheaper grades to linen

in the expensive grades. A sizing composed of glue,

alum, starch, etc., is mixed with the pulp to prevent

the writing ink from spreading. Sometimes the paper is

sized only upon the surface, by giving it a bath in a tub.

Writing papers are made in this manner:

The rags are sorted and all pieces of metal removed.

They are then cut into small pieces, cooked in caustic

soda and lime, and bleached white in a bath of chlorate

 

The principles of a paper-making machine

The pulp is fed in at the left and is formed into paper
as it moves to the right
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Paper [Practical]

of lime and sulphuric acid. The rags are next beaten to

a pulp and the sizing added.

If the paper is to be colored, the color powder is

mixed with the pulp, which is fed into the paper-making

machine. It comes from the machine on a moving and

vibrating belt of closely-woven wire. The paper is

formed as the water drains off. A cylinder of woven-

wire, known as the dandy-roll, presses the pulp which

passes under it, and also gives it the watermark.

The paper now has a rough surface and is fed through

steel rollers, which press it smoother. It is then cut

into sheets and hung in a loft to dry and season. Cheaper

grades are dried in a machine.

Flat writings are those papers sold for five to twelve

cents a pound, having a calendered surface, and are

generally used for ruled headings, such as bills, state

ments, etc.

Bond papers sell at eight to twenty-five cents a pound ;

have a slightly rough surface, and are used for the better

class of stationery headings.

Linen papers are of the quality of bond papers and

have a laid watermark (parallel lines running down the

sheet, made by wires on the dandy roll).

Crash finish designates such bond papers as have been

pressed between fabrics, or given a rough, woven

appearance by being run between embossing rollers. The

last mentioned is the most economical way.

Ledger papers are made chiefly from linen rags,

are heavier in weight than bond papers, and are formed

to give a fine writing surface. They are used in the
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[Practical] Paper

making of blank books, and for the ruled sheets of

loose-leaf bookkeeping.

Watermarks are those devices or words which may be

seen in paper by holding the sheet to the light. They

are made by bending thin wire, much as the man at the

county fair makes names with "gold" wire. The designs

are then soldered to the "dandy roll" and pressed into

the paper-pulp while it is forming. The paper is con

sequently thinner where the watermark is impressed.

Engraved plates are also used for the purpose.

Sizes of writing paper, years ago, were designated by

names, some of which still cling to certain sizes. The

most common size 17x22 was called Folio Post, because

it was originally folded once and contained a post horn

as a watermark.

Other sizes usually to be had are 14x17 (Flat Cap),

16x21 (Demy), 18x23 (Medium), 19x24 (Royal).

Commercial headings are commonly of these standard

sizes:

Letterheads iS^axll which is one-fourth 17x22

Packet " 8xl0y2 which is one-fourth 16x21

Noteheads 5*6x8V£ which is one-eighth 17x22

Packet " 5%x9 which is one-eighth 18x23

Billheads 6's—8V?x4% which is one-sixth 14x17

" 4's—8^x7 which is one-fourth 14x18

" 3's—8y2x9% which is one-sixth 17x28

" 2*s—8y2xl4 which is one-half 14x17

Statements SVai&A which is one-eighth 17x29

" 5%xll which is one-sixth 17x22

" 5V6x4i4 which is one-sixteenth 17x22
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Envelopes are made in regular sizes from wood and

rag stock in wove, laid, bond, linen, and crash finishes.

The white wove is the finish most likely to be found

in stock.

The size known as 6% is the one most in commercial

use, the popular sizes being:

No. 5 3y2xsy2

No. 6% sy2xe

No. 6% 3%x6y2

No. 9 3i5/i6x8%

No. io 4y8x9y2

No. ii +y2xio%

The baronial sizes are:

No. 4 3%x4iyi6

No. 5 4%6x5%8

Bank book sizes are:

No. 6 4y8x6y4

No. 7 4yi6x7V's

Various small envelopes known*as coin, drug, and

pay envelopes are made, some with flaps on the end and

some on the side.

Large-size envelopes are also made in white wove and

manila for various purposes.

Cardboard

Cardboard, customarily 221/2x281/2 inches in size,

is made in various grades, some of which are: bristol,

pasted bristol, blanks, railroad manilla, and strawboard.

Bristol board, such as fine wedding stock and best
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quality index cards, is really a thick sheet of linen rag

paper.

Pasted Bristol is several sheets of paper pasted to

gether, known as two-ply, four-ply, etc. The quality of

such bristols varies with the stock used for the layers.

Blanks, used for window cards and placards, are made

of cheap pulp, coated on one or both sides.

Railroad boards are heavy tough cards, made with

jute manila and colored on the surface in bright reds,

blues, yellows, etc. They are used for checks and for

placard purposes.

Manilla is a yellowish cardboard made, in the best

grades, from the fibers of the jute plant. It is used for

tags and purposes requiring wearing qualities.

Strawboard is a coarse cardboard made of straw

pulp and roots. It is used in manufacturing cardboard

boxes, for book covers, and for various packing pur

poses.

Miscellaneous

In matching the weight of paper, ascertain the num

ber of square inches in the desired size, and multiply

by the weight of the paper to be matched. The result

is then to be divided by the square inches of the paper

to be matched, which will give the weight of the paper

desired.

All papers, except a few of the high-grade ledgers,

are now packed in reams of five hundred sheets, and the

weight that may be given (20 pounds, 50 pounds, etc.) is

the weight of the ream. Under the old duo-decimo
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system twenty-four sheets were folded in a quire, twenty

quires (480 sheets) making a ream. All papers are now

sold flat, or in rolls for web presses.

When cardboard and heavy cover papers are used for

folders or covers they will not crease without breaking.

This trouble is overcome by scoring, which is often done

by impressing a sharp-faced brass or steel rule on the

folding line, but a better method is to score with a string.

Two rules are locked parallel in a chase with enough

space between to admit the string. A linen cord is fast

ened to the tympan sheet with sealing wax in position

so that when the press closes the cord will come between

the parallel rules. The cardboard or cover stock being

fed to guides, over the cord, is embossed at the folding

line when the press closes. A light impression is suffi

cient.
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CHAPTER NINE

Compo*ition i&ollet*

[^t0torical]

GLUE and molasses as a composition was adapted to

printing press rollers in 1810 by two Englishmen,

named, respectively Forster and Harrild.

Prior to that time, and for fifty years after, to more

or less extent, ink was put on the face of the printing

form with balls of wool covered with leather, attached

to a handle of wood, which tools were known as "ink-

pelts."

When cylinder presses were first tried the inking

rollers were made of the same materials as the ink-pelts

—wool and leather.

When the glue and molasses composition was discov

ered it was immediately applied to cylinder uses as a

covering for the leather rollers.

The composition was also used in making ink-pelts.

The method of using the pelts was this; The printer

took one in each hand, grasping the handles, and alterr

nately beat them upon the ink until it was well distri

buted, after which the face of the type-form was beaten

in a like manner until it was well inked.

Glue, molasses, and a small quantity of Paris white,

were the only ingredients used in making rollers for

•9
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Composition Rollers [Historical]

many years. The glue gave toughness and the molasses

gave suction to the rollers.

Were only glue used the rollers would be too hard.

In summertime more glue was added to the composi-

 

Using ink-balls in 1564

This was the manner of inking the form before

composition rollers were invented

tion of rollers, to combat their proneness to get soft

and sticky.

The first roller makers in the United States were

Samuel Bingham, Daniel Fanshaw, and James Booth.

Leander K., son of Samuel Bingham, invented the "gat-

ling" process of making rollers in large quantities.
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[Practical] Composition Rollers

[Practical]

A formula for making composition rollers, published

in 1859, gives these proportions:

Summer: 3 parts glue, 1 part molasses.

Winter: 3 parts glue, 4 parts molasses.

Spring and Fall: 3 parts glue, 2 parts molasses.

Crude glycerine, now added to the composition (reduc

ing the amount of molasses used) gives longer service

to the rollers and keeps them moist in winter.

Each roller maker has his own formula and guards

it as a trade secret; although it is known that a chemi

cal substitute is used for molasses. Following is a

recipe for winter rollers recently published:

9 lbs. Cooper's best glue.

2 gals, best sugarhouse molasses.

1% pts. crude glycerine.

2 oz. Venice turpentine.

Making the Roller

Makers supplying printers with rollers have equip

ment for making large quantities of rollers of all sizes

quickly. One process is thus described:

There is included in a single circumference from six

to forty molds. Such a cluster of molds is called a

gatling gun, the simile being well carried out by the fact

that the gun swings on pivots for oiling, and that the

operator uses a swab on a pole to oil the moulds.

Ingredients of the mixture in use are placed in the

cooking kettle, elevated over another kettle below it.
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Composition Rollers [Practical]

Steam that circulates between the inner and outer kettles

of copper, cooks the compositon, while steam-stirring

apparatus keeps the composition in motion.

While the composition cooks, the operator oils the

molds, the gun being tilted to the angle handiest for

these operations. Then stocks are inserted in the molds

to be used. Simple plugs stop up all molds not to be

used. The gun is swung back to the perpendicular and

coupled to the water connections that heat the molds

and stocks.

When the composition is cooked, the stirring appara

tus is removed. Sieves are placed over the lower kettle,

the cock is opened and the composition flows through.

After this a hose is coupled to openings in the bottom

of the kettle and in the gun. Another hose leading from

an air-pressure pump is coupled to a cock and the com

position is forced upward into the guns, a mode of

pouring that expels all bubbles.

The actual casting takes less than a minute, no mat

ter how large the roller.

As soon as the pouring is completed the hot water

is turned off and cold turned on, the kettle being dis

connected from the gun.

Within an hour the rollers are cooled, the bottom is

removed and the rollers drop out of their own weight.

Trimming takes another ten minutes, and except for

the period of seasoning, about ten days, the rollers are

ready for the press.

No printer can hope to produce rollers as good as he

can buy from a manufacturer, or as cheaply, so that in
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[Practical] Composition Rollers

the case of most printers, the necessity for making rol

lers "at home" no longer exists. The following infor

mation is therefore offered for the benefit only of the

reader in remotely-situated districts.

Home-made Rollers

A simple process for the printer who makes his own

rollers is this:

A double kettle or pot (one inside the other) should

be provided. The larger kettle is to contain water which

will prevent the direct heat from reaching the roller

composition while it is being melted.

The molds are tubes of iron or brass, ground smooth

and oiled on the inside.

The glue is soaked a short time in water to facilitate

melting, after which the water is drained off and it is

placed in the kettle. After the glue is boiled slowly for

some time the molasses is poured in and stirred until

thoroughly mixed with it. The composition is allowed

to boil slowly for an hour, it being stirred and skimmed

occasionally, when the glycerine and turpentine are

added. After being allowed to settle for ten minutes,

the composition is ready for the mold.

The roller stock (or core) is wound near the ends

or the full length with cord to give the composition a

hold. It is then placed in the center of the mold, which

stands upright. The composition is slowly poured in

at the top until the mold is filled.

When the composition cools, the roller is pushed out

and trimmed on the ends.
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Composition Rollers [Practical]

Care of Rollers

In summertime, during the humid days, a great

trouble is the softening of the roller composition and the

moisture that the roller absorbs, unfitting its surface

for evenly taking on and laying off ink.

In case of extreme annoyance from the moist con

dition of the roller several things can be tried:

Wash the surface with benzine. The benzine will

evaporate and take with it some of the moisture.

Powder the surface with cornstarch, rubbing it off

carefully.

Coat the surface with powdered alum, and let stand

for a half hour before wiping off. The alum will draw

the moisture out of the roller.

Change the rollers frequently. Treat them as just

mentioned when taking off so they will be in fair con

dition for next change.

Rollers need cool, dry air, and if there is any air stir

ring see that they get the benefit of it. The current

from an electric or other kind of fan will help.

In winter-time roller troubles are of another kind.

Roller composition, in spite of the extra amount of

molasses or glycerine used, will shrink, become tough

and lose all suction.

To keep composition moist, a cup of water should be

put in the closet with the rollers, which should be rubbed

with a damp sponge after washing and put away with

out oil or ink on them.

Should a roller lose suction while running, a damp
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[Practical] Composition Rollers

sponge rubbed over the face of the roller will help

matters temporarily.

Rollers and presses should be washed and cleaned

every day before quitting work. This is done with

coal oil, machine oil, or a thin non-combustible oil made

for the purpose, called "tarcolin."

If it is not possible to wash up at night, remove the

form, disconnect the fountain and squirt a little machine

oil on the rollers while the press is running, allowing

it to mix well with the ink before stopping the press.

Not so many years ago lye, a solution of potash, was

used for washing rollers. Unless it was quickly wiped

off it blistered the rollers.

A rather quaint way of separating the ink from the

roller, extracted from a book of fifty years ago, repre

sents Yankee ingenuity at its best: "New rollers may

be cleaned by running them back and forth, a few

times, over a dusty part of the floor; the ink becoming

absorbed by the dust both can be removed by using a

sponge which has been slightly dampened."

The principle of this method can be applied to remov

ing copying ink from rollers. Copying ink is usually

washed off rollers with water. Do not do this. Clean

the ink disc in the usual way (a special covering is

sometimes used) and then feed stiff paper on the rollers

until most of the ink is removed, after which distribute

a black ink on the press and wash in the usual way.

This will almost entirely remove the copying ink from

the rollers.

Composition rollers are likely to be cut by vertical
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Composition Rollers [Practical]

rules contained in a form. This can be partially pre

vented by gluing strips of cardboard on the tracks over

which the roller bearers travel, or by locking small

pieces of rule at the ends of the longer rule; as is

shown here:
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CHAPTER TEN

jMnttng 3nft£

[tiiotonral]

INK as first made was easily removed from the sur

face upon which it was written. It is recorded of a

literary man of two thousand years ago, that he sent

a sponge along with his manuscripts, that the writing

could be erased if "not available."

"Indian ink" was made by the Chinese over four

thousand years ago. It is likely that the early inks

were composed of lampblack and gum.

That iron rust was used in the ink with which some

of the old manuscripts were written, is proved by the

fact that where the ink has faded there remains a faint,

rusty, brown color. It is possible to renew the writings

of such manuscripts by sponging with tannin, a

method known in 1660.

Roman copyists rubricated church rituals with an .

ink made of red ocher (earth). Rubrica is Latin for

"red earth."

Block-book printing made necessary the invention of

ink different from that available, and shortly after the

year 1400 linseed oil was introduced in the making of

ink for printing purposes.

The early printer made his own inks, and it is only
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Printing Inks [Historical]

during the last hundred years that the ink-maker has

been depended upon to furnish them.

Much has been said about the superiority of the

printed pages in the early books; but were they really

superior to present-day printing? The type-faces were

large, the paper was dampened, and a heavy impression

was given. With ample ink spread on the face of the

form a dense black print naturally resulted.

The Bibles of Gutenberg show the ink a strong black,

without gloss. On the books of Jenson the ink is an

intense, velvety, glossy black.

Others of the early books reveal careless presswork ;

the ink is not spread on regularly, and is gray in spots.

Such defects were corrected by retouching with pen and

brush.

The red and blue printing inks used by Schoeffer

(who followed Gutenberg) were so dull and faded,

compared with the colors used in the manuscript books,

which he imitated, that the colors were painted over

in brighter tones by hand.

Colored initials were printed by making two separate

blocks: the initial letter trimmed closely and the decora

tion mortised for the insertion of the initial. Each was

inked separately and the initial letter then placed within

the mortise for printing at one impression.

Color register was secured in early printing by the

use of points, such as are now used on paper-folding

machines. The point is a pin which perforates the

paper on the first impression. Succeeding impressions

are taken with the points through these perforations.
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[Practical] Printing Inks

These ingredients were used in 1481 by a printshop

(Ripoli Press) in making inks: Linseed oil, turpentine,

pitch, mascassite, vermillion, rosin, varnish, nutgalls,

vitriol, shellac.

Moxon, an English authority, in 1683, complains of

the ink of that time, for these reasons: the use of trane

oil caused the ink to set off on the sheets ; too much

rosin made the ink turn yellow; the linseed oil was not

sufficiently boiled ; black pigment was spoiled by burning

with linseed oil instead of grinding it into the oil after

ward; the ink was gray because not enough black pig

ment was mixed with the varnish. Otherwise the ink

seemed to give satisfaction.

The most important discovery in the making of inks,

paints and dyes, was that of aniline colors about 1858.

Almost every color can be obtained from these coal-tar

dyes, which, however, are inclined to fade when exposed

to sunlight.

Great progress has been made in ink-making during

recent years. The introduction of halftone engraving

about 1885 made necessary a softer and more finely-

ground ink. The inkmaker supplied this, and also gave

the printer fine colored and doubletone inks for the

purpose.

[Practical]

Writing ink is of the nature of dye; printing ink,

of paint.

Printing ink is generally composed of two substances:

a varnish, and a coloring matter called the pigment.
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The varnish is made of (1) linseed oil; (2) rosin;

(3) soap.

(1) Linseed oil is the oil pressed from the lint of the

flaxseed plant and boiled. It reduces the pigment to

a condition that will allow of its being distributed on

the press rollers, and also causes the ink to dry.

An oil extracted from rosin is substituted for linseed

oil in making the cheaper grade of inks.

(2) Rosin is a frictional substance that remains after

turpentine is purified. It assists in uniting the oil and

pigment, prevents the oil from spreading on the paper,

and causes the ink to adhere to the paper.

(3) Curd soap (a compound of curdled milk and

soda) is used for light colors of ink, and a yellow soap

for the darker colors and for black. Soap causes the ink

to distribute evenly on the rollers; to leave the type

and cling to the paper, and makes the ink easy to wash

off. Soap is used with great care and in small propor

tions, as it is likely to change the shades of some

colored inks.

The varnish and pigment are ground and mixed by

machinery. Black Ink

The chief pigment for black ink is a soot usually

called "lampblack" obtained by burning tar oil in a

lamp constructed for the purpose. Ink made from lamp

black has a bluish tone.

Another pigment is carbon black, a soot, or carbon

got from the burning of natural gas. Ink made from

carbon black has a brownish tone.
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[Practical] Printing Inks

Ivory black is sometimes used as a pigment and is

made by burning ivory to a charcoal and then grinding

it to a powder.

It is customary to add a little blue to black inks, to

make them a deeper black. Black is proportionately

cheaper than colored inks.

There are grades of black ink suited for various pur

poses. News ink, for printing newspapers at high rate

of speed, is to be had for five, ten and fifteen cents a

pound.

Book and cut ink, for printing forms containing line

and halftone cuts, is to be had for twenty-five cents to

three dollars a pound.

The fifty-cent grade is used on cylinder presses

for a good class of booklet and magazine work.

The three dollar grade is used by the best photo-en

gravers for pulling proofs of fine halftones.

For good halftone work on a platen press the one

dollar grade should be used, as platen presses require

better ink than do cylinders.

Job blacks do not contain as much varnish as half

tone blacks, and are for use on flat writings, machine-

finished book papers and the general run of stock in

commercial printing.

For bond, linen and ledger papers, and kid finished

Bristol cards, a special ink is made, sometimes called

"bond black." It gives a dense black print not possible

with the book inks. A few drops of sodium silicate with

a small amount of dryer will adapt ordinary job ink

for this purpose.
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In printing with black inks the pressman has two-

troubles: "Picking" of coated papers, and non-drying

of printed sheets. The former is due either to the "pull"

of the ink when leaving type and cuts, or to the poor

coating of the paper.

"Picking" can be remedied by slightly reducing the

ink. However, if reduced too much, the quality of the

ink will be destroyed. Several reducing compounds are

on the market, some of which are varnishes and others

mixtures of fatty substances, such as vaseline and soap.

Ink manufacturers will supply reducing varnishes to

order.

A small quantity of vaseline or lard, or a varnish

made of three parts of boiled linseed oil and one part

of dammar varnish (a gum rosin oil) mixed into the

ink will reduce it and prevent "picking."

Non-drying of ink is annoying, especially on hurry

orders. Cool windy weather will cause ink to dry

quickly, while warm weather will keep the ink moist in

spite of drying varnishes. A recipe for a dryer follows :

Three ounces each of boiled linseed oil and dammar var

nish, one ounce of Japan varnish and copal varnish,

one-half ounce creosote, one dram oil of cloves.

It was the practise years ago to sprinkle powdered

magnesia over wet sheets to hurry the drying process,

but as this method dulls the ink it is not to be recom

mended.

Inks vary in drying qualities. Flake white, umber,

bronze blue, and chrome yellow dry quickly of them

selves; while black, purple, scarlet and maroon lakes,
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greens and zinc white, must be assisted in drying by

a varnish.

White Ink

The chief pigment for making white ink is white lead,

but because lead dulls the color when mixed with Ver

million, ultramarine, and certain yellows, another pig

ment known as zinc white (made from oxygen and

zinc) is used in such cases. White lead, however, is more

dense and makes a better ink for printing on dark cover

stocks.

A very transparent white pigment is manganese,

commonly called magnesia. It is much used by press

men for lightening inks and for making transparent

tints. When printing two-color plates the black plate

should be printed first. The use of magnesia in the mix

ing of the tint for the color plate will prevent the color

from covering the black. Yellow, however, is somewhat

opaque and will slightly cover the black.

Colored Inks

The theory of color tells us that red, yellow and blue

represent all the colors of the rainbow, because from

them all colors can be made; while white is the combina

tion of all colors and black the absence of color.

In printing with inks a mixture of red, blue and yellow

produces a black, and white is really the absence of

color.

There are warm and cold colors, as the colors are

related to light or to darkness, to warmth or to cold.

Yellow, orange, and the bright shades of red are warm
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colors. Blue, green, purple, and the deep shades of red

are cold colors.

Yellow, red and blue are the primary colors, and

most colors can be made by combinations of the three,

or two of the three colors. The primary colors cannot,

however, be made from any other colors.

Orange (made of yellow and red), green (yellow and

blue), and purple (red and blue), are the secondary

colors, and are each made from two of the primaries.

Citrine (green and orange), russet (orange and pur

ple), olive (purple and green), are the tertiary, or third

series of colors, and are each made from two of the

secondaries or all of the three primaries, in proper pro

portions.

Black added to red or orange will make brown, and

to yellow or green will make olive.

The color chart further explains this.

A brilliant carmine pigment is obtained by killing

and drying cochineal insects. Ink thus made is listed

as high as twenty dollars a pound.

Another red pigment is made from the madder plant,

grown in Asia. A dull Indian red is made from iron

rust. Vermillion is made of cinnabar, a red clay.

Mercury is used in making vermillion inks, and when

it comes in contact with the copper of the electrotype

or halftone plates the result is a discoloration or dulling

of the vermillion. To overcome this, electros are nickel-

plated; or, if this is not convenient, the face is washed

with a solution of cyanide of potassium and nitrate of

silver.
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for Mixing of Colors

and Harmony of Colors

(JTHIS CHART is intended merely to

introduce the student to the study of color

mixing and color harmony. Scientific

terms have been purposely avoided so as

not to confuse.

A little practice with a small amount

of each of the several colors will so

familiarize the printer with the principles

of color mixing that he will be able to

mix his colors without referring to rules

or diagrams.
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for MIXING of COLORS

and Harmony ofColors

By

Edmund G. Gress

(Copyright 1U07)

HARMONY of COLORS

(See diagram)

The Primaries afford "violent"

contrasts:

Red and Yellow

Yellow and Blue

Blue and Red

One Primary color and a mix

ture of the remaining two

Primaries, afford strong

contrasts :

Red and Green

Yellow and Pukple

Blue and Orange

The Secondaries afford softer

and more pleasing contrasts:

Orange and Greek

Green and Purple

Purple and Orange

One Secondary color and a mixture

of the remaining two Secondaries

afford artistic contrasts :

Green and Russet Brown

Pun ple and Citron (Green Brown )

Orange and Olive Green

 

This last is really

Green, and a mixture of Red and Green GOLD harmonizes with Maroon, Pin

Purple, and a mixture of Yellow and Purple Green, and may be used with mo

Orange, and a mixture of Blue and Orange dark colors. SILVER looks best w



...Primary Colors

le.. Secondary Colors

;.. .Tertiary Colors

i Yellow j

PRIMARY colors < Red V can be made from no other colors

( Blue )

ct'on\n\i Tt-v i ) Orange j g^jj ma(je from two Qf tlie

SECONDARY colors < Green -d.
) u I Primaries
[ Purple )

1 Citron I Each made from two of the

TER TIARY colors Russet Secondaries, or all of the three

' Olive ) Primaries

 

M1X1NG of COLORS

(See diagram)

Use more of the color first named

in each combina tion

Yellow ( , „
Red \ make °ranKe

) Yellow ) ■ .-.
{ „ - make Green
Hlue \

BED \ make Purple
L1TE ) r

Purple [ ma'{e Russet Brown

Orange I■ make Citron
Green \

Green ) ,
Purple \ make 01,ve treen

Or,

/ Red
make Russet Brown

make Citron

j Green f

' Yellow /

Purple )

Orange / milke olive Green

\ Blue )

Red i

Yellow .- make Russet Brown

Blue )

Yellow )

Red >• make Citron

Blue )

Yellow ,

Blue J- make Olive Green

Red

ple, and

it of the

th Blue

In mixing colors, always add the darker colors last :

Orange requires more yellow than red

Green requires more yellow than blue

Purpi.e requires more red than blue, etc. [OVK'



LIGHT and DARKNESS

as applied to color

 

As the colors are toward light they are warm.

As the colors are toward darkness they are cold.

Red becomes warmer as it takes on an orange hue, and colder

as it takes on a purple hue.

A warm color should be contrasted with a cold color.

Taking the darkness to represent black ink, it will be found

that in printing a job with black and a color, the farther in tone

the color is from the black the better is the contrast.

For instance, orange and black is a more pleasing contrast than

deep red and black.

If blue, purple, or green, is used in combination with black,

the color must be lightened with white to get contrast.

White and black (black ink on white stock) is the most used

of any of the combinations.

Where two colors are used in printing, the greater part of the

type surface should be in the cold color; a small proportion in

the warm color is generally sufficient.

How to get BROWNS and GREENS with the use o/BLA CK:

Browns :

A variety of shades from Russet to Maroon may be made by

adding a touch of Black to a quantity of Ohange or Red.

Greens :

A variety of shades from Citmox to Olive may be made by adding

a touch of Black to a quantity of Yellow or Greex.



SUBDUED COLORS

Colors are often more artistic when

subdued with BLACK or WHITE

Subdue Red with BLACK and get Maroon

Red-orange
ii " >t It

Brown

Orange-yellow '*
If

Russet

Yellow
tt tt

Citron

Yellow-green
It it it

Olive

Green
" " tt

Sage

Blue-green
It tt tt

Myrtle

Blue
It •« *■

Navy-blue

Violet
If " ft if

Slate

Purple
iI it a

Plum

TINTS

Red to WHITE and get Pink

Orange-red
ii if tt

Salmon

Orange
ii it "

Buff

Orange-yellow "
ii " ii

Cream

Yellow
ii if I*

Straw

Green
ii tt ii

Pea-green

Blue-green
" ii tt ii

Sea-green

Blue
" " tt ii

Azure

Violet
" If tt ii

Lavender

Purple
" it ii

Heliotrope

Purple-red
tt if ii

Magenta

Blue-black
" it ft ii

Cold-gray

Brown-black
" ft if it

Warm-gray



 



[Practical] Printing Inks

Chrome yellow, a mineral, and raw sienna, a natural

earth found near Sienna, Italy, are two of the pigments

used in making yellow ink.

Yellow ocher, an earthy mineral, and Cadmium, a

metallic element rendered yellow by the action of sul

phur, are also used as pigments for yellow ink.

Sepia, a rich yellow brown, is made with the inky

fluid that the cuttle-fish, when attacked, discharges to

render the water black.

Ultramarine blue is made in its pure form from a

powdered mineral called "lapis lazuli." Printing inks

cf this color do not work clearly because the ultramarine

pigment is generally made artificially of other substances

than that mentioned above.

Prussian blue is much used for inks. It is made by

a chemical process known technically as ferro-cyanide

of iron. This color is also called Milori blue.

Green is a mixing of blue' and yellow pigment. Cop

per and arsenic are combined to make a brilliant but

poisonous pigment known as emerald green. This does

not make a good working ink.

In the making of printing inks, almost every color

of the rainbow is possible by the use of aniline dyes.

A serious drawback to these color-; is their liability to

fade when exposed to light.

Aniline is derived from coal tar, a black pitch dis

tilled from soft coal during the process of manufactur

ing coal gas. Aniline itself is a colorless, oily compound

and serves as a base for the colors.

10
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Printing Inks [Practical]

Lakes are obtained by adding a pure white powder

Kaolin, zinc white, starch, etc., to aniline dyes.

Several pigments not mentioned above are obtained by

chemical processes. Sulphides are the result of the

action of sulphur upon metal. Oxides are mineral earths,

colored by a mixture of oxygen and iron, and changed

to desired shades by heating.

Opaque inks contain very little varnish. This class

of inks should always be used when white or colors arc

to be printed on a dark background, such as cover

stock. Most printing inks are transparent, but yellow,

vermillion and ultramarine are opaque and should not

be used for over-printing.

In three-color printing the yellow being slightly

opaque is printed first; the blue and red used are both

transparent. The yellow must be of a sulphur hue; the

red a pink-like carmine suggesting a magenta tone,

the blue a green tone, generally Prussian blue.

Special Inks

An ink that gives two tones of color when printed

from halftones containing contrast in heavy and light

portions, is much used. It consists of a secondary or

tertiary color with a certain amount of black. The black

gives a dark effect to the heavy portions of the half

tones while the color is so treated that after exposure to

air and heat it spreads on the stock from dot to dot in

the lighter portions of the halftone, thus giving a double-

tone to the print.

Dull-finished coated book paper is best for these inks,
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[Practical] Printing Inks

as effects close to that of photogravure can be obtained.

The finish of the paper so blends the print that the

screen dots can barely be noticed.

Copying ink, such as will allow of a transfer copy of

the print being made at some future time by pressing on

a damp sheet of paper, is entirely different from other

ink. It contains an extra quantity of pigment; a certain

amount of adhesive substance which forms a coating on

the surface of the ink to keep it from drying and to as

sist it in adhering to the copy sheet ; and a small amount

of glycerine, which prevents the gum from altogether

drying. Aniline dyes give the desired colors.

Safety inks are used in printing backgrounds for

checks, and are so composed that chemicals used in re

moving writing will also remove the background. This

ink is made to order by ink makers, and is similar to

copying ink in its working qualities. The printed sheet

should not be exposed to light or air until it is dry, or

the part exposed may fade.

Gold bronze is made from an alloy of copper and

zinc; silver bronze from tin or aluminum; and copper

bronze from copper. Various colors: green, red, etc.,

are artificially given in the process of manufacture.

Bronze powders are made by first melting the metal

and forming it into long bars, which are hammered and

rolled into thin sheets. The metal is then torn into

shreds and ground into powder, which is sieved and sepa

rated into the several grades of coarse or fine particles

Gold and aluminum inks are difficult to use. It is

possible to get a gold ink that will give fairly good
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results on certain dark label papers, and a gold ink can

be had that will print well on antique papers, but the

result is never as good as that obtained with bronze

powders.

The foregoing information is about as accurate as can

be obtained, so many different ingredients being used,

and each ink-maker differing in his compounding of inks.

An ink advertisement recently contained this confes

sion:

"Any ink-maker can adulterate an ink more than his

competitor has already done, and he knows that it is

next to impossible for the printer to discover the differ

ence between the two adulterated inks."
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

jartnttng #xt8&ts>

[historical]

The Hand Press

THE first printing presses were crude in principle.

The bed, or table, which contained the type or engraved

block was stationary. The flat part above it, now known

as the platen, was moved down against the type form by

means of a lever, or bar, inserted in a heavy block which

turned a ponderous wooden screw.

The primitive Chinese method of printing from en

graved blocks was to rub or tap with a stiff brush the

back of the sheet of paper as it lay on the inked sur

face of the block.

Gutenberg about 1450 made a press of wood, that

allowed the bed containing the type to be pulled out

from under the impression platen. After being inked

with the inkballs of wool covered with leather, and the

paper placed in position, the bed was pushed back under

the platen and the impression pulled. The product of

this press was about fifty printed sheets an hour.

This sort of press was used without improvement

until about 162.'!, when William Blaeu, of Amsterdam,

Holland, invented an attachment for moving the bed

back and forth by means of a handle and spring.
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Printing Presses [Historical]

The hand press, up to the year 1800 was made of

wood and the platen would print but half the capacity

of the bed at one impression. At this time Earl Stan

hope, an Englishman, invented several improvements.

He built the press of iron, provided for printing the

 

The old type of press with

wooden screw

Old wooden hand press as

used until 1800

entire form at one time, and introduced a system of

leverage that simplified the process of pulling the im

pression.

The "Washington" hand press, an improvement on the

Stanhope press, was familiar to the printers in the

small newspaper offices fifty years ago. It was invented

in 1829 by Samuel Rust, an American, the distinctive

feature of the press being the toggle joint, which lessens
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[Historical] Printing Presses

the pull necessary to get a print. This type of press

is now becoming popular in first-class printing offices,

for pulling final proofs of jobs to be submitted to

customers.

Photo-engravers use the Washington type of hand

press for pulling proofs, and get results that cannot be

equaled on the best cylinder presses.

The Cylinder Press

The hand press becoming insufficient for the develop

ing needs of printing, a few inventive minds set to work

to find a better way.

 

One of the first cylinder presses (Rutt's)

William Nicholson, an Englishman, was first to think

of the cylinder as a solution of the problem. This was

in 1790; he also provided for inking-rollers, made as

were the ink balls—of wool and leather.

*
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A model of a cylinder press was constructed shortly

after this time by a Dr. Kinsley of Connecticut.

The first cylinder press was not built, however, until

1812. The cylinder had three tympans, and stopped

three times in making a revolution to allow for the re

moval of sheets by hand, grippers not being provided.

The ink fountain was also invented about this time.

A further advance toward more output was the in

troduction of steam as a power to run the cylinder

press, the innovation being introduced by the London

Times in 1814, with much secrecy because of anticipated

trouble with the workmen who manned the old hand

presses. It was a similar antipathy to and prejudice

against labor-saving machinery as was shown in later

 

Applegath's queer vertical cylinder type-

revolving printing press
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years when the linotype was introduced into the com

posing room.

All inventions of cylinder presses were at this time,

and for many years after, in the interests of newspapers.

The credit for the practical realization of the cylinder

press is due to Frederick Koenig, a Saxon, who also

invented presses with two cylinders.-

The idea of printing with curved stereotype plates

occurred to Edward Cowper, an Englishman, in 1816;

hut because really rapid speed was not required in those

days, the scheme was not perfected until recent years.

A double-feeding press, built by August Applegath

ajid Edward Cowper, was installed by the London

Times in 1827;

Applegath later designed a queer press that had eight

 

Hoe's ten-deck Mammoth printing press, which required

twenty-five men to run it
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vertical impression cylinders surrounding a vertical

cylinder on which was fastened the types.

Type-revolving presses were experimented with for

a number of years; the final success of the invention

being due to Richard M. Hoe, of New York. Hoe's

first machine, a four-feeder, was used by the Philadel

phia Ledger in 1847. The four-feeder press was suc

ceeded by machines requiring eight and ten feeders, the

last mentioned being as large as an ordinary three-story

dwelling, and besides the ten feeders, fifteen other men

were needed to run it.

The Mammoth press of Hoe's was succeeded in 1863

by the web perfecting rotary press, designed by William

Bullock, a New Yorker. On this press the paper was

fed from a roll or web and was printed from curved

stereotype plates.

These machines have been improved by modern manu

 

A modern web perfecting rotary press
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Rotary Press
The three principles of press printing

Movement is as indicated by arrows

facturers until they are wonders of inventive genius.

Newspapers and other periodicals are now printed in

several colors, folded and pasted, at a speed as high

as thirty thousand an hour from one machine.

> A web perfecting rotary press is one which ( 1 ) prints

from a roll, or web of paper; (2) prints both sides of

the paper, folds and pastes; (3) prints from a rotating

cylinder. / This style of press has been developed by R.

Hoe & Company, Walter Scott & Company, the Goss

Company, and the Duplex Press Company.

The introduction of the halftone plate, about 1885,

with the use of hard packing on the cylinder, and the

printing of paper dry, caused a demand for a cylinder

press more accurate in register, more thorough in dis

tribution, and more perfect in other details.

While the newspaper owner demanded speed, the

job printer had to have quality. There are now many

fine cylinder presses made for the printing of catalogs,

periodicals, and other work of this class.
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The Babcock, the Whitlock, the Cottrell, the Scott,

the Miehlc, the Huber-Hodgman, arc the names of the

principal American makes of this class of presses.

Cylinder job presses were formerly made with large

 

The *' drum " cylinder press

cylinders (known as "drum" cylinders) it being under

stood that the large size was necessary to good work.

The best presses are now made with smaller cylin-

 

"Two revolution" cylinder press

ders that make two revolutions to each impression, hence

the designation "two-revolution" presses.

A "stop cylinder" press is one on which after the im

pression is taken, the cylinder stops until the next im
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Pressroom of 1865, showing Adams presses in use

pression is ready to be made. It is now but little used.

The "pony" is a small-size cylinder press which be

cause of its high speed and usefulness is popular with

printers.

Automatic feeding attachments are now used on cylin

ders, replacing the man feeder. Fine register is obtained

with these devices.

The Platen Press

The job printing machine known to-day as the

"platen press" dates from the middle of the last cen

tury. Previous to that time (in 1830) Isaac Adams, a

New England machinist, invented a machine that looked

like a cylinder press, bub operated on the platen prin
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ciple. Differing from the smaller job presses of to-day,

the platen was stationary and the bed moved up against

the platen when making an impression. After the print

was made the bed dropped down to allow the inking

rollers to pass over the face of the type. The capacity

of the Adams press was as large as 28xt0 inches, and

in job and book offices the press was popular for fifty

years. A few are still in use.

The most familiar type of platen press is the "Gor

don," invented about 1858 by George P. Gordon, a prin

ter of New York. He realized the needs of a press for

small work, and invented a number of machines, finally

developing the type of press known as the "Gordon."

It is simply constructed, inexpensive, and suited for light

commercial forms. A revolving disc over which the form

rollers run is the sole means of ink distribution. There

are more Gordons in use than any other type of platen

 

The Gordon type of press
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press, and it is made and sold in both Europe and

America.

Merritt Gaily, of New York, in 1869 invented a

platen press which he called the "Universal." Later,

from being manufactured by the Colt's Arms Company,

it became known as the "Colts-Universal." In 1886 the

machine was re-designed upon improved lines by John

Thomson and named the "Colts Armory" Press. This

type of press has great strength of impression, and does

halftone printing as well as it can be done on a platen

press. The form rollers get their ink supply from a

revolving iron cylinder at the top of the press. 1 This

machine is most useful in the 14x22 size.

The platen press known as the Golding, invented

about 1866 by W. H. Golding, of Boston, is gaining

favor among printers who for years have favored the

 

The Universal press as invented by Gaily
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Gordon type of press. The impression is regulated by

a wedge arrangement, controlled by two screws. The

form rollers get ink from a revolving disc at the top and

also run on a curved ink plate at the bottom of the form.

An automatic brayer carries the ink from the fountain

to the disc. High speed is possible on this machine.

The Gordon and some other platen presses are equip

ped with treadles for operating the machines. Before

 

The Colts Armory press

electricity was so universally used as power it was cus

tomary for the feeder to "kick" the press with one of

his feet.

The old method of indicating the sizes of platen

presses by the names half-medium, half super-royal, etc.,

is handed down from the days when sizes of paper

were known by names.
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Special Presses

Presses are made specially for many kinds of printing.

Besides the large perfecting presses, and the emboss

ing presses of the Colt's Armory type, there is an inter

esting special printing machine called the "Harris," in

vented about 1892 by C. G. Harris, of Niles, Ohio. It

automatically feeds loose sheets and prints them at the

rate of five thousand an hour. For small jobs (up to

4l/£ x 8 inches) a special press for type forms is made,

but the larger Harris presses require curved plates. One

or more colors are printed at one impression, the output

being the same in either case.

The Kidder press is a special platen press, invented

about 1878 by Wellington P. Kidder, of Boston^ Paper

is fed from a roll, and is printed on both sides, numbered,

perforated, punched, and, in fact, treated in almost any

manner desired.

[Practical]

Making Ready on Platen Presses

The type form should be in perfect condition before

going to the pressroom. Rules should be properly

joined, the face of the form evenly planed, all types

squarely upright, lines straight, pages square, margins

properly apportioned, and everything ready for uninter

rupted printing.

Forms should be slightly below the center of the chase

for most platen presses. If locked up much out of cen

ter a slur, or blurred impression will result.

•n
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It is well to use roller supporters, or bearers, on

platen presses. These bearers are made of metal, type

high, and are locked up on the inner sides of the chase.

 

Showing roller bearers

They cause the rollers to turn, thus preventing them

from sliding when they strike the edges of the form, and

also bear the rollers up so that they will not sink too

far into the form when inking it.

For type in a fairly good condition of wear a "hard"

tympan consisting of a sheet of pressboard and two or

three sheets of smooth heavy-weight manila, should be

used. A "soft" tympan is resorted to only when the

type is old or when makeready is omitted, as on very

cheap printing. A blotter placed under the top sheet of

the tympan when printing envelopes, will prevent in

jury to the type from pieces of gum, although this

precaution is not as necessary now as formerly, the

envelope makers doing better work.

The screws regulating the impression should be prop

erly set by a press machinist or qualified pressman and

after that should not be tampered with. Differences in
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impression caused by irregular forms can be made even

by underlaying and overlaying.

After a form is placed on press the first sheet printed

should show no more impression than is needed to

print most of it fairly well. Any decided differences

such as hollows, or rules impressing too heavily, should

be evened by cutting out and pasting paper on the rear

of the form, a process known as underlaying.

When the impression is reasonably even, the slight

imperfections remaining are corrected by overlaying.

This is done by pulling an impression on a sheet of

paper almost the full size of the tympan. On this sheet

several layers of thin paper known as French folio are

pasted where needed. The black tones of cuts may need,

say, three layers; the dark gray portions two layers,

and the light gray one layer of this thin paper.

When the pressman is not experienced in cutting in

tricate overlays it is better that he simply overlay with

one thin sheet the heavy portions of the cut.

Vignetted halftones, however, must be less than type-

high in the form, and the overlays, consequently, thicker.

Makeready is sometimes placed between the plate

and the block. The plates are easily removed from the

wood blocks by "slamming" them squarely on an im

posing stone several times, which will cause the tacks

to come out. The result gained by printing against the

overlay with the cut for which it was made, is to give

the heavy portions their proper black tones and the

light portions their contrasting light tones.

Overlays must be placed in exact position or bad
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results will be obtained. A thin paste, and not much of

it, should be used in fastening on the patches of over

lays.

This overlay sheet is then fastened to the second tym-

pan sheet and registered with a print of the form that

has previously been made on this second sheet.

In case of halftones the pressboard is placed over the

makeready sheet.

Patent overlays are not as effective on platen presses

as on cylinders.

Ordinary gage pins, against which is fed the sheet

that is to be printed, are convenient on small runs of one

or five hundred, but quads are safer on larger runs and

on work that is to go through the press again in regis

ter. The quads are glued fast and when in proper posi

tion are "strapped" down with strips of gum paper.

There are several makes of patent gage pins which

are reliable for register.

The flap of envelopes should be opened, for the best

results in printing.

When feeding large sheets on platen presses the sheets

are laid on the feedboard printing side down. The feeder

takes the sheet at the corner and turns it about when

feeding it into the press.

See chapters on "Composition Rollers" and "Print

ing Inks" for further information.

Making Ready on Cylinder Presses

The cylinder has raised portions on each end of the

tympan known as bearers, which when the print is being
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[Practical] Printing Presses

made, run on two type-high bearers built on each side of

the form.

The tympan against which the type form prints, is

composed of packing about one-twentieth of an inch

thick, varying on different presses. A sheet of press-

board is first put on, over which is stretched a sheet of

manila or muslin. To this is added seven or eight sheets

of book paper and a final sheet of manila drawn over

the whole.

The proper amount of packing is ascertained by lay

ing a straight-edge (a long strip of brass or steel)

across the tympan from bearer to bearer, on each bearer

being placed a strip of thin paper. If the straight-edge

does not hold a sheet of tissue pulled between it and

the tympan, more packing is needed. If the straight

edge does not touch the bearers on either side, some of

the packing should be removed.

The packing is to be the thickness of a thin sheet of

book paper higher than the cylinder bearers, and for

this reason small strips of paper are laid on each bearer

when testing with the straight edge.

It is important that there be no more packing than

that just described, because more will so increase the

circumference of the cylinder that the tympan will

move slower than the type form. This difference in

speed will cause slurring, wrinkling and other defects in

the printing.

Before starting to make ready the pressman should

examine his form to see if all cuts are of proper hight

and the form properly planed down. A rough proof
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Printing Presses [Practical]

should be turned off with the type form in position on

the sheet, which should be approved for position and

imposition.

Not until this is done should the makeready be pro

ceeded with, although to save time the overlays for half

tone plates can be prepared ahead.

The principle of makeready is the same as that de

scribed for platen presses on preceding pages: under

laying of low cuts and worn type, and remedying of

all slight unevenness by graduated overlays on the tym-

pan.

Very small square halftones really require no over

laying. Medium sized halftones should have overlays

made of thin paper, and large halftones of a fair thick

ness of paper.

Solids should not be built too heavily, as they are not

to stand out sharply as black masses from the remainder

of the design or picture. Contrast may be needed, but

at the same time the tones should blend.

A three-layer overlay for a halftone is made in this

manner: Print three clear impressions on the proper

calendered paper and cut out each sheet as follows:

For Bottom Layer: Cut out all white portions of the

print and throw them away.'

For Middle Layer: Cut out the solids and paste them

on bottom layer.

For Top Layer : Cut out the solids and medium grays

and paste them over the middle layer.

In cutting, incline the knife so as to bevel the pieces

of overlay.
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[Practical] Printing Presses

There are two kinds of patent overlays in use. One,

the Bierstadt-DeVinne overlay, is of a gum-like com

position resembling gutta-percha, the other, the Gilbert-

Harris overlay, is made by etching a thin sheet of zinc.

Miscellaneous

Close register with deckle-edged stock can be obtained

in three ways: (1) If the job is a cover, printed on the

first page only and containing no embossing, it may be

printed by folding and feeding to the folded edge; (2)

The sheet can be fed to a reglet or plain pin as a

guide; (3) The safest way is to lock up two small pieces

of steel cutting rule at right angles in such a way that

on the first impression the rule will cut off a narrow

oblong strip from the top left corner, on the second

impression register is secured by feeding against the

side of the cut-out portion. Of course the edge of the

sheet containing the cut-out corner is to be trimmed

after printing.

 

Getting register on deckel-edged stock

It is considered by some that the only thing necessary

on a platen press, to have it produce printing equal in

quality to that done on a cylinder press, is good ink dis
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tribution. This theory works out satisfactorily up to

a certain point.

On a platen press the impression is on every part of

the form at one time, and the sheet is pulled from almost

every part of the form at one time.

On a cylinder press the impression is only on a narrow

strip of the form at one time, and the pull of the sheet

from the form is gradual.

It is therefore almost impossible, on a platen press,

to print a plate containing heavy blacks on coated

stock, without reducing the ink to a dead gray.

Embossing is done with two dies, called the "male"

und the "female" respectively. The male die is used on

the platen of the press and is made from sealing wax,

layers of paper and mucilage, leather, or cardboard. It

is in relief. The female die is engraved in brass or steel

for long runs or when the die is to be subjected to much

wear. For small runs and the simpler kinds of emboss

ing the die is etched on zinc by a photo-engraver; an in

expensive method.

The female die is mounted on metal or hard wood and

locked in the chase. The material for the male die is

then placed on the t37mpan and the press closed until the

die forms and hardens.

Embossing requires careful feeding, as the effect is

spoiled if it is out of register with the printing.
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CHAPTER TWELVE

BooftbmtJtng

Historical]

BOOKBINDING is the fastening together of written

or printed leaves in protecting covers.

The Babylonians enclosed their clay tablets with an

outer coating of clay containing a duplicate impression

of the characters of the original tablet within.

The Egyptians glued their papyrus sheets together in

 

An early "binding" The roll, with tags

a long strip and bound them at the ends with a wooden

rod, around which the strip was rolled.

The Romans also used the roll, but protected it with

covers of leather. The title was written on a piece of

parchment and pasted on the cover.

For the lesser records the Greeks and Romans made

use of tablets of several sheets of thin wood or metal

covered with wax, and fastened together by rings.
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Binding together of the leaves in a flat book displaced

the scroll about the Fourth Century.

An early method of binding a manuscript book, was

to wrap a sheet of leather around it, and tie it with a

leather thong. Books were laid flat on the shelves, the

titles being written on wooden tags hanging from them.

Plain wooden boards were next used for sides, and in

the Sixth Century these boards (some of which were

 

Cover boards, decorated with precious stones, with

medallion in center and clasps at side

two inches thick) were gilded, decorated with precious

stones, and gold crucifixes were kept in hollows made

in the covers.

The process of binding books in principle has always

been very much the same. The folded sheets were

originally sewed to leather bands, the ends of which
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[Historical] Bookbinding

were fastened to wooden boards, the boards being then

joined together and covered with leather.

Cords have been substituted for leather bands. Straw

board has taken the place of wood for the sides, and

cloth and paper to a certain extent has superseded

leather for the covers.

In early books the sections consisted of four sheets

folded to make eight leaves. The section mark or signa-

THE Cycle oF tne Sun, it fo tailed becaufe it lbewi
■* the Sonday Letter, being a Table, or Cycle of the

Chum of the Dominical Letter.
lnfiead of the ancient Roman Divifionofthe Month,

into Nonet, ldes, and Kalendi ; we reckon the Dayt ct
the Month in Order : And inAead or the Accompting hf
their t^onJina fquaft Neptn&ttd) tbeir Mercatcj, or
Fairs, for the Coontry People to come to Town ever*
orh Day, for Commerce and Trade"; and to receivi
their Laws, fat the Greeki Teckoned by Tens, dividing
their Month into a Pant): We, at do the Htbrrmtt
nomber oor Days by Weekt, and their Retonu, after
every 7 Days ; which the Jewi did in relation to their:
Sabbath, (a'nd poffibly the Affyriani, *c in relation;
to the Quartets of the Moon, confiAing each of about
7 Days) and we, aiChriftians. for oor Lord i-Day.
We defcribe the Days of the Week by feven feve-

iil Names, as Sonday, Moiiday, Toefday, £fc. And
to diAingoijh them in the Kalendar, there are feven
Letters appropriated, and fet in Alphabetical Order
before them,- and fo repeated throoghoot the whole
Year ; t*k A, B, C, D, E, F, G ; and Tome one of
theft is the Dominical Letter, or the Letter for Son
day ; and the Letter* following for the other Days, as
they follow.

Boi the Sunday Letter it not conftamly the fame,
lot is changed once in every Common Year, and itI
■every Foorth, or Leap-year, twice. And tlte Rcafon
it, firft, becaufe the Common Year docs not confift
of Joft Weeks, bat of 51 Weeks and one Day. So
that as the Year begins with A, fet before New- Yeart-
pay . So it end* wJth A^ fet before the Ull Day. And

 

An old wooden binding, with

mortise by which book was

held while being read

Showing the word at bottom

to assist collating

ture was usually written at the foot of the last page. To

assist in the collation the first word of a page was re

peated under the last line of the preceding page.

Page numbers, or folios, came into use in the Four

teenth Century,
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Bookbinding [Historical]

The sawed back (by which method the binding cords

were sunk into the leaves of the book) was first used in

the Sixteenth Century.

In the Sixteenth and Seventeenth centuries books were

covered with velvet, silk and linen. Many of these were

embroidered sumptuously. Gold tooling was introduced

into Europe late in the Fifteenth Century.

Half-binding, of German origin, is a style of binding

wherein leather is used only for the backs and corners—

the parts receiving the most wear.

Carrying economy still further, paper alone was used

for covering the sides and back of books, but proving

unsubstantial cloth binding was introduced about 1822.

Paper labels, containing the titles of the books, were

pasted on the cloth backs.

Cloth is often used for books because they are often

rebound in the regulation style of each library. For in

stance, histories may be rebound in red, poetry in light

blue, biographies in brown, etc.

Book Collectors and Libraries

Much interest has always been shown in books by

enlightened people. Libraries in Egypt contained

thousands of papyrus rolls.

Ancient Kings accumulated immense libraries of

manuscript books, but the contents of such libraries

were mostly destroyed through wars and revolutions.

The monks not only wrote, decorated, and bound their

l ooks, but they were the custodians of the valuable vol

umes that existed in their time.
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[Practical] Bookbinding

Corvinus, King of Hungary, in 1180 had a library of

fifty thousand volumes in costly bindings.

One of the most famous libraries of the Sixteenth

Century was that of Cardinal Mazarin at Rome, contain

ing five thousand volumes, one of which was the now

famous Gutenberg Bible of Forty-two Lines.

Book collectors have always paid great attention to

the bindings of books. Many present-day styles are due

to the preference shown by such famous collectors as

Tommaso Maioli, of Italy, and Jean Grolier, of France,

in the early part of the Sixteenth Century.

Grolier introduced the style of lettering the backs of

books and of placing the backs outward on the shelves.

He was also the first to use morocco leather for bind

ing.

Many of the old books of value are preserved in the

British Museum, but rich American collectors, chief

among whom is J. Pierpont Morgan, are buying up

scarce volumes in Europe and bringing them to America.

[Practical]

Folding

Folding, the first stage in the binding of the book,

is done both by hand and machine. When folding

by hand the operator uses a small bone stick to crease

the folds.

The sheet, or section, of say four, eight or sixteen

pages as the case may be, are laid with the signature (or

first page of the sheet) face down at the left. The right
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end of the sheet is brought over to the left and the

folios (page numbers) registered with the left hand.

The right hand, using the bone, creases the sheet. The

top of the sheet is next brought down, registered with

the bottom, and creased. The right end is again brought

over to the left, and the sheet creased. The section is

now finished, the first page containing the signature.

The signature is a small figure or letter placed at the

bottom of the first page of each section.

A book is divided into sections of, say, sixteen pages

each. After the sections are folded they are gathered

together in the consecutive order of their signatures.

It is not well to have too many pages in a section.

More pages of thin stock can be folded than of thick

stock. When too many pages are folded the paper will

wrinkle, or "buckle," at the top of the last fold. To pre

vent this the folder cuts the leaves with the bone more

than half way before making the last fold.

When sheets are folded on machines, they are fed to

"points" to secure register and accuracy in folding.

Point holes about fifteen inches apart are punched in the

sheets during the process of printing.

Gathering

The sections are next placed in piles along a table

and are gathered one by one, according to their signa

tures, until a complete book is collected.

To expedite this process a moving circular table is

sometimes used, the gatherer remaining in one position

and taking the sections as they come before him.
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[Practical] Bookbinding

Rolling or Beating

The sections after being gathered are placed between

two pieces of zinc and fed between iron rollers, thus

pressing flat the creases made in folding, and making the

book solid. This is also accomplished by beating the

folded edges with a ten-pound hammer on a solid slab

of iron or stone.

Collating

Collating, while often understood to be the gathering

of sections, is really the examination of sections already

gathered, and the placing of illustrated sheets and maps

in position.

The order is verified by the signature on the front

of each section.

The books are next placed under pressure in a stand

ing press for a few hours.

Sawing or Marking the Backs

The books are next jogged at the top and back, and

boards placed between them an eighth of an inch in from

the backs. They are then held firmly under pressure

while being marked or sawed for sewing.

The backs are sewed at equal distances to admit the

cords or bands that are to hold the book together.

Sewing

The sewing press is a simple affair. The cords that

are to act as bands are stretched from a horizontal bar

down to the base of the machine and drawn taut.
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Bookbinding [Practical]

The sections of the book are then laid down one by

one, the cords fitting in the saw cuts. The threaded

needle is inserted in the cut near the head, drawn

through to the center fold of the section, and passed

around the cords.

 

Sewing the sections of books

The thread is then brought out near the tail, and

inserted in another section which has been laid in posi

tion.

For the style of binding known as flexible, the backs

are not sawed, and the thread is looped around the

cords in each instance instead of merely being passed

around them.

In flexible binding the cloth or leather covering is

glued to the back of the book. In ordinary binding, the

covering is independent of the back of the book.
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[Practical] Bookbinding

Machines which sew books automatically are used for

large editions.

Forwarding

Forwarding is a term applied to the stage of bookmak-

ing from the time the sewing is finished until the book

is ready to be lettered or decorated.

End papers, the leaves at the front and back which

are pasted to the inside of the cover, are next attached

to the book, after which it is trimmed at the top or on

three sides as may be desired.

The back is next glued and when dry is rounded by

beating with a hammer, or this is done by machinery. In

old-style binding the backs are left almost flat.

Mill boards, made from old rope, and boards made

from straw, in various thicknesses, are used for covers.

Two boards are often pasted together for large books.

Ordinarily the boards are covered after being put on

the books, but when binding in large quantities, known

as edition binding, the covers, or cases as they are

called, are previously cut and covered, the thickness of

the book having been ascertained. After the covering

material has been glued to the boards, the cases are made

smooth by being run through rubber rollers.

The cases are next stamped with heated dies in an

embossing press. Dies can be made by electrotyping

and are known as binder's stamps. The electrotype is

allowed to remain in the battery until it accumulates a

thick coating of copper, which is then backed up by

a base of lead.

it
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Finishing

There are various ways of finishing the edges of a

book. Its leaves may be left uncut all around, the head

only may be trimmed, or the leaves may be trimmed on

all three sides.

Sometimes all edges are left white, or are colored red

or blue by being painted with a brush. The edges of the

leaves at the head are often gilded, done by moistening

the edges with the white of an egg, laying on gold leaf,

and burnishing it with a highly polished agate stone.

Religious books are often colored red and afterward

gilded.

The real finishing of a book is understood to be the

tooling and lettering of the covers. Blind tooling is

decoration pressed into the leather without the use of

gold leaf. The tools used are : numerous handles upon the

ends of which are center and corner designs ; wheels

containing border designs; and a tool for holding indi

vidual types.

Leathers for Binding

The several bindings are of value in the order fol

lowing, beginning with the cheapest: Paper, cloth, roan,

skiver (split sheepskin), calf-skin, russia, turkey

morocco (goatskin), levant morocco.

Paper, the cheapest binding material, is usually a thin

plated paper, coming in various designs, the one known

as marble being most popular for blank and check books.

Cloth, a woven material pressed and embossed in

several kinds of finishes, is the most used of any of the
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[Practical] Bookbinding

binding materials. It is made in numerous colors and

shades.

Russia Leather, of Russian origin, is made in brown

ish-red or black, from the hides of young cattle. It is

also manufactured in America and Europe.

Imitation Russia Leather is treated with birch bark

oil to give it the odor peculiar to genuine russia.

Sheep, chiefly used for binding law books, is the full

thickness of sheepskin in the natural color received from

tanning.

Roan is the inside of a split sheepskin, colored (gener

ally reddish brown, hence the name roan). It is some

times grained in imitation of other leathers.

Skiver, a sheepskin from which the heavy flesh side

has been split.

Morocco Leather was originally the product of Turkey

and the Levant districts along the Mediterranean. It

was made from goatskins, finished in various colors, had

a fine grain, was clear in color, and felt soft yet firm

to the touch. This leather was much used in the artistic

bindings of the Sixteenth Century.

As the peculiar grain of morocco leather can be closely

imitated on any thin leather, it requires an expert to

determine the genuine.

The natural leather grain is obtained by doubling

the surface and rolling the folded edge with a flat board.

An artificial grain is given leather by embossing.

The design, contained in reverse on a metal roller or

plate, is pressed into the dampened leather.
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Uncut Edges

Uncut edges are really an affectation. In the days

before cutting machines were invented, the sheets were

bound just as folded, with unfinished deckel-edges. The

books were read in a leisurely manner, and the pages

were cut as needed. In these busy days uncut leaves are

an abomination if the book is intended to be read.

It is not considered good form by some owners of

private libraries to possess books which have had their

edges cut. Special editions, finely printed and bound,

seem to be made for exhibition purposes only.

Magazines are left uncut for commercial reasons. A

copy uncut is proof it has not been sold or read.

Sizes of Books

In olden times the sizes of books were known by the

number of folds to a sheet of paper about 18x24 inches

in size.

A book made from such sheets folded once into two

leaves was known as a folio volume and measured about

12x18 inches.

Folded twice into four leaves, a quarto, measuring

9x12 inches.

Folded three times into eight leaves, an octavo, measur

ing 6x9 inches.

Folded four times into sixteen leaves, a 16-mo..

measuring 4%x6 inches.

As the several sizes of paper were known by names

such as Crown, Royal, etc., the exact sizes of books were

known as Crown quartos. Royal octavos, etc.
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[Practical] Bookbinding

Bibliophiles and librarians still indicate the sizes of

books by the old method, but the general public not being

familiar with these shop terms, is enlightened only

when the sizes are given in inches.

Kinds of Binding

The common method of sewing, known as the kettle

stitch, as before described, is for regular folded sections,

and allows the book to open flat.

Center stitching, similar to the saddle wire stitch, is

for pamphlets consisting of all inset folded sheets. The

thread is worked through three places in the fold of the

pamphlet. If the ends of the thread are to be on the

outside, the sewing is begun and ended on the outside

and vice versa.

Side stitching (now almost entirely done with the

wire stitcher) in the old way was accomplished by sew

ing through three holes punched with an awl or stab

bing machine.

Whip stitching: overhand and cross-lashed stitches

on the edges of the leaves, allowing the book to open

almost flat. This method is used for books consisting

of many single leaves.

Check Binding: Books side stitched, with light straw-

board sides covered with paper; cloth or leather back,

covers cut flush.

Quarter Binding: Books sewed, with kettle-stitch,

strawboard sides covered with paper, leather back, paper

turned over edges of cover.

Half Binding: Books sewed with kettle-stitch, or
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whip-stitch, tarboard sides covered with cloth; smooth

roan leather tight back; paper turned over edges; cover,

with or without leather corners, extending over edges

of book; lettered on back in gold.

Three-Quarter Binding: Same as half binding except

russia leather rounded spring back with raised bands ;

leather corners.

Full Binding: Same as three-quarter, except that

binding is full sheep with russia leather ends and bands ;

or with double raised bands, double russia side finishing,

and lettering.

 

A library of the old days

Books chained to the shelves
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

£>teTeotppttt0 ant) Ciectrotpptng

[^t0torical]

Stereotyping

STEREOTYPING (the duplication in a sheet of metal

of a type form) excepting in newspaper offices, is now

superseded by the newer process of electrotyping.

Stereotyping and electrotyping afford some of the

advantages possessed by the blocks of wood upon which

pages were engraved before the invention of movable

types: They make. of the page a solid form which after

printing can be stored away for future use.

The linotype and monotype casting machines also

enable the printer to keep pages of books and jobs of

printing for a length of time that would be impossible

with expensive foundry type. It is better, however, to

have the page solid in order that disarrangement of

types may be avoided. It is recorded that in the first

efforts to make a solid page, late in the Seventeenth

Century, the bottoms of the individual types were sol

dered together.

William Ged, of Edinburgh, in 1725 began experi

ments in casting type in molds of plaster-of-paris.

M. Herlan, in France, then suggested matrix types,

the idea being to set them as types are set and to make
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Stereotyping and Electrotyping [Historical]

a cast with type metal. This principle is now used on

the linotype.

Alexander Tilloch, encouraged by Earl Stanhope,

perfected Ged's invention about 1800.

David Bruce, one of the famous American type found

ers, went to England, in 1812, and obtained information

which led him on his return to take up the study of

stereotyping.

About I860 stereotyping with the papier-mache pro

cess of making matrices was introduced. The London

Times stereotyped only single columns, but Charles

Craske introduced, on the New York Tribune, the

method of stereotyping entire pages. The process has

been so perfected that now plates are stereotyped

curved to fit the cylinders of modern news presses.

Electrotyping

Electrotyping, a method of duplicating type pages,

cuts, etc., by aid of electricity, is of recent development.

The principle applied to other uses has been known for

a hundred years.

About 1840 a few electrotypes were used in Europe

and America, but the process was imperfect, wood-cuts

being spoiled in making the plates.

In 1846 John W. Wilcox of Boston made electrotypes,

using every essential principle known in later years

when the process was developed.

In 1878 the dynamo was introduced and considerably

Lessened the time necessary for making a plate.
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[Practical] Stereotyping and Electrotyping

In 1907 Dr. E. Albert introduced into America his

method of making the impression in soft lead instead

of in wax or paraffin.

[Practical]

Stereotyping

The old method of making the matrix in stereotyping

was to pour plaster-of-paris paste over the type form.

A more recent method is to obtain a matrix by beating

with a brush a sheet of paper pulp, (papier-mache)

laid on the face of the form.. In large newspaper plants

the matrix is pressed into the type by a powerful roller.

For flat-bed purposes the matrix is placed in a flat

mold which is swung to a vertical position, the molten

lead being then poured in.

For rotary presses the matrices are placed in curved

molds and the hot metal poured in. When cooled the

stereotype plates are ready to be fastened to the cylin

ders.

There are news associations which furnish stereotype

plates to newspapers, the plates being in single column

and so grooved as to fit on bases already supplied.

Electrotyping

Electrotyping is the method now universally used for

book and jobbing purposes. The finish of electrotype

plates is much finer and sharper than that of stereotypes.

By careful manipulation electrotypes of fine-screen half

tones can be made that will print almost as well as the

originals.
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Stereotyping and Electrotyping [Practical]

High spaces and quads should be used for matter

that is to be electrotyped, although good plates are made

with ordinary spacing material.

Guards (strips about one third of an inch thick,

made either of lead or wood), are placed around the page

or job, which are locked up in chases in the usual way.

An impression of the type form is taken in ozokorite

(paraffin) an inexpensive grade of wax, or in beeswax,

with which has been mixed turpentine and graphite. The

surface of the wax is first coated with graphite to pre

vent the type from adhering to the wax. The impression

is usually made with a hydraulic press.

The projections of wax are trimmed off with a warmed

knife, and low spots are built up with pieces of wax.

If the type form is to be broken up for colors, two

wax molds are made, the parts to be omitted from the

plates being filled with wax.

The wax mold is again coated with graphite, to make

it a conductor for electricity, and washed with water,

after which it is placed in a vat containing sulphuric

acid and water through which passes a current of elec

tricity from a dynamo The vat contains a bar of copper.

As the current passes through the vat the copper is

dissolved and deposited in a layer upon the wax mold.

The longer the mold is left in the vat the thicker the

shell of copper and consequently the stronger the print

ing surface of the electrotype.

Superior electrotypes can be obtained by the Albert

process, in which soft lead is used instead of wax for

making the mold. Tremendous pressure is required to
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[Practical] Stereotyping and Electrotyping

make the mold, and plates must be on metal bases to

withstand the strain. The lead mold, being itself a con

ductor of electricity, attracts the dissolved copper to

the extent that the entire surface of the mold is coated

in less than a minute.

The next operation is "backing," or filling in the

back of the copper shell with lead.

Copper and lead having no affinity for each other,

the copper is given a thin coating of tinfoil, melted with

muriatic acid.

The backing metal, composed almost entirely of

lead, with a small quantity of antimony and tin, is then

poured on the shell until it is about a quarter of an inch

thick.

The plate is made even by being shaved by machinery,

is trimmed all around and the open spaces cut or routed

away, after which it is nailed to a block of wood to make

it type high (.918 of an inch).

If electrotypes are to be clamped on the patent iron

blocks now much used in printing, the plates are left

unmounted with beveled edges.

Electrotypes are sometimes mounted on solid metal,

especially when the plate is to be trimmed so close that

no room is allowed for tacks.

Plates are sometimes fastened to wood bases by "slug

ging." Holes are bored into the wood and solder is

poured into them and joined to the metal of the plate.

This method is unsafe for long runs on presses as the

plate is apt to pull off and smash a part of the form.

A nickel coating may be given an electrotype by the
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electro-depositing process. Nickel adds strength to the

printing surface and prevents chemical action when

inks such as vermillion are used.

Electrotype plates cost more per square inch for small

cuts than for large ones. For electros about 144 square

inches in size the cost is 2^2 cents per square inch; for

electros measuring three square inches the rate is eleven

cents per square inch.

Electrotypes of halftones cost about half again as

much as line plates.

Book plates, used for stamping book covers, are given

a thicker shell of copper, hence cost twice the price of

regular electros.

By the process of electrotyping, cuts and type forms

are reproduced in the size of the originals. If plates of

different size are wanted they must be made from clear

prints by the process of photo-engraving.

Curved electrotypes for rotary presses are made by

means of plate-bending machines.

Eighteen by twenty-four inches is the maximum size

of form that can be accommodated by most electrotypers.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN

Wood Engraving

THE history of engraving can be traced back to the

wooden stamps of the Egyptians or the engraved cylin

ders of the Assyrians; but as an art allied with printing

it really dates from the year 1400, when wooden blocks

were engraved from which were printed playing cards

and religious pictures.

These pictures, representing scenes from the Scrip

tures and lives of the Saints, were usually printed by

laying single sheets of paper on a wood block engraved

in relief, and rubbing the back of the paper.

Illustrations were colored by the use of stencils.

The earliest known print bearing a date (1423) is

that of St. Christopher crossing a river with the Infant

Jesus on his shoulders. From the perspective, as found

in this print, it would seem unnecessary for the old Saint

to have wet his feet, as he could easily have stepped

from shore to shore.

The lines of the early wood-cuts were coarse and

heavy, and the pictures crude, but the product of the

latter days of the art was notable for delicate shadings

and excellent expression.
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When printing by typography was being introduced,

the wood-engravers and block-printers were strongly

organized into guilds, and resented the new process.

The ornamental initials, used in Schoeffer's Psalter

of 1457, copied from the designs of the early manu-

 

The earliest known print (X433)

script-illuminators, were engraved on wood. This was

the first example of two-color printing by typography.

The text of later books was illustrated with wood

cuts of flowers and animals, not only inappropriate but

suggesting meaning contrary to that conveyed by the

reading matter.

The Italians, during the Fourteenth and Fifteenth

centuries, made wood-engraving a fine art. By engraving
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three or four plates they closely imitated the effect of

water colors, thus presaging the present-day three- and

four-color processes.

John Baptist Jackson, a printer of wall-paper, in

1 754, had a method of getting ten positive tints with but

four impressions from wood cuts.

The most famous wood-engraver was the German

master, Albert Durer (1471-1528), who showed to the

world that artistic expression was possible with engrav

ings on wood.

One of Durer's wood-cuts, "The Gate of Triumph,"

measured about ten by nine feet, and was composed of

ninety-two separate pieces.

The most remarkable series of wood-cuts ever made

was "The Triumph of Maximilian," the Roman Emperor,

consisting of one hundred and thirty-five large cuts

extending a distance of one hundred and seventy-five

feet. This series was designed on parchment by Hans

Bnrgkmaier, of Augsburg, during the years from 1473

to 1531, but was not published until 1796. The engrav

ing of this series was done by a number of different

workmen.

Hans Holblein, at Basle, prior to 1538, designed a

famous series of wood-engravings, "The Dance of

Death," the subject of which was in keeping with the

gruesome religious thought of that era. Holblein is

known as a master of the art and ranks with Durer in

the quality of his work.

The re-birth of interest in art, a period known as the

Renaissance, effected wood-engraving to a great ex
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tent and many fine examples were executed throughout

Europe.

As long as the possibilities of wood-engraving were

understood all was well with the art, but attempts to

equal the delicate effects of copperplate engraving,

coupled with the crude and careless work of the "chap-

 

A "Chap-Book" engraving

book" block-makers, brought the art into disrepute and

it gradually became extinct.

Wood-engraving, as an art, was revived about 1785,

by Thomas Bewick, an Englishman. His method of

working differed from that of the old-time engravers.

Whereas the custom had been to cut away the wood,

letting the lines remain that had been sketched on the

block, Bewick sketched with his graver and gave ex

pression and tone with the white lines cut upon the block.

Bewick also introduced boxwood, cut across the grain.
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as an engraving surface. Soft woods, cut with the grain,

had previously been used.

In the United States wood-engraving began to as

sume importance with the issuance in 1843 of an illus

trated Bible, containing sixteen hundred wood-cuts, made

under the direction of J. A. Adams.

The art advanced to a high position with its adoption

by many illustrated magazines and its use by book

publishers.

About 1880 cuts engraved with acids by the aid of

photography, began to supplant the wood-cut, and to

day wood-engraving is comparatively a lost art. There

are but few wood-engravers in America who treat the

work as an art. Timothy Cole and M. Lamont Brown

are two such.

The remaining wood-engravers are now connected

with photo-engraving plants.

Copper and Steel Plate Engraving

Engraving on copper was invented about 1460 by one

Finiguerra, an Italian goldsmith. Until about 1800

almost all engravings of merit were done on copper,

because delicate lines, not possible on wood, were brought

out distinctly.

Steel was then substituted for copper on many en

gravings, and during the last century, until the intro

duction of photo-engraving, steel-engravings were used

for the frontispieces of books, and for illustrations to be

framed. The process is still used for high-class stat-

•is
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ionery work and for the printing of bank notes and

certificates.

Photo-Engraving

Photography, then known as heliography, was in

vented about 1830 by Joseph Niepce and Louis Dag-

uerre. For some years each had pursued the same line

of investigation independently, but formed a partner

ship in 1829-

The first successful photographs were known as

daguerreotypes, the picture being taken upon silver-

plated copper. The first photo-printing plates were

made from a negative on gelatine, treated in such

manner that the lights of the picture were dissolved

and washed away. The gelatine was hardened and a

plaster mold taken, after which a wax matrix was

made for electrotyping.

Zinc line-etching by the aid of photography, was

first successfully demonstrated in 1855 by M. Gillot, a

Frenchman. Gillot's process was known as zincography

and made possible accurate reproduction of such kind

of work as had previously been done by the wood-cut

method.

Reproductions of the gradations of tone as found

in photographs and paintings, was yet impossible, but

in 1882 Meisenbach, a German, patented the halftone

process. The first halftones were on zinc.

A photographic plate presents a flat surface to the

printing press, an impression from it leaving merely a

solid black print. To overcome this difficulty the object
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to be reproduced is photographed through a mesh of

cross-lines which is afterwards etched away.

Thus a halftone print is composed of little dots, these

dots being larger in the shadows and smaller in the

lights where the plate has been etched deepest.

When the process was young, a screen was used with

lines running but one way; the screen being turned

about after half of the required exposure.

The development of photo-engraving in the United

States is due to the study and work of numerous in

dividuals. Prominent among these, in the early days

of the commercial introduction of the process are F.

E. Ives, of Philadelphia, and John Calvin Moss, of

New York.

Mr. Moss in 1880 established the Moss Engraving

Company, the first company to make a practical busi

ness success of photo-engraving.

Mr. Ives in 1881 was the first to produce photo-

chromic pictures on a printing press.

Max Levy, of Philadelphia, is the inventor of the

screen now used, which is the perfection of the early

idea of photographing through silk gauze.

With the perfection of the halftone process came

three-color printing, or the reproduction of many colors

and shades by printing with but three plates.

The three-color process is based upon the theory that

any color can be resolved into the three primary colors:

red, yellow and blue.

The inks used in the printing must conform to the

exact colors planned by the photographer in making his
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negatives—usually a magenta-red, a greenish blue and

a chrome yellow.

It being claimed that the combination of the three

colors did not really produce a black, the four-color

process has been developed. In this method a lighter

blue ink is used and a fourth plate (black) is added.

The "black" plate, however, is not always printed black,

dark gray being used.

The common order of printing, in the four-color pro

cess, is: yellow, red, black, blue. Sometimes yellow is

the final color.

It has been found that on long runs there is less dan

ger of going wrong, and defective register is not so

apparent, with the four-color process.

[Practical]

Wood Engraving

The wood used for this process was mahogany, maple,

pine and boxwood, but the last mentioned was preferred

for the best work.

Large poster engravings were done on pine wood.

Maple is now used in the manufacture of wood types,

which are engraved by machinery.

Boxwood has a fine grain and is very hard. For

wood engraving it was sawed in round slices about type-

high, smoothed and cut square. When large cuts were

to be made the wood was carefully joined together.

The face of the wood was prepared for engraving

by being smoothed and whitened. The drawing was
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made upon it in reverse, or the picture photographed

upon it; after which, with sharp steel tools called gravers

the parts not to be printed were cut away.

 

A modern wood-cut of machinery

Copper and Steel-Plate Engraving

This process differs mostly from wood engraving in

that the lettering or design is cut into the metal, and

the hollows of the plate are printed instead of the

elevations. Steel is engraved when soft, and afterwards

hardened for printing. Although much of the engraving

is done with gravers by hand, corrosive acids and ma

chines are also used.

After being engraved the face of the plate is inked,

and the ink rubbed from the surface, remaining only in

the sunken parts.

The plate is printed with a heavy impression between
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two rollers: one, covered with a woolen or rubber cloth,

forcing the paper into the depressions of the plate.

The hand presses are operated by a half-dozen levers,

arranged like the spokes of a pilot wheel. Power presses

 

Showing power press and hand presses doing

copper plate printing

are now used for large work and do the inking and wip

ing automatically.

The best grade of plate-printing has an embossed

effect, due to the quantity of ink used, the depth the

design or letters is cut, and the heavy impression.

The chief cost of plate-printing is the engraving,

the printing cost being very little more than that of let

ter-press printing.

Photo-gravures

Photo-gravures are copper-plates engraved by photog

raphy instead of by hand. In this process a photo

graphic print is made indirectly from a negative on

carbon tissue, which is transferred to a polished copper

plate the surface of which has been grained with
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asphaltum powder. The image, consisting partly of

gelatine, is thickest in the lights and thinnest in the

shadows. The plate is then etched, and the gelatine

removed. The etching is deepest where the gelatine

is the thinnest. In printing, the plate is inked and the

surface wiped off as is done in the regular copperplate

process. A dampened paper is then pressed on the

plate by means of roller press. Because of the heavy

pressure needed for this method of printing, the plates

are given a coating of steel for large editions.

The process is slow, but the soft, artistic results ob

tained make it worth while.

Gelatine Plates

This method is known as the Albertype process, in

vented by Joseph Albert, of Munich, in 1869, A double

gelatine film is printed upon, through a reversed photo

negative. The portions of gelatine reached by the light

have been rendered non-absorbent, and the portions pro

tected by the blacks of the negative remain absorbent.

The printing is done in a manner similar to that

of the lithographic method: The plate is moistened,

which dampens the absorbent parts, so that when the

plate is inked only the non-absorbent parts receive the

ink.

Mezzotints

Mezzotints are primarily copperplate engravings the

surface of which have been roughened. This name is

also applied to halftones photographed through a

grained screen instead of one of cross-lines.
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Wax Engraving

These are much used for maps, and are made by trac

ing lines or stamping types on a coating of wax, thus

forming a matrix from which an electrotype is made.

Zinc Etchings

Most engravings are now made with the aid of

photography and acids ; a process known as photo-en

graving.

"Zinc etching" is synonymous with "line-cut," as

 

A zinc line-cut

•copy containing lines and dots in effect similar to wood

engravings, is usually made into zinc plates.

The cheaper grade of halftones, such as used on

newspapers, is made on zinc.

Line zinc-etchings are made in this manner:

The copy is photographed and a negative made on

glass.

A piece of polished zinc, the face of which has been

sensitized with chemicals in a dark room is placed in a

printing frame under the glass negative and exposed to
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the sun or artificial light. The light prints the photo

graphed copy on the zinc, although the print is not yet

visible.

The zinc plate is next inked and placed under run

ning water. The ink adheres to the printed parts, the

remainder being rubbed off.

The plate is then covered with a red powder known

as dragon's blood, placed over fire and burned until

the print is dark brown. It is then etched by being im

mersed in a solution of nitric acid and water, which

eats away all of the zinc but those parts covered with

dragon's blood.

The design now stands in relief. The blank portions

not to be printed are routed away, and the finished plate

is proved on a hand press and tacked to a wooden base.

Halftones

Halftones are probably so called because the result is

a print in which a soft gray tone, half way between

the high lights and the dense blacks, predominates.

Halftone plates are a series of dots caused by the

design being photographed through a screen or glass

upon which is drawn a series of lines crossing each other

 

Halftones are photographed through cross-lines
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at right angles. As these cross-lines are opaque the

photograph is really made through the small square

transparent spaces between them. A halftone is of a

fine screen if these lines are numerous (say one hundred

and fifty to an inch), or of a coarse screen if the lines

are less frequent (say eighty to an inch).

A piece of polished copper coated with an enamel, is

placed in a printing frame with the negative and

printed as is a zinc etching; after which it is dipped

in an eosine solution and placed under running water.

After the image appears the plate is dried, and the

print burned in until it is of a dark-brown color.

The copperplate is then etched in a bath of per-

chloride of iron. If finer results are desired the plate is

proved, and re-etched in the parts needing it by apply

ing the acid with a brush. Thus it will be seen that the

quality of a halftone depends upon the attention given

it at this stage of the process.

If the halftone is to be vignetted (with fading edge)

the face of the plate, except the edges, is protected

from the acid by a coating of asphalt varnish and the

plate again immersed in the etching acid which eats

away the unprotected edges.

The plates are then routed, trimmed and mounted on

blocks.

Zinc halftones are etched with nitric acid instead of

perchloride of iron, and are inked, powdered and baked

as are line cuts. They are not re-etched.

Color plates are made in halftone, generally by what

is known as three- and four-color processes.
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[Practical] Engraving

In the three-color process three separate plates are

made—for printing with yellow, red and blue, respec

tively.

The yellow plate is made by photographing through

a colored glass known as a filter, which excludes all but

the yellow rays. The red plate is made through a filter

that excludes all but the red rays, and the blue plate

through a filter that excludes all but the blue rays. In

printing, the yellow is first printed, the red and blue

following in order. The red and blue being transparent

many hues are caused by the overlapping of color.

In the four-color process the blue is of a lighter

shade, the extra color being black or dark gray.

Color plates for two-color work are made by re-etch

ing a duplicate plate, or cutting high lights in a flat

tint block.

Miscellaneous

A copper halftone is similar in appearance to an

electrotype of a halftone, but the original can be told

because the metal is thinner.

A zinc plate is thin and of a light-gray color. Dense

black lines on white background make the best copy

for zinc etching, but reproductions can be made from

almost any color except light blue.

As yellow photographs black, reproductions cannot

be made from copy on a strong yellow background.

The best results are obtained in halftones if the

copy is a smooth, glossy sun print, such as was once

used for portrait photographs.
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It is difficult to make a good halftone from the print

of a halftone plate because of the dots or screen of the

plate; yet when necessary fairly good results can be

obtained especially in a reduced size.

Drawings should be made at least twice the size of

the finished plate as any defects or irregularities are

modified in the reduction. However, it is possible to

make plates larger than the copy.

Engravers have a minimum price for zinc etchings.

If a number of small etchings are to be made a few

pennies may be saved by pasting several copies together

and having them made on one block, and afterward

cut apart at time rates.

Photo-engravers have a number of designs known as

Ben Day screens which are used to get various hues in

color printing. With careful work by the artist and

engraver the effect of three and four-colors can be had

with two printings.

A Ben Day screen is a sheet of celluloid upon which

the screen design stands raised above the surface. These

raised portions are inked and a transfer made upon

the negative. The portions of the negative that are not

to contain the screen are protected by a frisket or by

being painted with a liquid which will resist the ink

and be easily washed from the glass.

Zinc etclungs cost six and eight cents a square inch,

with a mil .num charge of sixty or seventy-five cents

for small cuts.

Halftones cost ten, fifteen and twenty cents a square
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inch, according to quality. Three-color halftones cost

about one dollar a square inch.

Zinc etchings will print well on almost all kinds of

paper, but halftones should be printed on coated paper

if good results are wanted.

Before ordering halftones it should be first determined

upon what paper they are to be printed. A newspaper

halftone for stereotyping should be as coarse as 80-

line screen.

For newspapers printed from type on fairly good

news stock, 100-line screen should be ordered.

A screen of 120 lines will print on smooth machine-

finish book paper, and 133-line screen on super-calen

dered.

A screen of 150 lines gives good results on six-and

eight-cent coated book paper.

Halftones of 200-line screen and more are difficult

to print and are suitable only for papers having a

highly enameled surface.

Halftones are made in several finishes: Square, vig

nette, silhouette, and combination plates.

The square halftone is the common finish and is made

with or without a line border.

The vignetted halftone has a shadowy edge fading

away to the paper. It is difficult to print, especially on

a platen press.

In the silhouetted halftone the background is routed

away. This kind is easy to print.

Combination halftone and line plates are pleasing,

but are more expensive than either zinc or halftone
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plates. Combination plates are often made by cutting

and transferring the films of the negatives.

Unless a photograph is clear and contains contrast

of whites and blacks, it should be retouched by an artist

before the plate is made. Machinery cuts are seldom
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MARY MOSS

Designs of this kind are lettered and sketched about twice

the intended size of the cut

made unless the machine is almost entirely re-sketched

on the photograph.

A halftone plate can be removed from the block with

out injury to the plate by "slamming" the back of the

plate flatly on an imposing stone or other solid surface.

Repeat this several times and the tacks will be found to

be almost entirely out of the block.
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If a picture or drawing is to be made smaller in the

plate, the result can be determined by viewing the copy

through a reducing glass, a handy tool costing very

little.

In reducing, a design will become smaller in pro

portion. To ascertain the exact proportions a diagonal

Reduction/

of a /

PAGE

or Illustfation

Reduction/

•/« /

>tographic

PAGE
s in pro-

4>r illustration
1 both

by the PhotograpTiTe"

Prootss is in pro ys.

portion both

/ ways.
ents Also

/Enlargementt Also

< 1" >
How to ascertain the proportions, after reduction

or enlargement, of a drawing or print

line should be drawn from corner to corner the size of

the original. By marking the width the plate is to be

made (as here shown), the hight is ascertained.
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Copy reduced "one-half," as the engraver understands

it, is really one-fourth the size; by reducing the width

one-half the hight is also reduced one-half. To avoid

misunderstanding, the size of the cut should be speci

fied in inches.

Zinc etchings can be made from lithographs, wood

engravings, or other prints composed entirely of lines

and dots.
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN

Historical]

LITHOGRAPHY was discovered about 1800 by Alois

Senefelder, of Bavaria, Germany. He had composed

several pieces of music but was too poor to have them

printed, so he attempted engraving them himself on

copper as was done in those days.

Economical reasons led him to experiment etching

a slab of lime-stone instead of copper.

It occurred to Senefelder that characters written on

the stone with greasy ink could be brought into relief

by etching away the background with diluted nitric

acid ; which plan worked out successfully and he printed

several of his musical compositions in that manner.

However, this relief printing was not lithography,

as the process is known to-day.

Senefelder, after more than a thousand experiments

discovered two principles upon which lithography is

based :

(1) That lime stone had a chemical affinity for grease.

(2) That the stone being porous absorbed moisture.

The portions of the surface containing ink would

repel water, and the portions containing moisture would

refuse ink.

u
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Transferring was his next discovery. Writing or

drawing could be done on pnper with a greasy ink and

transferred to the printing stone.

A rather amusing incident in his early struggles is

related by Senefelder:

"1 laid a copy of our first work before the Electoral

Academy of Sciences with a Memoir, in which after

 

Senefelder's lithographic press

explaining the mode of printing and other advantages of

the new art, I also mentioned the cheapness of the press,

which did not cost more than six florins.

"How much was I therefore disappointed when in

stead of seeing my new invention honorably mentioned in

the transactions of the Society, I received from its vice-

president a present of twelve florins, double compen

sation on the cost of the press."
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Before a press was available, Senefelder printed by

placing dampened paper on the stone and rubbing the

surface of the paper with a piece of polished wood, but

he could not get his assistants to do this properly, as

"out of three reams of the best paper only thirty-three

perfect sheets could be produced."

Senefelder built several presses before getting satis

factory results. On one of these presses a three hundred

pound stone was made to descend from a hight of ten

feet with a pressure of more than fifty tons. The

lithographic stone, however, was broken after several

impressions.

Senefelder published a book in which he tells the

story of his experiments, and gives in detail a full ac

count of his discoveries.

[Practical]

Lithography (which word is derived from the Greek

Lithos, a stone, and Graphein, to write) is an important

branch of the printing business. Large posters, maga

zine covers, check books, commercial and art work of

various kinds, are produced by this process.

Lithography is the art of printing from characters

contained upon a flat surface; copper and steelplate

printing is done from characters sunk below the sur

face (intaglio) ; letterpress printing, the common method,

is done from characters raised above the surface.

A lithographed print is made by writing or transfer

ring greasy ink or chalk onto a smooth surface of porous
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limestone, dampening the surface, inking the characters,

and pulling an impression with a powerful press.

The stone used for lithographing is found in various

parts of the world, including the United States. An

interesting fact is that the best comes from Bavaria—

the Kelheim stone—the same kind as was used by Sene-

felder in his experiments.

Stones are three or four inches thick, and the edges

are generally rounded. The surface is cleansed and

polished, and if i^ is to be grained (a stipple or crayon

effect) silver sand is rubbed on it with a circular piece

of stone.

The ink now used is composed of the same ingredi

ents as that used by Senefelder one hundred years ago:

Soap, tallow, wax, shellac and lampblack. It is made

as a liquid for use with the pen, and in solid state for use

as a chalk.

The paper for transferring is specially prepared. A

design drawn directly upon the stone must be in re

verse, but in the transfer method, the design is drawn on

paper in natural position and transferred to the stone

afterwards.

Ordinary transfer paper is coated with plaster-of-

paris, to which is added flour and glue to make the sur

face slightly adhesive. There is a variety of papers

suitable for the various methods of transferring.

The drawings or prints are transferred to the litho

graph stone by being dampened, laid face down and sub

jected to pressure.

Designs are also reproduced by photography, printed
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from the negative on transfer paper and then trans

ferred onto a stone.

The photographic method reduces or enlarges in pro

portion both ways, but by the use of a rubber blanket

the dimensions can be varied. A transfer is made upon

the blanket which is contracted or expanded to the de

sired size, when the design is again transferred, this time

from the blanket to a stone.

When a stipple effect is wanted, the drawing is made

with chalk, on a grained stone, but when drawings of

sharp lines are to be executed they must be made on

perfectly smooth surfaces.

In preparing the stone to resist the printing ink,

so that no parts but the design shall print, the surface

is washed with aqua fortis (a solution of nitric acid

and water) and gum arabic. The acid etches, or

roughens, the stone slightly, the design standing in

relief about the thickness of a sheet of paper.

Most lithographic printing is now done on cylinder

presses, similar in appearance to those used in letterpress

work, but necessarity different in detail of construction.

The stones are automatically dampened, then inked by

rollers, the surface of which is made of glazed or grained

calf-skin. (The common printing roller is a glue com

position.)

One thousand impressions an hour is the average

speed of lithographic presses. Particular jobs are double-

inked or double-printed to get fine results.

Color printing is done with a separate stone for each

color, made by the transfer method. The key design is
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first put on and a few impressions pulled, to be used in

placing the other colors in position.

Three-color printing is not possible in lithography

because a stipple fine enough for delicate tints cannot

be produced on stone. About ten impressions are neces

sary when the design calls for many colors and tints.

These ten impressions may be yellow, orange, pink,

light blue, red, dark blue, brown, light gray, black, and

dark gray, in the order given.

Zinc and aluminum plates are often used as substitutes

for limestone, especially in lithographic printing on

rotary presses. India-rubber rollers, instead of calf-skin,

are used in such cases. Lithographs are roughened after

printing to give that "artistic feeling" associated with

non-smooth paper.
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN

ipetoapapetg ant) i©aga5tne0

THE distribution of news was originally effected by

means of the news-letter, a method of conveying infor

mation to and from the principal cities of the world.

In the Beginning

The first newspaper ever printed was probably the

Gazette, published about 1457 at Nuremberg, Bavaria.

The Weekly Newes, published in London in 1622, was

the first English newspaper. Publick Occurrences

(Boston 1690) was the pioneer newspaper in America,

but was suppressed after one issue by the authorities.

Benjamin Harris was the publisher. The News-Letter,

of Boston, (1704), was the first newspaper to be con

tinuously printed in America.

The second newspaper to be published in America

was the Boston Gazette (1719), and the third the

American Weekly Mercury, Philadelphia (1719).

The first advertisement appeared in 1648 in an Eng

lish paper, the Impartial Intelligencer, and was in refer

ence to stolen horses.

The daily newspaper was born in England in 1702,

the paper being called the Daily Courant, and published
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Bomeftitk JntelKsence,

Or, News both from

CITY^COUNTRY.

to patent falfc Sepoys.

Cuefta?, J>ff»*. 33. 1679.

laaafw Decemb.32.

LAft Friday being the nnxteemh of rhb 1nftmc
Dtttsfcr, the jufbeet of the Peace of Mid
dles tod KlBBiaftT mended H» Majefty
to Gonacd, co receive Power and lnftruAi-
ooi for the removal of all Papifb from the

Cities of uUm and »ffimi»fUr, in purfoaoor of Ha
Majefties Ure Prodanuiioo to chat Purpofe, and bemg
called m, there were Orders given them, to make ftria
fcarch for all Pay/hi that are Hb Majefties SobjeAs or
any other P<fi|i Rccofana who hare not the Priviledge
of continuing here, (in Stmmrftt Houfe to the Abfeoce
of the Queen, as aUb in His Majefbjes Pabce at St.
Jawr'r,) and that the did Jofbces Hf the Peace, /hall
ieije and Imprifon atlthat be found Tnnfgrcllors of the
Law, and CcatemnenrdHb Majefties Aotrioriry. Ha
Matefty hath alio ftt* Orden into the Countrey re the
fcvrral Knighti of the Shtre, to uke an Enact Lilt of
the Names of all the PapiAs of any repote in their Re-
ipcctive Coanrics, and to retorn the Cud Lift to the
Secretary of State, to be commonicated to the Conn*
cil,and that thereopon fiich Effectoal proceedings woold
be lafed againft thetn at the utmoft Severity and Rigour
of the Law win allow, and the faid Lifts being;
Marty returned to the Lords of the Committee appoint
ed to confider of the moft EffeAual means for patting
the Laws in Execution againft Papifts, and for the fup-
preftTion of Poperv (mentioned to oar but) the Lord
Chancellor has order to prepare ConvniRnns ( in which
the faid Lifts are to be lnterred,} which do lmpower
and rewire the Jufbces of Peace of the feverai Coonties
!■ EmjLmwt and to tender the Oathi of Allegi
ance and Supremacy to all Perforn menrioaed therem,
and in cafe of their Denial to take the fame, to proceed
againft them according to Law, m order to their/peedy
ConviAioBi with the (aid Comnnffiom areallbtobe
sentfpecial TnltroAsomfor the better daecrion of the
fnd Juftices therem, and aKI Letters from the Council
Board, to rrquire and Encourage them diligently to
Execute the Grid Comaiffjoos, and to fend up an Ac
count of tbeir procetdmn, as likewife the Names ofall
other Papifb and folpeaed Papifts as are not n the
fudCommiirion', And that no Papift ftuil be allowed
a Licenfe or Difpenfatioo to ftay m Town 1 Enrtber
that a Lift be taken of all Hotne-keepers, and tfpecirlly
fuch as entertam Lodgrrs within the Bills of Mortality,
and of ad Midlives. Apothecaries and Phyfidans that
are Papiftsor fufpeited to be loch, and to return the
Lift to the Council : And that no Papift mav Harboor
iaaoyof His Majefties Palacn, a CommiOioo n ordered
(or the Greea-ckxh to offer the Oaths of ATegunce,
Supremacy and the Teft re aH Papifts and fofpetted Pa
namas (nail be foond in wtottUUy and the PrecinA
thereof, who upon rrfolaf arc 10 be proof"*- > "
according to Law , And the Mcfiengcn

Marftub men are ordered to (cixr md bring them before
the laid Officers,' and a Reward of Tea pound a to be
said to chofe who fhall discover any Papift or fuf-
peAed Papift in any of Hb Majefbes Hoafes, and the
OriSccr that harbours them (kall be turned out of his
Place, and lmplorrncnt. And the Officers of the Pa-
nJhes,where Ambaftadon and Forresgn Manifteri refide
(Wll have Lifts brooght them of then: Menial Serrano,
and ifany others (hall prefume to retort to then Ptfifk
Chappehrbey Qui be fazed and prcrfecuted.
h hath been given oat that Ftmmhi Smith the Boole*

feller, was opon the fevrnteendi of rhjf Inftant Vnim-
kr, by txOn of the Council Board, Comnrated to Nrv-
£tti for Prtrxmgthc Aifociabon, and Sedtboua Queries
ttpoa it, and Prornoring Timdtuts PuitiMJ, bat-oar
lad gave ycai a *7>ar Account of ha Committment as ea-

in the Warrant, and that he had brought his
Carta* upon the late Aft of Parliament, and we
* allore vow that upon Friday theaNineteencn

ln(banc he was thereupon reAored Io his Liberty.
This day, DraanW 29. was the ElcAioa (according

to the Cufton of the City of Ltmdu) of the Common-
Council-oxn for the year enfaing, and all good ProU-
(Vants arc abundant!* fatafied, rhit thotc who ire chofen
arc fuch as will ftedfaftly adhere to the Pnttfint Inte-
reft, and will upon all occasions aflert their own, and
the Righti of this City.
The G«/hi having told you. That the Lord Mayor

and Aldermen of ia*£s, were direAed by the Lord
ChanceDor, by Hb MajeAies Command, not to tatter
Cich perfbot as fhoold fign turriauous Petitions to go aa>
pnufhed, but that they (hould proceed againft ihem,
t r caofe rhem to be brought before the Council Board
to be pumfhed as they defcrre, according to ■ jodgment
ofaS the Judges of faetW a /amhi, we toppofe it
may grarine our Reader* curwfjry/and preventh» dan
ger too) to fee what the Law Books fay therein. Judge

laft gave y
prefled in
Hakau Ct
can no*

(c'ate. J* hh Krferti, Uiit vu (aim. That by o

from the King, all the Jofhces of E*£ldnJ, and dims
of the Nobility, with the Archbifhop ot Caatrrrarx, and
Bifhopof Uniei, were Afleroblcdin the 5rae-taaarff ,
when the Lord Chancellor demanded of the Jtrdget,
whether it were aa Qfftntt punifhable^nd what pnnifh-
ment they deferve, who (rajned PHitins, and Collected
amolsitodc of hands thereto, to prefect to the King iaa
public* caule, as the Ptrtti*i bad done, (whithw*r*i
itfcrmt fit AittrttU* tfihf law fwkh an intimation to
the King, that if he denied their Suit, many ll**f**Jt
of his Sobjects woold be iifmtnu l ; ' '- be dipmmt 10 when
oftices aufwered, " That it was aa Oflenec fineabk at
Oi/rrm'M, and Tcry Bear Treafoa and AaVf^ jaCkc

" punifhrnerit, for rhey tended to the Paifmg of S' _._
"on, Rebellion, and Dnconcent among the People, To
which Refolotion all the Lords agreed, and then many
of the Lords declared that feme of the far/rat/ had

1 againft | rat(ed a falfe Rumor of the Ring, how he intended to
Knight* 1 to grant a Tokratioo v>9*fifit, which oflenee thejw.

C cc ftkt

An early " newspaper " (See page 263)
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by a woman—Elizabeth Mallet. The first daily in the

United States was the American Daily Advertiser, ap

pearing in Philadelphia in 1784, published by Benjamin

Franklin Bache.

A recent census showed that about 20,000,000 copies

of daily newspapers are issued each day in the United

States, about 2,500,000 being issued in New York City.

The circulation of daily papers of New York City

in 1816 ranged from 875 to 2000 copies. In 1907 the

Evening Journal alone had a circulation of almost eight

hundred thousand.

The Gazette, established in 1725 by William Brad

ford, was the first newspaper in New York, now famous

for its great journals.

The first newspaper in what was then the Northwest

was the Centinel, founded in 1793 in Cincinnati, Ohio.

The first libel-suit in America was the celebrated

case of 1734. J. Peter Zenger, editor of the New York

Journal, was imprisoned almost a year without trial,

finally being found not guilty after being defended by

Andrew Hamilton, a famous Philadelphia jurist. In

1751 his son made an appeal to subscribers, some of

whom were in arrears nine years, to send him "flour,

hams, butter and cheese."

New Year's verses, the addresses with which carriers

served their customers on New Year's day, originated

in 1776 with William Bradford of Philadelphia.

The first religious newspaper in the world, The Re

corder, was published at Boston in 1816 by Nathaniel

Willis and edited by Sidney E. Morse.
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In 1820 Sidney E. Morse and Richard C. Morse,

started the New York Observer. Another brother was

Prof. Samuel F. B. Morse, inventor of the telegraphic

alphabet.

The New York World was started as a religious

newspaper. There were 277 religious periodicals pub

lished in the United States in I860.

The New York American was established in 1819 as

a Tammany paper, but its political complexion changed

several times, until it was united in 1845 with the Cour

ier and Enquirer.

A literary periodical, the New American Magazine, a

forerunner of the modern magazine, was started in 1758

by James Parker.

The first magazine exclusively for women in the

United States, The Ladies Magazine, was published at

Boston in 1827 by Mrs. Sarah Josepha Hale. This

magazine was later consolidated with Godey's Lady's

Booh, of Philadelphia.

Pictorial newspapers appeared with the development

of wood engraving in the Nineteenth Century. About

1854 Frank Leslie established his Illustrated Newspaper,

now Leslie's Weekly.

Trade journals originated in England, being first

devoted to agricultural and financial interests. Now

papers and magazines are published in the special inter

ests of almost all callings, trades and occupations. Each

industry (iron, cement, etc.) has its paper. No matter

what one may be interested in, there is a paper on the

subject for him to read.
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Newspapers were not issued Sundays until 1825,

when the Sunday Courier was established in New York

by Joseph C. Melcher, and edited by a theological

student. The Sunday newspaper as a separate proposi

tion, was developed by Morrill Goddard, who as editor

first of the Sunday edition .of the New York World,

then of the Sunday edition of the American, introduced

the magazine section, the editorial section, and the

comic section.

The Youth's Companion, started in 1827, was probably

the first children's periodical.

Rags for the making of paper were scarce during the

latter part of the Eighteenth Century, and newspapers

are known to have suspended publication on this account.

The strenuous style of journalistic expression now

associated with Arthur Brisbane and William Randolph

Hearst, and made famous during war times by Horace

Greeley's "You lie, you villian," existed several centur

ies ago. In 1642 the Mercurius Britannicus contained

such pleasant words as "lies," "forgeries," "insolencies."

In the early days of the United States government

there was no Congressional Record and such records of

famous debates and historical proceedings as now exist

are due to the energy of private individuals and news

paper reporters. Joseph Gales and William W. Seaton,

of the Washington National Intelligencer, are two fam

ous Congressional reporters of the first quarter of the

Nineteenth Century. When the British Army captured

Washington, during the war of 1812, it destroyed the

office of the Intelligencer.
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In 1848 a half-dozen New York papers formed an

organization for the joint collection of news, which later

expanded and is now known as the Associated Press.

The invention of the telegraph (about 1844) made pos

sible the rapid gathering of news from all parts of the

country.

Famous Editors and Newspapers

The small sheets of the early days contained very

little besides the news and a few advertisements. Edi

torial expression was not advisable, nence no attempt

was made by most of the editors to "mold public opin

ion."

An exception, however, was the editor of the New

England Courant, James Franklin, brother of the great

Benjamin. For his fearless criticism of public condi

tions he was imprisoned on several occasions.

It was in this paper that Benjamin Franklin's first

essays appeared, those which history tells were anony

mously thrust under the door of his brother's printshop.

In 1729, in Philadelphia, Benjamin Franklin began

the publication of the Pennsylvania Gazette, which was

continued under various names until 1845, when it was

merged with the Philadelphia North American, although

the Saturday Evening Post, a weekly literary magazine

claims descent from the Gazette.

The Aurora, an anti-Federalist paper, published in

Philadelphia by Benjamin Franklin Bache (a nephew

of Benjamin Franklin), in 1797 contained an article

on Washington retiring from the Presidency in which
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was said: "The name of Washington from this day

ceases to give a currency to political iniquity and to

legalized corruption." A number of veterans of the

Revolution attacked the Aurora office and threw its type

into the street.

William Duane, who succeeded Bache as editor of the

Aurora, led an exciting political life. He was almost

beaten to death by a band of men who attacked his office

in 1799, because of his views on the Alien and Sedition

Laws.

One of the most respected papers of Great Britain,

and perhaps the leading paper of the world, is the Lon

don Times, a name it assumed three years after its

establishment in 1785 by John Walter.

John Walter the second, who took charge of the

Times in 1803, was a man of great ability. Besides

making his paper influential and powerful, he did much

for the advancement of printing, in 1814 introducing

Koenig's steam printing press. Trade unionism was

strong in those days. As a result of a strike on the

Times, nineteen of the strikers were imprisoned for con

spiracy.

The Massachusetts Spy, a famous paper of the stir

ring days of the Revolution, was established in 1770 by

Isaiah Thomas, who later also wrote a "History of

Printing."

It was customary at that time, and for almost a

hundred years after, for newspapers to display a motto

with its title. One used by the Spy was: 'Americans!

Liberty or Death ! Join or Die !"
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Noah Webster, of dictionary fame, established at New

York in 1793, a Federal organ, the Minerva; the name

of which was afterward changed to the Commercial Ad

vertiser, and now combined with the Globe.

Major Benjamin Russell, for forty-two years editor

of the Massachusetts Centinel, was a prominent journal

ist and originated the phrase "Era of good feeling,"

associated with the administration of President Monroe.

In early American politics Russell was a warm sup

porter of the Federalist party.

The Evening Post, now published in New York, first

appeared in 1801, and was supported by Alexander

Hamilton in opposition to the administration of Thomas

Jefferson. William Cullen Bryant was later known as

editor of the Post and a free-trade advocate.

Samuel Woodworth, author of "The Old Oaken

Bucket," in 1823 started the New York Weekly Mirror,

a literary and society paper.

Thurlow Weed became editor of the Albany Evening

Journal in 1830. The Journal was one of thirty-three

anti-masonic papers in New York State. There was

much political opposition to the masons at that time

because of the mysterious disappearance of William

Morgan after he had threatened to publish the secrets

of masonry. It was Weed who secured Horace Greeley

to edit the Log Cabin in the presidential campaign of

"Tippicanoe" Harrison.

William M. Swain, foreman of the New York Sun at

$12 a week, was "docked" for time lost by illness. He

resigned, went to Philadelphia and started the Public
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Ledger in 1836 as a penny paper. The success of the

Ledger was similar to that of the New York Herald,

except during the anti-foreign excitement in 1844, when

its policy was contrary to public opinion.

George W. Childs bought the Ledger in 1864 and

became well-known for his philanthropy, and ability as

a publisher.

Robert Bonner was a man of individuality and origi

nality. He purchased the New York Ledger in 1851

and made of it a widely known and highly successful

literary paper. Not an advertisement appeared in the

Ledger, but Bonner spent thousands of dollars in

eatchy, attractive advertising in the Herald and other

papers of New York.

A remarkable paper was the Boston Liberator. It was

started in 1831 by William Lloyd Garrison to fight

for the abolition of slavery. Thirty-four years later

(1865) its work being accomplished, the paper ceased

to. exist. During these years Garrison was reviled,

threatened, assaulted, hanged in effigy and subjected to

many kinds of persecution.

Harriet Beecher Stowe's "Uncle Tom's Cabin" was

first published in 1851 as a serial story in the columns

of the National Era, an organ of the Abolitionists at

Washington.

Parson Brownlow (William G. Brownlow) was one

of the noted political editors of the period before and

during the Civil War. As the forceful and fire-eating

editor of the Knoxville Whig he went about "with a

chip on his shoulder" and led an exciting life.
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In 186% a bogus proclamation of President Lincoln,

calling for troops, was imposed upon several New

York papers. The editors and proprietors of the

World and Journal of Commerce were ordered arrested

and the papers suppressed.

The Louisville Courier-Journal, famous because of

its editor. Henry Watterson, is an amalgamation of the

Courier, a Confederate paper, and the Journal, a

Union paper once edited by George D. Prentice, the

poet and writer. During the rebellion the offices of these

two papers were situated opposite each other on the

same street; one floated the Stars and Stripes, the other

the Stars and Bars.

Harper's Weekly, started in 1857, is now issued

monthly as a high class magazine. George William

Curtis was well known as the political editor of the

weekly.

A unique personality, linked with brains and ability,

has made Elbert Hubbard ("Fra Albertus"), of the

Philistine, a commanding figure in literary circles. It

is understood, he has a co-operative plan among his

workers at East Aurora, N. Y., who print, bind and

decorate, and are popularly known as "Roycrofters."

The New York Sun

With the possible exception of the Morning Post

(started by Horace Greeley and others with $200 cap

ital and which existed but three weeks), the first news

paper selling for one cent was the New York Sun, es

tablished in 1833 by Benjamin H. Day.
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a aaJ alawa laid aaaatfai^a af UKapk, awrlk

The first number of the New York Sun

The Sun it the oldeit of the existing New York morning paperi
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It was the custom in those days to charge a certain

amount a year (the Sun's price was $30.) for adver

tising, the advertiser not being limited to the number

of lines used.

In 1868 Charles A. Dana and associates, purchased

the Sun, paying $175,000 for it.

The Sun for a number of years was the rival of the

Herald in enterprise, and never shone so splendidly

as when it had secured a "beat."

Bennett and the Herald

James Gordon Bennett is prominently associated

with the history of progressive independent journalism

in the United States. After editing papers in various

places he started the New York Herald in 1835, with

out capital and without friends, and later made a profit

of half a million dollars yearly. The Herald consisted

of twelve columns of reading matter and four columns

of advertisements, printed on a folded sheet, ten by four

teen inches in size.

Newspaper illustrations were first used about 1838,

in the Herald, and were ridiculed by the other New

York papers.

About 1840 a coterie of papers, dubbed by Bennett

"the Wall Street Holy Allies," began a fierce and vio

lent attack on the Herald. Bennett's answer to their

barkings was to publish the fact that the Allies' com

bined circulation was 36,550, while the Herald's alone

was 51,000.

The "Personal" column that was a feature of the
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Herald for many years, came to a sudden end in 1906.

It was claimed that the "Personals" were inserted for

immoral purposes, and the Courts intervened.

A startling and audacious enterprise of the younger

Bennett's was the sending in 1870 of Henry M. Stanley

at the head of an expedition to discover Dr. Livingstone

in "Darkest Africa." The mission was successful and

added fame to the already famous Herald.

Bennett made a rule to allow no displayed advertis

ing or illustrations in the columns of the Herald, and

thus preserved a pleasing gray tone on the pages.

Although display is now allowed it is confined to letters

in outline. Illustrations are also used, but these too are

in outline.

Greeley and the Tribune

Horace Greeley, the most famous of political editors,

started the New York Tribune in 1841. He was inde

pendent in his views and radical in advancing them;

a staunch Whig and Republican; an ardent protec

tionist; in preferences and prejudices one of the "com

mon people." A loyal Union supporter, he surprised

the country by furnishing bail for Jefferson Davis, pres

ident of the Confederacy.

Greeley's editoral cry "On to Richmond !" forced

the Union Army to begin a march that resulted in the

disastrous first battle of Bull Run.

During the draft riots in New York City in 1863,

the Tribune office, in Printing House Square, was one

of the objects of the mob's attack. Greeley, his editors
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The attack on the Tribune building in 1863

Printing House Square, New York

and printers, worked with firearms by their side and

had piles of hand-grenades at the windows, ready to

drop into the crowds below.

Politically ambitious, Greeley accepted an endorse

ment for the Presidency in 1872 from the Democrats

and ran against General Grant. Until the Roosevelt-

Parker campaign of 1904 he was known as "the worst-

defeated Presidental candidate." This defeat, followed

by the death of his wife, affected his mind and he died

soon after.

Many stories are told of the errors and misunder

standings resulting from Greeley's almost illegible

handwriting.
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Raymond and the Times

The New York Times was started in 1851, being an

attempt to duplicate the successes made by the Herald

and the Tribune. Henry J. Raymond, who ten years

before was assistant editor and chief reporter on the

Tribune at ten dollars a week, became its editor.

Of Raymond's work while on the Tribune, Greeley

wrote: "A cleverer, readier, more generally efficient

journalist I never saw, and he is the only assistant with

whom I ever felt required to remonstrate for doing

more work than any human brain could be expected

long to endure."

There was an element among readers of New York

newspapers in 1850 which demanded a paper more

conservative than the Herald and more refined than the

Tribune. Raymond realized the need and supplied it

by giving New York the Times.

The starting of the New York Times was due indi

rectly to a discussion on Socialism during the previous

decade between Raymond, who was then writing for

the Courier and Enquirer, and Albert Brisbane (father

of Arthur Brisbane, now editorial writer for the Hearst

newspapers), who was supported by Greeley and his

Tribune.

Raymond and Greeley indulged in rather lively edi

torial controversies, and during one of them Greeley

referred to Raymond as the "Little Villain," which

title clung to him ever after.

Raymond was prominent in politics. He was elected
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to the New York legislature in 1849; afterward becom

ing Speaker of the Assembly and Lieutenant Governor.

He was prominently identified with the founding of

the Republican party in 1856, and was elected to

Congress in 1864.

The success of the Timet in breaking up the infamous

Tweed Ring in New York is an epoch in its history.

William Marcy Tweed in 1870 became the head of the

Department of Public Works and organized what was

known as the "Tweed Ring," which diverted to the use

of its members millions of dollars of the public funds.

Tweed was arrested, found guilty and sentenced to twelve

years' imprisonment. In 1875 he was released on a tech

nicality, but was rearrested and held under $3,000,000

bail in a civil suit. He escaped to Spain, was brought

back, and died in Ludlow Street jail in 1878.

During the Civil War, the Times office was located

opposite City Hall Park hear the Tribune office. It

now occupies a "sky-scraper" building in Times Square

at 42d Street.

Pulitzer and the World

It is an interesting fact that the New York World

was started in I860 as a religious newspaper. James

Gordon Bennett of the Herald, referred to his three

contemporaries, the World, Times and Tribune, as "the

world, the flesh and the devil."

In 1883 Joseph Pulitzer purchased the World of

Jay Gould. Previously to that time the newspapers

of New York had catered to the "best" people, so called,
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and Pulitzer, himself born in poverty, resolved to issue

a paper for the "common" people. His methods were

sensational, and while the World twenty years before

had failed because it did not publish murders and other

news of like character, it now succeeded because these

things were prominently published. The World became

known as the "yellow journal" and among a certain class

of newspaper writers, for a long time, service on its

staff was considered one of last resort.

"Nelly Bly's" well known trip around the world to

beat Phileas Fogg's record of eighty days, was a

characteristic bit of its enterprise. Pulitzer founded

and endowed a "College of Journalism" at Columbia

University, New York.

William Randolph Hearst

William Randolph Hearst is a figure in journalism

and politics as prominent as were Horace Greeley and

James Gordon Bennett in their time. He owns eight

newspapers, dotted from Boston to San Francisco, which

cost twelve million dollars yearly to conduct, and also

publishes three magazines.

Hearst came to New York in 1895 and bought the

Morning Journal, for $150,000, investing $7,000,000

in its improvement. His methods are even more sensa

tional than were Pulitzer's of the World.

It has been claimed that Hearst, through his papers,

forced Congress to intervene in Cuba in 1898. In the war

which followed Hearst took an active interest; he armed

his private yacht and presented it to the government;
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he was at El Caney bending over a wounded corre

spondent while the battle was in progress ; he was at

the naval battle of Santiago and personally captured

a score of Spanish sailors.

He has political ambitions, which have been ridiculed

by editors of contemporary papers, but withal he has

exhibited surprising strength.

At the National Democratic Convention of 1904 he

received several hundred votes for the nomination of

President.

In 1905, nominated by petition and without the sup

port of any political party, he came so close to being

elected Mayor of New York City, that a long contest

for a recount of the ballots has resulted.

In 1906 he captured the New York Democratic State

convention and was nominated for Governor. The

politicians of the opposition organization, to minimize

Hearst's chances of a victory, nominated Charles E.

Hughes, an able lawyer, famous for his investigations

of insurance evils. With all but one of the New York

City papers against him, he carried the city by more

than seventy thousand plurality. His Republican op

ponent, however, was elected by about sixty thousand

plurality in the State.

Hearst pays large salaries and employs the best tal

ent. The salaries of three men in his New York office

aggregate $122,000, exactly the sum paid by the United

States to President Roosevelt and his nine cabinet of

ficers.
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Editorial page of the New York Journal

Showing Brisbane's editorials, the Hall Room Boys, Easy Mark

and Ella Wheeler Wilcox's daily talk
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Arthur Brisbane, editor of the Evening Journal, and

whose editorials are read by millions of people every day,

alone receives $52,000.

Several years ago Hearst changed the name of the

morning edition of the Journal to the New York Amer

ican.

Humor

Of the comic papers published in the world to-day,

Punch, started in England in 1841, is perhaps the

best known.

Puck, started in 1877, Judge, started in 1884, and

Life, started in 1883, are the comic journals of America.

A feature of the Sunday editions of the city news

papers is the "comic supplement," usually four pages

in colors. These supplements supply fun to millions of

readers.

Evening papers, such as the New York Telegram,

Journal, and World, also have instalments of humorous

sketches.

American humorists have made use of the many news

papers to get their wit before the public. "Artemus

Ward," "Mark Twain," "Josh Billings," "Bret Harte,"

"Petroleum V. Nasby," "Bill Nye," and "Mr. Dooley,"

are names associated with humor and certain kinds of

philosophy.

Among the prominent makers of serious cartoons and

comic pictures, are:

Thomas Nast, the pioneer cartoonist, who thirty years

ago was on the staff of Harper's Weekly, and who with
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his pencil created the familiar Republican Elephant,

the Democratic Donkey and the Tammany Tiger.

Homer Davenport, who pictured Mark Hanna in a

dollar-mark suit, and who drew the famous cartoon

"He's good enough for me," used in the Roosevelt cam

paign of 1904.

Robert Carter, who so forcefully illustrates Arthur

Brisbane's editorials in the Sunday American.

T. A. Dorgan, "Tad," the sporting cartoonist, who

drew the famous "Look out, Murphy!" cartoon used in

the Hearst campaigns of 1905-6.

R. F. Outcault, who originated the mischievous and

philosophical "Buster Brown," and the "Yellow Kid."

T. E. Powers, who made a hit with his "Down and

Out Club" in the New York political campaign of 1906.

Fred B. Opper, who originated the unfortunate

"Happy Hooligan" of the comic supplements.

Rudolph Dirks, originator of the irrepressible "Katz-

enjammer Kids."

H. A. McGill, originator of the "Great Mr. Peewee"

and the bluffing "Hallroom Boys."

Nell Brinkley, a young Western artist whose dainty

characters are most artistically drawn.

Magazines

Some of the magazines now published in the United

States are:

The Century, formerly Scribner's Magazine, edited

by Richard Watson Gilder.

Review of Reviews, edited by Albert Shaw.
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Cosmopolitan, founded by John Brisben Walker, now

owned by W. R. Hearst.

Ladies Home Journal, edited by Edward William Bok.

Munsey's, established in 1890 as Munsey's Weekly by

Frank A. Munsey.

The Saturday Evening Post, edited by George Horace

Lorimer.

The Scrap Book, established in 1906 by Frank A.

Munsey.

Magazines devoted to printing are published in various

parts of the world.

The British Printer and the Deutscher Buch-und-

Steindrucker are the best two European publications.

The Inland Printer was established in 1883, and is

now printed in Chicago by the Inland Printer Company.

The American Printer, established in 1885 as the

American Bookmaker, purchased in 1897 by John Clyde

Oswald, is now published in New York by the Oswald

Publishing Company.

The Printing Art, established in 1903, at Cambridge,

Mass., by the University Press.

Profitable Advertising, published at Boston by Kate E.

Griswold, is the leading magazine for advertisers.

George French is the editor.

[Practical]

Newspaper making, while based upon certain ele

mentary principles, varies according to the views and

methods of the thousands of owners and editors.
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From the unimportant owner who writes his own

articles, sets his own type, and runs his own press, to

the important Hearst who pays $220,000 a year to eight

assistants and uses forty-six thousand tons of white

paper every year; is a multitude of conscientious, hard

working, self-sacrificing newspaper men, laboring over

time in the service of the people.

The news for the country weeklies is supplied from

the small town by correspondents who are quick to

notice a newly painted barn, or a stranger "sojourning"

in the "burg." Country weeklies have made big successes

by developing this feature.

The Small Dailies

Most of the dailies in small cities are evening papers,

going to press at three or four o'clock in the afternoon.

With circulations varying from two to ten thousand

the news is set on linotype machines and printed on

web presses, either from type or curved stereotype

plates.

These papers have their managing editor, local edi

tor and local reporters.

The reporters make tours every day of the manu

facturing plants and stores, gathering "personals,"

church and secret society news. Police and fire stations

are visited and politicians interviewed. The passerby

is greeted with the cheery "Anything new?"

The local editor writes headings for the articles, reads

the exchanges, blue pencils and corrects copy, and adds

the missing words to Associated or Publishers' Press
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A page of "country correspondence"
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telegrams. These telegrams consist mostly of nouns,

and are elaborated and enlarged as desired by the local

editor.

Many dailies also use a "plate service." The news

of the world is gathered together by press associations

in the cities, put into type, illustrated, made up into

columns, and cast into stereotyped plates an eighth of

an inch thick. These plates are expressed to the various

papers early in the morning, and are used on metal

bases already in their possession.

The Large City Dailies

Many of the New York dailies have both morning

and evening editions. The evening edition of the Herald

is called the Telegram, and the evening edition of the

American, is known as the Journal. The morning edi

tions are published at an early hour, while the evening

editions are published at intervals from seven o'clock

in the morning to nine in the evening. At noon the news

boys are already selling the "four o'clock" edition.

The morning and the evening edition each has its own

corps of editors and reporters.

The writers for the old-line, conservative newspapers

arc generally unknown to the public, but most writers

and artists on the American, the Journal, and World,

sign their work, and hence to a certain extent are known

to their readers.

The Morning Editions

No sooner are the morning papers issued than prepar

ations are begun for the following day's edition. A
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personage similar to the old-time "exchange editor" is

the first to arrive, and he carefully reads and marks

all the morning papers.

Next comes the assistant city editor, the daily news

editor, the sporting editor, etc. The city and managing

editors usually appear at three in the afternoon. In

New York all of the papers but the Sun get the routine

news of the city from the local branch of the Associated

Press. The Sun conducts a bureau of its own, supplying

news to over a hundred papers throughout the country.

Some of the morning dailies have as many as fifty

reporters. Most of them receive assignments and a few

are held for emergencies.

The important assignments are given to "star" re

porters, and when a murder case is exciting more than

the usual attention, it is written up from the viewpoints

of as many as a half-dozen persons: a minister, an

author, the writer on affairs of the heart, and other

members of the staff.

The duty of a newspaper man is not only to get

news, but to make news. When Frederick Remington,

the artist, was in Cuba previously to the opening of

hostilities, he wrote to the New York Journal that he

was coming home, as there would be no war. W. R.

Hearst immediately wired him "You furnish the pictures;

I'll furnish the war."

Neither expense nor effort is spared in getting im

portant news. Special trains, boats and automobiles

are hired, when necessary. The services of great lawyers

are secured, large sums of money are spent in getting
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evidence against corporations and public individuals.

Nothing seems impossible to the managing editor and

the same spirit is possessed by the staff.

As night comes on and the reporters return with

their stories, excitement increases. The copy is passed

to the readers who cut it down when necessary, alter

it to conform to the "policy" of the paper, correct errors

and write heads.

Reporters who have been detained tell their stories

over the 'phone.

There is a telegraph editor who passes upon all news

coming over the wire.

Much of the news is rewritten by a clever member

of the staff, who picks out the interesting points and

makes the stories more readable.

At one o'clock the excitement is at its hight; as the

reporters write their final copy it is snatched from them

before a half page is written, and sent to the linotypes.

The managing and city editors rush to the composing

room and supervise the final makeup directly in the

type forms.

Beginning with the editorial page, one form after

another is closed, and hustled away to be stereotyped

for the first edition, which is sent out of the city.

For the city edition some of the pages are rearranged.

This is done in the type forms while the first edition

is being printed from the stereotype plates.

If, when the early edition of the rival papers are

examined, a "beat" is discovered, the presses are stopped

and the news inserted.
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The Evening Editions

The evening edition, being a series of editions issued

during the day, is even more exciting to produce than

that of the morning. Every minute is valuable, and

each edition must if possible get on the street before

that of the rival paper.

The latest news goes on the first page with a big head

in red or green ink. The cover of the final edition of the

Journal is printed on pink paper, that of the World

on green paper.

As each edition gets on the streets the newsboys add

their quota to the excitement. They chase after the

delivery wagons, and packages of papers are thrust at

them without stopping the wagons.

The Sunday Edition

The Sunday edition, apart from the regular news sec

tion, is printed ahead of the date of issue; the colored

supplement about three weeks in advance, and the other

sections about two weeks.

The newsdealers get most of the sheets of the Sunday

papers several days before the day of publication, and

on Sunday morning when the news section arrives, place

the issue together for delivery.

The Sunday papers have grown to enormous size,

numbering as high as one hundred pages, together with

various cut-out novelties and trick post cards.

The comic supplements are an important feature

and are printed upon specially built color-presses.
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Magazines

All publications the pages of which are much smaller

than the newspaper and more bulky, are called mag

azines.

Monthly magazines such as Munsey's, Everybody's,

etc., measure 7x10 inches and contain about a hundred

pages.

Weekly publications such as the Saturday Evening

Post, Colliers, etc., measure 12x15 inches, and contain

about twenty-four pages.

Trade publications, such as The American Printer,

the Furniture Records, etc., measure 9x12 inches, and

contain from seventy-five to one hundred and twenty-five

pages.

Very few of the magazines are printed in their own

offices, as are newspapers. There are printers who make

a specialty of publication printing, and publishers find

it more profitable to let them do the work.

Many magazines are usually prepared several months

ahead of the publication date. The articles are written

perhaps six months ahead, the reading pages are in

type and printed two months ahead, and the magazines

are on the newstands two weeks ahead. The advertising

pages are the last closed.
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

aitoerttotng and 3ttJ-02lrtttng

[Historical]

IN these days of modern advertising when appropria

tions for the purpose amount to millions of dollars, the

primitive methods of advertising, and even the customs

of a hundred years ago, seem insignificant and ridicu

lous.

In the Middle Ages, when ability to write or read was

considered effeminate, the public "crier" and his trumpet

were depended upon to make announcements and effect

sales. This official was later known as a "Belman."

The modern auctioneer is evolved from the "crier,"

and in many county-seats throughout the United States

the auctioneer walks through the streets ringing a bell

and shouting his announcement until he succeeds in get

ting together a crowd of prospective buyers in the public

square. Court houses still have their "court-crier" with

his "oyez ! oyez !"

As early as the Fifteenth Century, in districts where

stalls or shops were numerous the shopkeeper stood and

bawled his wares to the passersby, much in the style

of the "barker" at some American seaside resorts.

Laying hands on the passerby and almost forcibly

persuading him to buy (as was practiced on the Bowery,
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New York, several years ago) was also the custom in

those days.

During the periods preceding and following the Elev

enth Century the houses of the nobility were used as hos-

telries for travelers. The coats of arms were hung in

front of the houses, and led to these stopping places

being called by the object most prominent on these arms.

Thus originated the "Red Lion," "White Horse Tav

ern," etc.

The people being mostly illiterate, advertising was

confined to signs consisting merely of objects suspended

in front of the shops. Thus a knife for a cutler, a stock

ing for a hosier, etc., sufficed.

As shops in the same line of business multiplied, other

distinguishing signs were introduced, but little attention

was given to appropriateness.

The druggist's colored light, the barber's striped pole

and the pawnbroker's sign of three balls, are a few of

the distinguishing marks which have come down to us.

An old advertisement read:

TO BE LETT, Newbury House, in St. James's

Park, next door but one to Lady Oxford's, having

two balls at the gate, and iron rails be/ore the door, etc.

Printers work-marks, or devices, probably originated

with booksellers printing woodcut reproductions of their

signs on the colophon of their books. This was done

so that the public would recognize the shop by the sign

hanging in front.

Aldus, the Venetian printer, in 1518, complained that

other printers were fraudulently making use of his sign
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'TMtta *t fWlj -f^hiar*m\*ft»md$, Mtal-MrA «ip*r>
* »f Mlimt Po-fU /ftr/1U1 i«v. b crW CtftLodi b-iwoe
mob *t»fi is £b-i* Bli14tx h ihmt, md m4v wM 'hi tff
im*m\U Urn ^4wj»Mf tOj-tyCWio UI EssilUnUtmuMn m
Crfrtt Umat, wtta **rj Ur% 4tfir*mmwi m4tt tatk Card tie %

famia Harm at tht Sutiown Atiw mAt >*i Jtoral £nhuec

TH< Mitltmri Cuit that -mat »k «#fi at+t Ua)*B*mar

lHitmSwdr, njhihr u 1*tm i (w%rt nild
h-^w. jb>ftSiaddtdbfi, nadfky Hichatd ■ ^ft

4 Bornt *f Kyi. fl»deacrifrnm(i : wlwwr tragi thw w JW>.
Seedy t« Co»ji*-O»rd*n, fr J*. Ail,** tke Mtolc C7«r >t«U

London, Printed for tHenjavmi* Ihnii at (he Stationers Armes in the Pwuwundei

the Exchange in Cornbil^ 1679,

The way advertisements appeared in the early news sheets. Set in

italic to distinguish them from the news items

There,is a Report that -three Sons were lately Teen a-
boot R/rf>iW in s«nry, by divers credible perfons, of
which different obfervations are made according to the
fancy of the People.

This day,- Dumb. 32. Captain triUUm Stdttw one
of the Kings Evidence, who has been fo m(Vumenal
in difcovermg the Hrllijh ?$pi(b Plot, and thereby ( un
der God ; for prcfemng his Maiefties Perfoo and the
whose Nation, was married to a Lady ot a very confi
derable Fortune.
There being lntimation given, that Mrs. Coffer the

Papijb Midwife now a Prifbner in Ntwfati, would make
fome Dilcovcry both of the Plot, and the Conner Plot ;
She was brought before the CotmciD Uft week, but
would confers nothing ; whereupon Jafbce wdrtif pro
duced tome lnformations againft her taken before him 1
Upon which lbe acknowledged the grestcft part of
what was clurged againft her, and thereby gave very
(lrong Confirmation to the Truth of Mr.Tbam^a Dav/rr-
fttlds Oepofittons, concerning that corled Conlpiracy
managed by the Lady Pawn, her felf^nd feveral others,
for cite deflroft ion ofmany Hondreds of his Mafcfbes
Loyal ProtiUnt SubjeAs.
lt isreportfd,thara Quaker fefl inlove with a Lady of

very gntaaQnanayantvl hash cxttaordjaanly petitioned to
obtain her forhtt Wife.

Upon the i?th. inftanf in tbe evening Mr. Drydn
the great Poet, was (et nipon in Raft- inm in Ctvm
Gardta, by three perfons, who calling him rogue, and
Son of a whore, Vnoekt him down and dangcroufty-
wownded him, but upon bis crying out murther, they
made their escape ; rt is eonceivedthat they had their
pay beforehand, and defigned not to rob him but to ex
ecote on him fome Ftmin« .ifnot PafO> venfeaocc.

Mr. sn?K»the cattamt-honft Waiter, who fenxd the
PapenlnColonel MaMjiUi lodging*, and was (boo after
fofpended from his place, upon his humble Pttititw to
HisMaJefty, was yefterday reftored.

ln ptnfoance of His Maiefties moft ftrift order for
the removing all Pafiitt and fuf-pected Tafifi* (ram his
Palace, the Dutchcfs of Partpaaaibj Servants that are of
the XaWfb Church are difeharged.

If huh pleated His Majcftv to take fron His Grace
the Duke of «an**«ft>,thc Office of Mafter ofthe Horfc,
that fx 1 ng the only place which, remained to him , but
we know not yet who Dull faceted him, and the Earl of
Ftvtijbi* is made Mafter of the Horfc to the queen.

Advert!ferrrents.
T«'/. art lt five Nttoi V\tt imi K'>hi HtmtwatiU At Lard.

doft, and iht L'ftnuf.berffi htvt etufinnuj mtf tjfdlmam S»»-
acl Potr: tmd RoVr- Djriei, Co^rm ; u»- ttm Gmmral JUaa
ffffc/W Citj anSLm-ntri, a»Hm}-fIbmOfmm. Mtd Lyoa
Ctmn, w>Vadw|-lttc«t, mbwtmm W*ft+wHff\mtimmm a*.

.-•» 1 w Jm luairy*4 mwdw iktm, aj Cartan ami Swrrt**i af '*»
Sirttti, may itfmt frtm fij*t < C/w^hi tbt n-ermuf, nil tmttw
• Hk) 41 hk mml ffrntw* ullf.iai mm,it, whwr tktj ataiH

,/amj -



Advertising and Ad-Writing [Historical]

(a dolphin wound around an anchor) but that the dolph

in's head was turned in another direction (due perhaps

to transferring the design).

The practice prevailing in New York and other cities

at the present time of covering the sides of buildings

with advertisements, was foreshadowed in 1803 by a

London firm of razor makers which had the side of its

building painted with letters three feet high, advertising

its "excellent and superb" razors.

Using the names of well-known men with an article of

merchandise, such as "Robert Burns Cigar," "Garfield

Tea," etc., as an advertising idea is not new. In 1784

packages of tobacco contained a head of Sir Walter

Ualeigh with these lines under it:

" Great Britain to great Raleigh owes

This plant and country where it grows."

Benjamin Franklin once told the story of the introduc

tion to the principles of ad-writing of a journeyman hat

ter, a companion of Franklin's when young. This young

hatter on commencing business wrote for his sign:

JOHN THOMPSON, HATTER,

makes and sells hats

for Ready Money.

He submitted the wording to several of his friends.

The first advised him that "hatter" was superfluous, as

the words which followed explained that part. The words

"makes and" were next crossed off as unnecessary. "For

ready money" was omitted as useless, leaving merely the
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statement "John Thompson sells hats." The last friend

consulted ridiculed the word "sells," remarking that no

one would expect him to give them away. The sign as

it was put up read:

JOHN THOMPSON, HATS

The date of the first newspaper advertisement is diffi

cult to determine. In a Dutch news sheet of 1626 was an

announcement of an auction sale of articles "taken as

prizes."

The introduction of tea to the Western nations may

have been about the time of the following advertisement

from the Mercurius Politicus (1658):

" That excellent, and by all Physicians approved,

China drink, called by the Chineans, Tcha, by other

nations Tay alias Tee, is sold at the Sultaness Head

Cophee House, in Sweeting's Rents, by the Royal

Exchange, London."

One of the first medicine advertisements is an an

nouncement appearing in the Edinburg Courant (1705):

" That the Famous Loozengees for Curing the Cold,

stopping and pains in the Breast, the Kinkpost ;

Are to be sold by George Anderson at the foot of

the Fish Mercal, and at George Mowbay's Shop op-

posit to the Main Gaard. Price 8 sh. the box.

Silk sales are now important features of department

store advertisements. This announcement from the Brit

ish Chronicle (1763) may be interesting:
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A REAL SALE OF SILKS

" At the Coventry Cross, Chandos Street, Convent

Garden. Consisting of a very great assortment of

rich brocades, tissues, flowered and plain Sattins,

Tabbies, Ducapes, black Armozeens, Rasdumores,

Mantuas, etc. It is hoped Ladies will not be offended

that they cannot possibly be waited on at their own

Houses."

Modern Advertising

The development of modern advertising in America be

gan when Robert Bonner in 1855 spent as much as $27,-

000 a week in telling the public about the literary

features of the New York Ledger. Mr. Bonner's spir

itual adviser, thinking he had lost his senses, remonstrat

ed with him, but the investment returned large profits.

Sometime previous to the Civil War, $3,000 was

spent for a single advertisement advertising Fairbank's

scales.

One of the first agencies for the handling of adver

tising (Geo. P. Rowell & Co.) was founded in 1865 by

George P. Rowell, who also published (1869) a news

paper directory, and in 1888 started Printers' Ink, an

advertising journal.

The manufacturers of proprietary medicines or other

articles would make an appropriation of a certain amount

of money and place it in the hands of an advertising

agency. The agency would prepare, and electrotype,

ads of various sizes and then make contracts for space

with newspaper publishers, who usually allowed a dis

count of twenty-five per cent on their advertising rates
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to agencies. In some instances newspaper publishers

instead of receiving cash were forced to place orders for

type to cover the amounts.

John Wanamaker, in both Philadelphia and New York,

has led in department store advertising. This firm in

troduced the present style of such advertising, and, also,

the corner coupon, which is now a part of most magazine

ads.

In New York City the department stores spend more

than $4,000,000 a year in advertising, Wanamaker lead

ing with $500,000.

Advertising has in many instances changed the habits

of the people. It has caused them to eat cereal prepara

tions for breakfast; to wear ready-made clothing; to eat;

prepared food ; to educate themselves by home study, and

to do various other things which they had no previous

intention of doing.

The temporary enthusiasm created by a well-written

advertisement sometimes causes people to buy what they

have no need for. Advertising has really made neces

sities of luxuries.

Some of the famous advertising successes and the

features which have helped to win success are:

Sapolio, advertised for thirty years; well-known by

the "Spotless Town" jingles.

Force, a breakfast food, associated with "Sunny Jim."

Macbeth lamp chimney.

Uneeda Biscuits, which have superseded the old soda

cracker.

Pearline, a substitute for soap.
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Royal Baking Powder; "Absolutely pure."

Heinz' "57 Varieties" of pickles and condiments.

Wilson High Ball; "That's all."

Pabst Beer, "that made Milwaukee famous."

Douglas Shoes, with the familiar portrait of the maker.

Postum, a substitute for coffee.

Cream of Wheat, "The smiling colored chef."

Quaker Oats, "The smile that won't come off."

Ivory Soap, "It floats."

Gold Dust Scouring Powder. "The Gold Dust Twins."

Lackawanna Railroad. Phoebe Snow and the "Road

of Anthracite."

International Correspondence Schools, which have

stimulated study.

United Cigars Stores Company, with its clever shield

trademark and novel window displays.

[^tactical]

Advertising is done scientifically in these days. The

ad-writer constructs his advertisements from the view

point of the reader and prospective buyer, instead of at

tempting to show his command of language or tell a

joke, as was common when every advertiser wrote his

own ads.

Half a century ago Robert Bonner filled a page of the

New York Herald with repetitions of an agate line of

type. Now a page of department store advertising is

filled wibh information and prices that are as carefully

read by women as are the news articles.

In preparing the ad the advertising manager collects
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information from the department heads; which is re

written in an interesting manner, and apportioned to its

space on the page, the "leader" or special bargain being

given the prominent place. Each advertiser gets dis

tinction into his ads, by using a different series of dis

play type; some unique panel arrangement; or a peculiar

feature of decoration.

"Bargain Sales" are great successes. Almost every

human is possessed of a weakness for getting things

under price. The ad-writer's "former price $16.00" may

refer to conditions during the Civil War or during the

gold fever in California, but the buyer is satisfied just

the same.

In ad-writing it is well to tell the truth, but, say some,

not all the truth. "Fabrics of genuine southern-grown

cotton" sounds well and perhaps would affect a sale

where mere "wool clothing" would not.

The successful advertising manager studies the weak

nesses of his reading audience, as well as acquaints him

self with their tastes and wants.

The firm name is often considered an advertising asset.

"Rogers Peet & Company" and "Charles Hellmuth" are

examples. There never was a person named "Rogers

Peet" conected with this firm of New York clothiers.

"Charles Hellmuth" is the name of a bookkeeper who

was once with Kast & Ehinger, the ink manufacturers.

There is also value in the name of a trade article.

"Uneeda" (you-need-a) biscuit is an example. The clever

arrangement of the word "United" in the form of a
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pit

Cennsco Ready

Roofing defend:

your building

against years of,

weather. 'iRAMLEH
. l| " ^ TURKlSH aGARETTK - _

 

Showing Macy's use of initials, New York amusement ads, Rogers,

Peet & Co.'s odd style, the plain Caslon conversational ad,

the plain antique ad of the Library Bureau, etc.
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shield, as a trade mark is a valuable asset of the United

Cigar Stores Company.

There is no straight road to success in advertising.

The articles to be advertised are so varied, the characters

of the businesses so different, that it is difficult to de

termine upon a style of advertising that will surely suc

ceed.

In most cases the name of the article, or business, is

the most prominent feature of an advertisement.

Department stores display the prices, and emphasize

the bargains, and find it good policy.

General assertions such as the "best values for the

least money" and "acknowledged superior to all others"

sometimes bring returns, but not so much now as they

formerly did.

A glance over the advertisements in current publica

tions shows these arguments:

" The Ramleh has ' taste ' without being too

heavy—and a smooth, mellow fragrance that never

tires—the very quality you so often look for, but so

seldom find."

" The only soda cracker scientifically baked.

The only soda cracker effectually protected.

The only soda cracker ever fresh and crisp."

" One-eighth of an inch—too much or too little—

and your hat is either unbecoming or incorrect."

" Alum in food causes stomach disorders. Its con

tinued use means permanent injury to health. Use

Royal Baking Powder."

"When you need to recuperate, you need not jro

to the seashore. You will find exactly the uplift

you need in Pabst Extract."
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Some advertisers prefer the conversational style of

plain paragraphs; some mere display; others border de

coration or photographs retouched and lettered.

An article for universal sale needs constant repetition

of a trade mark of some kind, and reiteration of its name

and main qualities.

If shoes are being advertised reasons must be given

why those particular shoes should be bought.

If a new invention is to be exploited, the ad must ex

plain what it is, what it is for, and why people should

buy it.

Man is like a sheep; he acts and thinks with the rest

of his fellows. If the advertiser can show that Governor

White buys and uses its goods, and hundreds of others

do the same, the cautious man reasons that he also will

act wisely in buying it.

Dealers will not carry new brands of goods unless re

peated demands are first made for them by their cus

tomers. Advertising creates this demand.

In order that returns may be traced, mail-order ad

vertisers "key" their advertisements, i. e., include some

mark of distinction in the address. Sometimes the street

number is changed, or "Department A," "Booklet B,"

and other distinguishing phrases are used. Inquiries and

sales containing the keyed addresses are credited to the

respective publications, their value as advertising medi

ums being thus partly determined.

Some department stores and other large advertisers

have a small printing plant where their advertisements

are put in type. In most cases, however, advertising men

17
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have their advertisements set in regular printing offices.

Electrotypes of the advertisements are sent to the mag

azines and to small city papers, but in some of the large

offices union regulations demand that all advertisements

must be set in the shop.

In order to preserve a gray tone on the page, the New

York Herald uses only outline display type, and illustra

tions are redrawn in outline. Some of the other news

papers tool the faces of type and border to make them

print with a gray tone.

When writing an ad the mistake should be avoided

of being too modest in making claims and assertions.

Years ago the boy who answered "I'll try" was held up

as a good example, but now unless the boy answers "I

can," full confidence is not placed in him.

The ad-writer should familiarize himself with the ar

ticles or business he is to advertise, and should write with

confidence and enthusiasm. Gain the confidence of the

reader, and then enthuse him.

With an occasional exception, a poor article cannot be

successfully advertised. If the article has merit and is

advertised at the right time in the right manner, the ad

vertising will prove successful.

While extraordinary language is to be avoided, yet

sufficient adjectives should be employed to make interest

ing reading.

The arrangement of the ad should be carefully in

dicated on a lay-out sketch, or the compositor, not being

a wizard, may arrange the ad differently from what was

intended.
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Quaint Customs In the Printshop

WHILE not strictly belonging under the heading of

"Business Methods," it may be of interest to 'mention

the customs of the printshop before the present business

era of short work-days and high wages.

Joseph Moxin, who in 1683 published the first book in

the English language on printing, mentions the customs

of printers in his time:

"Every Printing-house is called a Chappel, and all

the workmen that belong to it are Members of the Chap-

pel; and the oldest Freeman is Father of the Chappel."

The chapel was governed by custom and by-laws, and

the penalty for breach of such laws was called a "solace,"

being the forfeiting of varying small sums of money. If

a workman failed to pay his "solace," he was "solaced"

in this manner:

"The workmen take him by force and lay him on his

belly athwart the Correcting-stone, and hold him there

while another of the workmen with a paper board give

him eleven blows on his buttocks."

Playing dice with quadrats, swearing, "giving the lye"

and letting fall the ink-balls, were a few of the offences

that required a solace. Another custom was this:
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"If any of the workmen affirm anything that is not be

lieved, the Compositor knocks with the back corner of

his composing stick against the lower ledge of his lower

case; thereby signifying the discredit they give to his

story."

"It is the custom for all the Journey-men to make

every year new Paper Windows, whether the old will

serve again or no ; because that day they make them, the

Master Printer gives them a Way-Goose; that is, he

makes them a good feast, and not only entertains them

at his own house, but besides, gives them money to spend

at the Ale-house or Tavern at night. And till the Master

Printer have given this Way-Goose, the Journey-men do

not use to work by candle-light."

From Johnson's "Typographia" (1824) it is learned

that compositors who left a "foul stone" forfeited one

penny for each offence. For mixing two separate fonts

(without orders from the "overseer") he was fined one

shilling. Sweepings were to be cleared away before one

o'clock every day or three-pence were forfeited.

Any person who took, without permission, a candle

stick, bodkin, snuffers, or composing stick, not his own,

was fined three-pence. For "every candle left without

proper charge" the master forfeited two shillings and six

pence, overseer (foreman) one shilling, and compositor

six-pence.

Early Business Methods

Until about a hundred years ago composition consisted

mostly of text matter, commonly known to printers as

"straight matter."
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Hansard, an English authority, in 1816 said: "The

mode of making the charge of composition and reading

is, first having fixed, by the scale and rules, the proper

pay for the composition, to add one-fourth of that charge

for the reading, and then add to the total one-half of its

amount to cover the various expenses and yield a profit."

The scale for compositors in England in 1810 was

about twelve cents a thousand brevier ems.

As compositors were paid only for the number of pages

actually set, made up and imposed, the record shown by

the pay roll also showed the main cost of doing the

work.

Because the hand press was about the only piece of

machinery used, and because the editions were limited

and the type lasted many years, depreciation was not

the imposing item of expense it now is.

It should not have been difficult to arrive at a price

for work in those days, yet printers never became rich.

If they kept out of the sheriff's hands they were judged

to be successful printers.

Johnson in 1824 suggested the following form for a

"Job Book":

Forwhom

printed!

Fol.ofdaybook|
Compositor's

Name

Compositor's

Charge

Pressman's

Name

Pressman's

Charge

Corrections

Sizeand

description

Date

Number
printed

£ s. d.
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It is only within recent years that any real system has

been followed or record of costs been kept in the job

printing offices of the United States. There is still room

for improvement, but the trade is now more prosperous

than it ever was.

[Practical]

About Costs

Most jobs of printing are secured after making esti

mates; or more truly, bids; inasmuch as the printer, if

he gets the order, must charge just what he estimated.

To make an accurate estimate, all the costs that go to

make up the job must be known.

It may be easy to find the cost of stock, plates, and

binding, but unless cost records have been kept, it is

most difficult to determine what to charge for composi

tion, make-up, stonework and presswork.

The beginning of all system in a printing office is to

have the compositors, make-ups, stonemen, and press

men, keep daily time-slips showing the number of hours

devoted to each job.

These time-slips give a record of the number of hours

spent in producing a job, but it is necessary to know how

much to charge for each hour.

This information will have to be obtained from the

ac^unimulated items of expense in conducting the plant.

When the office's own records are not available, it is

reasonably safe to charge as general expense the equiva

lent of the workmen's pay per hour, and add from ten

to twenty-five per cent for profit,
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The general expenses in a medium-size shop include

depreciation, interest on investment, bad debts, spoilage,

rent, light, power, and the salaries of foreman, solicitors,

type-distributors, proofreader, bookkeeper, stenographer

and errand boys (not forgetting the proprietor's salary).

At the end of a month's business the total expenses,

including all salaries (but not paper, ink, plates, bind

ing, etc., which is charged separately to customer) are

added together, say, in this manner:

Salaries $800.00

Interest, depreciation, etc 110.00

Rent, light, etc 100.00

Other expenses 75.00

$1,085.00

The sum of $1,085.00, representing the expense for

the month, is next divided by the number of productive

hours (say 1500) obtained from the daily time-slips:

.72 «

1500 1 $1,085.00

10500x

3500

3000

500

The cost is thus found to be 72 1/3 cents per hour.

If less than this rate per hour is charged on a job,

money is lost; if more, money is made.
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The lesson is plain: Printers must learn their costs

and charge more, if profit be desired.

A System

A system suitable to its needs should be adopted by

every office. A large city office may need an expert ac

countant to prepare forms of records and bookkeeping;

a small country office may need but a single slip con

taining time records and all other items on its face.

A simple system is here presented, one which has

proved satisfactory in a medium-size city office.

When a job comes in the office, a clerk fills out an

index card for the superintendent, a job envelope for the

composing room and a small slip for the pressroom.

7955 tU-./*.'*7

The index card

This index card is filed by the superintendent in a tray

on his desk after the tab "Composition," showing that

the job is in the composing room. When the customer's

O. K. is received, the card is advanced after the tab

"Press," and when the finished job comes to his desk,

the card is placed under the tab "Finished." When he is
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handed the job slip with all items totaled, and places his

O. K. on it, the card is filed alphabetically.

By this system the superintendent knows what jobs

are in the office, what progress is being made, and as

long as he has the card, knows also that the customer

has not been billed.

When the job goes to the composing room it is en

closed in a Px 12-inch job envelope with instructions on

its face:

Job No 7122 Date_2iiiA_ioo7

INSTRUCTlONS

CWtaa I-° T>M .

■Km,..-. tiK , n
 

The job envelope

Until the envelope is given to a compositor it repre

sents to the foreman a job to be done.

The compositor enters his time during the day on a

time-slip, by drawing a line from left to right, and in

dicating the character of work with an X. An identi
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fication word is used in addition to the job number to

make easier rectifying of mistakes.

TIME TICKET
 

The daily time slip

At the end of each day, the foreman collects the time-

slips and gives them to the superintendent. This style

slip is also used by pressmen and feeders, no cylinder

presses being used.

The pressroom foreman receives a slip with brief in-

jo» hum »cn

7955

5aL li PRESS SUP

Jot f)c~u~fr-&fcfer •
-c^»,e> L£S£-

 

Mi GJUJr

3

1 ^'l

The press Blip
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structions, by which he is kept informed of the jobs

coming to him, and of the stock and ink needed for

them.

As the job is printed, the register at the end of each

run is recorded on the slip, and when finished, the slip

to which is attached a sample of the job, is returned to

the superintendent's desk.

The bookkeeper receives the time-slips each day, and

transfers the time to the back of the record blank.

When each job incompleted the superintendent passes

it along to the bookkeeper, who then adds the several

•* .5M»_A1U. ml

Hmf.~imi.~~ *

m.'.:'fi.....f,

Vl*""
 

M_ a.
M a■

■ Vi
.7.3.1.

:../»%. -
o"o* . ...

.....

— in . n w

— J....3JV
Mr.

..J
.»£..a... M*

WW. - M .-^0

M.VI.

H...:.TMt—

No

Emp Cod> Mkup Stn Athrs Prswk Cut(r] Eiqb

No.

Face of record blank Back of record blank
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columns and carries the totals to the face of the record

blank. This blank also contains other items of production,

such as bills for stock, binding, cuts, etc., upon which

the job number was placed when approved by the super

intendent.

The record, being now complete, shows the actual cost

of producing the job; it is now O. K.'d, the price indi

cated by superintendent, and billed by the book-keeper.

A small index-card form is used in estimating:

ESTlMATE

....?«*.. .,.?■.

,t.\*-n*A7*-Ct>

l(k.Qj*fH,

. . IOUP . Cl|ln . (P«v~f*-W»r->»

if**^**. - .'»r9. .**v.' T . . .

Printing Sire/3/inj^. Trimmed Sire t) . > f

Stock. JSL6Q...thM« *i 'a sheet

asxatcrtto...»/.c**&<.. ..*....*](*.'or- ... «

.ww»-*t(A $...3

lnk..

Comp lio hr.®y.S?..$.../6

Makeup 3 - • 3

Stone ? " # * $ -2

...i •• •..?....«...'«

•• •./». .... .6

- « *

iP»cking.. " '2> .... %

m

pp.

pp.

*9

63

The estimate blank

All estimates are filed, used for reference if the job

is received, and for comparison when it is finished.

This system can be modified to meet other conditions.
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